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Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
October 2007\The hearing ear, and the seeing eye, the LORD hath made even both of them."
Proverb 20:12UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
ABSTRACT
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATION RESEARCH
Doctor of Philosophy
MODELS OF BINAURAL HEARING FOR SOUND LATERALISATION
AND LOCALISATION
by Munhum Park
The current study suggests two models of binaural hearing, which aim to make predictions for
inside- and outside-head localisation of a single sound source in the horizontal plane. Both
models consider free-¯eld ITDs and ILDs as the memory of sound localisation to which the
target interaural disparity is compared. The ¯rst model, the characteristic-curve (CC) model
acquires the best estimate of a source location by ¯nding the nearest-neighbour of the target
ITD and ILD in the characteristic curve of free-¯eld interaural disparities. On the other hand,
the second model, the pattern-matching (PM) model, assumes that the excitation-inhibition
cell activity pattern suggested by Breebaart et al. [J. Acoust. S. Am., 110(2):1074-1088, 2001]
provides the internal representation of the sound localisation cues. Given the uniqueness of
EI-patterns, the pattern-matching process operates in each auditory frequency band to give an
estimate of the sound source position, which is then frequency-weighted to ¯nally establish the
probability function of target location. In the two listening tests presented in the current study,
it has been found that both models are capable of predicting many important features of human
sound localisation. For example, the inside-head localisation (laterality) of dichotic pure tones
has been reasonably well predicted at low source frequencies, 600Hz and 1200Hz, by the CC
model individualised for each participant. In addition, the prediction of the PM model has
been successfully compared to listening test results where the outside-head localisation of the
participants was investigated for real and virtual acoustic sources. Given the simplicity and the
originality in modelling the central processes of auditory spatial hearing, particularly in handling
the ILD information of binaural signals, the predictive scope of the models is regarded as being
worthy of further investigation. Furthermore, considering the reasonable predictions made for
both lateralisation and localisation of acoustic stimuli, the models developed appear also to be
well-suited to the computational evaluation of spatial audio systems.Contents
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³ PRMSE between original and interpolated HRTFs
µ general notation for angular location in azimuth
µ1; µ2 Angular location of loudspeaker 1 and 2 in stereophony system
µD; µR Direction of incidence for direct and re°ected sound waves
µa Target image location
µc Angular location of the midpoint of two loudspeakers
µm Intermediate argument used to derive the CPP law
µp Source location either predicted by model or reported by subject
µ0
p Angular location indicated by head-tracker
e µp Source location reported by mispositioned subject
µt Targeted position or location associated with free-¯eld ITD and ILD
µkem; µsbj Angular location associated with KEMAR and subjects' HRTFs
¾±; ¾" Standard deviation of random variables, ± and "
¾n Standard deviation of noise mask n
¿; ® General notation for ITD and ILD
¿n; ®n Free-¯eld ITD and ILD
¿tg; ®tg Target ITD and ILD
¿0; ®0 Approximate time and level di®erences between binaural signals
Áa Interaural phase di®erence given by stereophony system
Ár Interaural phase di®erence given by a free-¯eld sound source
Â Cross-correlation function between EI-patterns
Ã Angular aperture of two loudspeakers in stereophony system
! Angular frequency in rads¡1Dedicated to my family
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Introduction
It is well known that the location of receptors on the retina has a 1:1 correspondence to
the 2D projection of our 3D space, and that such a relationship is maintained at higher
levels of processing along the visual pathways [2]. However, there is no similar point-to-
point correspondence between a spatial location and the perceived locus of an acoustic
image at lower peripheral stages of our hearing system. Instead, it is believed that the
localisation of sound stimuli occurs entirely as a consequence of neural processing of
monaural or binaural signals [3]. Although spatial orientation by audition is a purely
computation-based perception, relevant listening tests have demonstrated that humans
are quite accurate in localising a single sound source: On the horizontal plane, the mean
error for a stimulus directly in front is approximately 1±, although it can be up to 10±
for sound sources to the sides [4].
Because of this nature of spatial hearing, many computational models have been de-
veloped that simulate the hearing processes. These have particularly been focused on
explaining the results of listening tests where subjective judgements of an acoustic image
position have been investigated [5{11]. In these models, the peripheral hearing processes
have been represented by simple signal processing modules that re°ect the experimental
¯ndings of auditory physiology, for example, regarding the transfer characteristics of the
basilar membrane followed by the generation of neural impulses at the inner hair cells
in the organ of Corti [1, 8, 12{14]. However, only a little is known about the binau-
ral processes where the two monaural neural signals from each peripheral processor are
combined for further computation. Therefore, most of the models have been based on
Je®ress' model of coincidence detector [5], which has remained only hypothetical un-
til the recent discovery of brain cells in birds that exclusively respond to simultaneous
neural inputs from both channels [15, 16].
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Je®ress' model [5] has been successful in describing possible neural structure for com-
puting interaural cross-correlation, and thus the interaural time di®erence (ITD), but
it has been modi¯ed in later studies in order to handle the interaural level di®erence
(ILD) information, which is believed to be one of the important localisation cues on
the horizontal plane [4]. For example, Lindemann [8] extended Je®ress' delay line with
modular elements accepting the static and dynamic inhibitions from the contralateral
channel, while Stern and Colburn [11] multiplied the interaural cross-correlation with
a weighting function which re°ects the in°uence of the ILD on the lateral position of
acoustic image. In the meantime, the importance of free-¯eld localisation cues has been
incorporated in Gaik's model [6] where the ITDs with naturally associated ILD values
were given more weight.
Nevertheless, the underlying neurological process that obtains the ILDs has yet to be
discovered and therefore, the above introduced weighting schemes that incorporate the
ILD information are perhaps too complicated without solid evidence from neuroscienti¯c
¯ndings.
In the current study, two models of sound localisation are suggested which handle the
ITD and ILD information simultaneously without the requirement of additional weight-
ing schemes. Best categorised as the central processor or the decision device of a bin-
aural hearing model, the ¯rst model investigates the target interaural disparities on the
2-dimensional ITD-ILD space, where position estimates are given simply by ¯nding the
closest match to the function describing the relationship of free-¯eld ITDs and ILDs.
The natural combinations of the free-¯eld ITDs and ILDs are, in this study, described
as comprising the characteristic curve in a certain auditory frequency band.
Being consistent with the characteristic-curve (CC) model in the emphasis on free-
¯eld ITDs and ILDs, the second suggested model is slightly more sophisticated than
the ¯rst, and the model includes all of the peripheral, binaural and central processes
in the auditory pathways [4]. Especially for the binaural and the central processes, an
EI-cell activity pattern [1] over ITD-ILD space (instead of a single point on the ITD-
ILD space in the CC model) is considered to be the internal representation of sound
localisation cues. The best estimate for each frequency band is obtained by a pattern-
matching procedure with reference to the collection of EI-patterns prede¯ned for all
possible azimuthal directions. Overcoming a few issues in the CC model, for example,
the handling of the waveform and the envelope ITDs, the pattern-matching (PM)
model can give a single estimate of target location for a broadband sound source by
combining the predictions in each auditory frequency band according to an experimental
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The main purpose of the current study is to present the structures of the two binaural
hearing models and to validate their predictions in actual listening tests where subjects
perform inside- and outside-head localisation [17]. Compared to the previous studies
reported in the literature, however, experimental arrangements in the current listen-
ing tests are advanced with up-to-date measurement techniques, while a wider range
of target conditions will be dealt with in a comprehensive investigation of subjective
responses. In particular, the results of the localisation listening tests are expected to be
meaningful not only for the assessment of the established model, but also for the evalu-
ation of di®erent arrangements of multi-channel sound reproduction systems, providing
useful insights into optimal loudspeaker con¯gurations.
The details of the model structures will be presented in chapters 2 and 5 for the CC and
the PM models, respectively. While their implications for various features of human
sound localisation and lateralisation will be described, preliminary simulation results
will be compared to the relevant listening test results reported in the literature.
Ideally, head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) contain all information related to spa-
tial hearing for a certain source-receiver con¯guration [4]. Therefore, if the HRTFs are
measured for the participants in the listening tests, the interaural disparities (the char-
acteristic curve) and the EI-patterns arising in the free-¯eld listening environment can
be obtained across frequency to establish personalised hearing models. In chapter 3, the
procedures and the results of the HRTF measurement are presented for 6 subjects, who
participated in the later listening tests. Among many new features of the current HRTF
measurement, both proximal-region (source-receiver distance: 0.3m) and distal-region
(source-receiver distance: 1.5m) measurements will be presented for comparison.
The results of listening tests will be presented in chapters 4 and 6 respectively, for the
lateralisation of low-frequency dichotic pure tones and the localisation of broadband
real and virtual sources, respectively. In particular, chapter 4 presents the predictions of
the simple characteristic-curve model where the comparison with subjective responses is
made at two low frequencies, 600Hz and 1200Hz. On the other hand, in chapter 6, the
pattern-matching model is applied to explain the features found in localisation listening
tests, where subjective responses to various stereophonic arrangements, as well as to a
single source, will be investigated.
The chapters have been arranged so that the structure of a model and the associated
listening test results can be found in sequence, except that the chapter of the HRTF
measurement has been placed following the description of the CC model. Therefore,
chapters 2, 3 and 4 may be considered to be the ¯rst part of this thesis, while chapters 5
and 6 can be regarded as constituting the second. Finally, conclusions will be presented
in chapter 7.Chapter 2




There have been many models of human spatial hearing which aim to explain the results
of subjective listening tests concerning, for example, the localisation and lateralisation
of sound images [5{11] and the binaural masking level di®erence [1, 18]. Since the
interaural time di®erence (ITD) and the interaural level di®erence (ILD) are believed
to be important cues in spatial hearing, especially in the horizontal plane [4], all of
those models have devices to process one or both of the interaural disparities. Je®ress'
binaural coincidence detector [5] has been extensively employed by most of the relevant
models as a device to process the ITD. In the meantime, ILD information has been dealt
with in various ways. According to the ILD processing method, spatial hearing models
working with both ITD and ILD belong to one of the following three categories.
(1) Models considering ILD as supplementary input to the coincidence detector. The
`position-variable' model of Stern and Colburn [11] belongs to this category where ILD
has been accounted for by multiplying the activity of the coincidence detector with a
Gaussian-shaped intensity-weighting function. About a decade later, Lindemann [8] also
modi¯ed Je®ress' delay lines [5] by employing an inhibitory weighting function deter-
mined mainly by the intensity of the contralateral signal. Gaik [6] extended Lindemann's
model [8] by considering the naturalness of ITD and ILD combination as an additional
weighting factor.
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(2) Models combining separate estimates from ITD and ILD. Models in this category
¯nd the best matching azimuth angles for a given ITD and ILD separately, then perform
a weighted summation across parameters as well as frequency. Macpherson [9] followed
this approach where the estimates from the ITD and ILD have been weighted according
to the reliability and weighting factors determined during the pre-process. A similar
approach has been taken by Braasch [19] who focused on the in°uence of the target-
distracter ratio rather than a conclusive prediction of source location. Pulkki et al. [10]
made qualitative comparisons between the interaural disparities across frequency which
were given by a real sound source and those by a virtual sound image.
(3) Models considering a single parameter from ITD and ILD. Some models of spatial
hearing have particularly emphasised that ITD and ILD are closely related, investigating
a single estimate obtained from a combined pair of ITD and ILD. Hafter [18] used the
time-intensity trading ratio to obtain a single parameter from the interaural disparities.
Lim and Duda [7] arbitrarily scaled ITD and converted this to an equivalent ILD and
made a vector of interaural parameters for all relevant frequencies, which is then com-
pared with vectors obtained in free-¯eld conditions to give a prediction of sound source
location.
In this study, a simple model of auditory central processing is suggested. As classi¯ed
in category (3), this model considers the natural combinations of ITD and ILD as a
reference for spatial hearing, while the nearest-neighbour matching technique [7] is em-
ployed to make predictions of the image location. By investigating the ITD-ILD space
in a single auditory frequency band, the current model, the characteristic-curve model,
attempts to explain some representative features found in the lateralisation of dichotic
tones as well as the localisation of free-¯eld stimuli.
Section 2.2 will describe the CC model and its principle assumptions. Section 2.3 will be
dedicated to the implications of the model for sound lateralisation, followed by simulation
results compared with subjective test data in literature. In section 2.4, the predictive
scope of the current model on the localisation will be investigated, and other aspects of
the model will be brie°y discussed in section 2.5 followed by some conclusion in section
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2.2 The model of auditory central processing
Most hearing models include a peripheral processor as well as a binaural processor
[1, 8, 13]. In the peripheral processor, the acousto-mechanical transfer characteristics
and the neural transduction in middle and inner ears are simulated by corresponding
signal processing modules, whilst the information relating to ITD and ILD is obtained
in the binaural processor. The current model, however, assumes that the ITDs and
ILDs are already available for all auditory frequency bands of interest, after the pro-
cesses in peripheral and binaural devices. Suggested methods to compute the interaural
disparities can be the widely used interaural cross-correlation [5] combined with an ILD
detector such as the EID (excitation-inhibition di®erence) processor [19] or the delay
and attenuation network introduced by Breebaart et al. [1]. However, the main concern
of the current model is not the detailed mechanism of low-level computation, but the
central stages of pattern recognition and auditory image formation [4]. Furthermore, no
consideration of time-integration or time-varying interaction of ITD and ILD has been
made in this study, which implies that the current model simply examines the interaural
disparities given by low-level processes at a certain moment of interest.
Another important assumption of the current model is the human's use of natural com-
binations of ITD and ILD as a reference for spatial hearing. The term of \natural
combinations" of interaural disparities is equivalent to \free-¯eld cues" appearing in lit-
erature [20]. It has been previously used by Gaik [6], where he experimentally studied
the relation between the di®useness of the auditory image and the deviation of a tar-
get combination of ITD and ILD from the curve of natural combinations in ITD-ILD
space. Many other models contain similar implications of naturalness of ITD and ILD
combinations although, in many cases, without being described explicitly [7, 9, 10, 19{
21]. There are some good reasons for this assumption to be acceptable. First of all, it
is widely accepted that human beings acquire the sensation of various types of stimuli
by learning and adaptation, and the spatial hearing is not an exception, supported by
recent studies regarding its plasticity [22{24]. Since a majority of the acoustic signals
perceived during the lifetime are from real sources in space, it is likely that our auditory
central processor has been being trained mostly by natural combinations of interaural
disparities, and it is reasonable to assume that unnatural pairs of ITD and ILD that are
rarely experienced will be perceived with reference to the natural combinations. Also,
it is perhaps unlikely that there are individual neurons that act as feature detectors for
each of the di®erent possible pairs of ITD and ILD in the higher level of the auditory
pathway. Instead, it is reasonable to consider that neurons for the natural combinations
of ITD and ILD form a basis for so-called distributed coding [2] in higher-level cognition,
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listeners. Relevant physiological evidence has yet to be fully revealed, but the presence
of receptive ¯elds dedicated to a single region of space in the barn owl's optic tectum
[25] can be reasonably linked to the existence of reference neurons in spatial hearing.
Since the head-related transfer functions (HRTF) contain all the free-¯eld cues avail-
able to the corresponding individual, the natural combinations of ITD and ILD can be
obtained by analysing those impulse responses frequency by frequency. However, partic-
ular care is required in dealing with ITDs in the frequency range above approximately
1500Hz, since it is well known that the ¯ne structure of the signals are lost during the
neural transduction in the organ of Corti, thus leaving only the envelopes [26]. This im-
plies that only the envelope ITDs are available to the higher level of auditory processing,
which, based on the above assumption, will serve as reference ITDs.
Natural ITD, ¿n and ILD, ®n obtained from free-¯eld stimulus in the horizontal plane
are functions of frequency f and azimuth angle µ, i.e. they can be written as ¿n(µ;f)
and ®n(µ;f). These functions of interaural disparities can be displayed in ¿ ¡ ® space
for each frequency band, which forms a closed curve if drawn for sources in the whole
range of azimuth angles from 0± to 360±. Since the HRTFs are di®erent from person to
person depending on the anthropometry, the shape of this curve at a certain frequency is
unique for each individual, and so it can be called the characteristic curve of natural
combinations of ITD and ILD.
The solid line in Figure 2.1(a) is an example of such a curve obtained from a KEMAR
HRTF [27] at 600Hz, where positive values for ITD and ILD indicate that the signal at
left ear is louder and arriving earlier than the signal at the right ear. Since the HRTFs
used here have been manipulated to be symmetric with respect to the median plane, the
characteristic curve passes exactly through the origin of the coordinate system, which
might not be the case in general.
Except for the high-frequency bands where the characteristic curve is established by
the envelope ITDs, the current model assumes secondary curves [dashed lines in Figure
2.1(a)] to be available within the perceptual window of ITD, which are the versions of the
primary curve shifted by the period corresponding to the band-centre frequency. Many
models of spatial hearing, particularly those based on the coincidence detector, assume
that the size of perceptual window for ITD can be larger than the largest possible delays
for free-¯eld stimuli [8, 28]. Such models accommodate a multiple number of peaks
within the correlation window so that predictions of multiple images can be made. For
a similar reason, the current model assumes the presence of secondary curves.
Having established the `memory' of sound localisation on the ¿ ¡ ® plane by the char-
acteristic curve, the best estimate µp of the angular location is found for a target pair ofChapter 2. A decision-making model 8
ITD, ¿tg and ILD, ®tg on the basis of the least squared error. First, since the units for
ITD and ILD are di®erent, the ¿ ¡ ® space has to be converted to a non-dimensional








where k¿ and k® are the conversion factors for ITD and ILD, respectively. (Unless
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Then, the `distance,' e(µ;f) between the target disparity and the characteristic curve in



















It is noteworthy that the target ITD found within the perceptual window will not nec-
essarily be the true ITD, since all the quasi-periodic ITDs will give the same estimate
thanks to the secondary characteristic curves.
The presence of the conversion factors in Eq. (2.1) is essential. As an indication of
relative in°uence of the interaural parameters on the displacement of an auditory im-
age, it is reasonable to relate these factors to the time-intensity trading ratio, where
the amount of ITD and ILD inducing an equivalent image shift is considered. Many
psychophysical experiments revealed that this trading ratio depends on the frequency
as well as the ITD and ILD [4], and it is, therefore, obvious that the conversion factors,
k¿ and k® should contain the arguments of ¿, ® and f. Another possibility is to relate
the conversion factors to the just-noticeable di®erences of ITD and ILD, since the neural
resolution in the detection of ITD and ILD could re°ect the actual spacings between
ITD/ILD detectors. Regardless of psychophysical background, it appears that the con-
version factors in Eq. (2.1) should depend on frequency as well as the given ITD and
ILD. In particular, the dependence of neural selectivity on ITD has been found in phys-
iological studies as summarised by Stern and Trahiotis [28], and has been implemented
in previous models of spatial hearing, for example, by Stern and Colburn [11]. However,
it is unlikely to be possible in this study to determine the conversion factors, k¿ and
k® as de¯nite functions of those arguments, since, as suggested by many experimental
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and level di®erences are not yet clearly known, and they are \too complicated to be
describable by any one-number criterion" as Blauert pointed out [4]. Simulations in the
following sections will use constant values for k¿ and k® that have been found to give
the best ¯t to the listening test results.
In order to imitate the whole process in spatial hearing, the estimates µp(f) in Eq.
(2.3) have to be somehow integrated across frequency to give a single estimate of the
location of the sound image. Although there are some ¯ndings regarding the tonotopic
organisation within the primary auditory cortex [30], the interaction between di®erent
auditory frequency channels is not yet known. Therefore, in this study the current model
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2.3 Implication of the model for lateralisation
In this section, the model described above will be investigated in terms of the laterality
prediction of a dichotic pure tone at low frequency. Since the lateral displacement
from the mid line is the issue, distinction between the front and back is unnecessary in
this case. In the simulation study discussed in the later part of this section, the ¯nal
prediction of the current model has been converted to the range between ¡90± (left) and
+90± (right). Meanwhile, for the convenience of explanation in the following paragraphs,
the characteristic curves have been simpli¯ed to be single straight lines as shown in Figs.
2.2 and 2.3.
Combinations of ITD and ILD used in relevant listening tests have been reported to
give intracranial auditory images [4, 29, 31], and so it is also necessary to make an ad-
ditional assumption for the current model to deal with these internal auditory images
and the relationship to their output in azimuth angle. It is known that virtual acoustic
images created by a non-individualised HRTF can give internalised images in the case
of headphone reproduction, and the externalisation is reported to be accomplished only
when the correct interaural and spectral cues are presented to both ears across frequency
[32]. According to this observation, it may be reasonable to assume that a pair of ITD
and ILD o® the characteristic curve is internalised, while external images are perceived
when the interaural disparities are exactly on, or in the very vicinity of, the character-
istic curves, consistently across auditory frequency bands. With these assumptions, the
model output in azimuth angle can be related to the relative lateral displacement of an
internalised auditory image.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show how the characteristic curve is referenced to give a prediction
of laterality at low frequency. First, a target signal without ILD is considered in Fig.
2.2 where the trajectory of target ITD and ILD can be represented by ®0 = 0. When the
target ITD is 0 (point o), an auditory image is obviously located at the centre. As ¿0
tg
increases (point a), the corresponding image found by the nearest neighbour matching
moves to the left-hand side (remember that positive ITD and ILD indicate louder signals
arriving to the left ear earlier, and positive µp represents a sound source in the right
hemisphere.) Reaching the point where ITD becomes equal to the half-period (the
point marked by T0=2), the image suddenly migrates to the lower leg of the secondary
characteristic curve, which implies that the perceived image is now located on the right-
hand side. Then, the image laterality decreases approaching the intracranial centre from
the right (point b). The same matching procedure takes place for the negative ITDs
(points c and d), and a completed model prediction can be plotted as shown in panel
(b) of Fig. 2.2. Relevant listening test data con¯rm this model prediction, where theChapter 2. A decision-making model 11
auditory image is reported to move to the side favoured by the increasing target ITD
until it makes a sudden transition to the contralateral side [29, 31].
In the meantime, Fig. 2.3 shows the predictions for the non-zero target ILD. Due to
the given interaural level di®erence, the auditory image is not located at the centre
when the ITD is 0. Instead, it is located to the left-hand side favouring the positive
ILD, and moves further left as the ITD increases (point a). A sudden transition to
the contralateral side is also observed. However, the critical ITD in this case is greater
than it was for zero ILD [compare with Fig. 2.2(b)]. In addition, the maximum absolute
laterality in the direction not favoured by the target ILD is less than that to the favoured
side, which implies that the extent of the lateral position is reduced for a con°icting pair
of ITD and ILD. This model prediction is also con¯rmed by the listening test results
reported by Sayers [31] and Domnitz and Colburn [29].
Some models of spatial hearing assume that the amplitude and time-delay errors can be
introduced prior to the binaural processing [33], which result from the limited accuracy
of neural coding and processing as well as the internal physiological noise from the ears
and other parts of the human body [4]. These errors could misplace the target ITD and
ILD in the ¿0 ¡®0 space. In addition to the internal noise, relevant psychophysical tests
are exposed to measurement errors, especially because the subject's auditory space has
to be represented quantitatively. For example, previous listening tests employed a visual
chart or equivalents [31, 34, 35] or an acoustic pointer [29, 36] to quantify the subjects'
perception, which inevitably involves some degree of error.
Figure 2.4 shows the in°uence of the internal errors on the model predictions. A charac-
teristic curve (with waveform ITD) has been obtained from the KEMAR HRTF [27] at
600Hz, and the laterality has been predicted for ITDs at every 50¹s with 0-dB ILD. For
a 600-Hz pure tone, the current model has been found to best explain relevant listening
test results when the conversion factors k¿ and k® are » 44¹s and 1dB, respectively.
Internal error has been introduced assuming independent zero-mean Gaussian random
processes for target ITD and ILD (see Fig. 2.10) with standard deviation of ¾±=10 ¹s
and ¾"=1dB, respectively. These values have been approximated from the representa-
tive data for the just-noticeable di®erence of ITD and ILD reported in the literature
[4]. Since the model output ranges from 0± to 360±, predictions have been converted to
be between ¡90± and +90± by considering the mirror images for the estimates found
in the rear hemisphere. The contrast shown for each point in Fig. 2.4 represents the
probability of model prediction for each estimate along the vertical axis, obtained from
500 samples of random processes.
It is obvious that the model prediction now appears to be distributed in the µp direction,
instead of following a single curve as schematically shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The degree ofChapter 2. A decision-making model 12
spread given by, for example, the standard deviation of the model prediction for each
target ITD and ILD may be indicative of the di®useness of the auditory image. In
particular, there is a bimodal distribution found in the region where the auditory image
suddenly migrates to the contralateral side (see the dotted boxes in Fig. 2.4), and this
is closely related to the existence of so-called `dual images.' Sayers [31] reported that
his subjects involved in the laterality measurements were found to give three types of
judgements for signals with 0 ILD and approximately half-period ITD: far left, far right
or centre. Although the current model does give similar judgements at extreme left and
right, no centre image is predicted even with random errors in target ITD and ILD.
However, it is still possible to obtain a centre image if the centroid of the judgements
in this region is considered. Shackleton et al. [37] and Lindemann [8] have taken a
similar approach where they examined either the centroid or the individual peaks in the
cross-correlation function depending on the nature of the data to be explained, especially
because the centroid could not give predictions of dual images. It is tentatively suggested
that subject's attention could switch his or her judgement either to the left or to the
right side, and could even fuse the two extreme images within short time interval, thus
internally creating a virtual centre image.
It is also noteworthy in Fig. 2.4 that the estimates around the half-period ITD appear
to be concentrated at §90±, which resulted from restricting the model predictions to be
only in the frontal hemisphere. This is inconsistent with listening test results presented
by Sayers [31] where a linear increase of absolute lateral displacement has been observed
even in the region of bimodal distribution. Perhaps the azimuth angles corresponding
to the maximal lateral displacement could be greater than §90±. However, further
simulations with a new arbitrary choice of possible range of prediction are beyond the
scope of this study.
Figure 2.5 compares the model predictions with the listening test results reported by
Sayers [31]. Panel (a) shows Sayers' data [31] where he used a 600-Hz pure tone with
various combinations of external ITD and ILD, and obtained subjects' perception of
lateral position by means of a visual chart. The model predictions in panel (b) have been
prepared with KEMAR HRTF [27] databases under the same conditions as described in
relation to Fig. 2.4.
Since the units in the two plots in Fig. 2.5 are di®erent, point-by-point comparison
appears to be inadequate. Nevertheless, the model prediction in panel (b) is reasonably
consistent with the listening test data in panel (a) at least in terms of the shape of the
laterality curves. In addition, the current model gives relatively accurate predictions for
the critical ITD values where the swift transition to the far sides takes place. It is also
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found in the region of con°icting ITD and ILD are smaller when the target ILD becomes
greater. This earlier transition to the contralateral side for greater ILD is also observed
and reported in Domnitz and Colburn [29].Chapter 2. A decision-making model 14
2.4 Implication of the model for localisation
Application of the current model to the prediction of sound localisation is rather straight-
forward. A sound source in space presents pairs of ITD and ILD which should be on
the characteristic curves across frequency since those pairs were the stimuli that have
formed the curves. However, the presence of internal noise discussed in section 2.3 can
cause the target pair of interaural disparity to spread over the true values, while the
measurement error will also disrupt the accurate quanti¯cation of subject's perception.
Measurement error in sound localisation tests can be harder to control than that in
laterality measurement since the amount of error could depend on the source location.
In relevant listening tests, subjects are often asked to turn their head to the location of
sound source where the direction of head is automatically detected by an electromagnetic
device [38, 39]. The accuracy of this method is limited by the extent of body movement,
and so the measurement error could increase for sound sources in the rear hemisphere.
As was the case in lateralisation modelling, the internal errors can be accounted for by
considering independent random processes for ITD and ILD, the standard deviation of
which can be approximated from the just noticeable di®erence (JND) of each interaural
disparity. The measurement error is not easy to include in the current model, and the
best way seems to be to attempt to increase the standard deviation of internal noise,
and examine the consistency with listening test results.
Fig. 2.6 schematically shows the in°uence of the error introduced to simulate the internal
noise and the measurement uncertainty. Similar to the lateralisation case, the target ITD
and ILD are now random processes with mean values at actual target ITD and ILD but
spread over a region depicted by circles in Fig. 2.6. Consequently, the model prediction
now becomes a distribution instead of a single de¯nite value as is the case in actual
listening tests, and the mean and the variance of the predictions depend not only on the
actual target ITD and ILD but also on the adjacent pairs on the characteristic curve.
It is also interesting to see that the spread of target ITD and ILD is able to account
for the phenomenon of front-back confusion [4]. For instance, the boundary A in Fig.
2.6 represents the size of con¯dence interval for a pair of ITD and ILD which originally
corresponds to an azimuth angle, for example, µt which is front right. Since some samples
within the boundary are closer to the other leg of the characteristic curve corresponding
to the rear hemisphere (darker area in boundary A), the corresponding estimates are
found near 180± ¡ µt. The probability of front-back confusion is therefore a®ected by
the spacing between the two legs of the characteristic curve and the amount of error
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Figure 2.7 shows the simulation results of the localisation by the current model, where a
600-Hz pure tone is assumed to be the source. The KEMAR HRTF [27] has been used
to generate both the characteristic curve and the target pair of ITD and ILD at every
5± in the horizontal plane. The model parameters, k¿, k®, ¾" and ¾± were identical to
those used in the case of lateralisation in section 2.3. The grey-scale level of each point
in Fig. 2.7 represents the probability of model predictions. (The histograms shown
in Figs. 2.8(a) through (c) can be regarded as the vertical slices of Fig. 2.7 for each
target angle.) It is clearly shown that the Gaussian random processes employed for
the internal noise caused the response angles to spread out, which, otherwise, should
have been found only on a straight line from the bottom-left to the top-right indicating
perfect localisation. In addition, the front-back confusion is also clearly observed as the
response angles are found bimodally for each target angle, one area of the responses
showing the correct matches while the other for the mirror images with respect to the
frontal plane. In particular, it is noteworthy that this bimodal distribution is found for
most of the target angles even for lateral angles such as 90± and 270±.
Another interesting feature resulting from the noisy target of the source ITD and ILD
is that the mean error and the variability of the model predictions are dependent on the
source location. As each point marked on the characteristic curve in Fig. 2.6 corresponds
to source locations at every 5±, it is observed that more points are populated closer to
90± and 270± where ITD and ILD slowly vary with source azimuth angle. If the amount
of internal noise introduced to the target is assumed to be independent of the source
location, the boundary B of the same size as A will contain more prospective estimates,
which will result in greater errors and standard deviation in the model prediction. This
expectation is consistent with most of the listening test results reported in the literature
[4, 38, 39].
Simulation results shown in Fig. 2.7 also con¯rm this dependence of the model statistics
on the source location. It is observed that the local range of responses for each tar-
get azimuth angle which represents the variances, becomes greater as the target angle
approaches 90± (or 270±) from both positive and negative directions. The individual his-
tograms presented in Fig. 2.8 give a clearer comparison between target angles in terms
of the model responses where horizontal axes have been scaled identically. The location
estimates form two distinctive peaks [the secondary peak is out of range in panel (a)] one
within the correct hemisphere and the other the mirror-imaged. As the source location
approaches 90± (or 270±), these peaks become lower, broader, and closer to each other,
which implies that the variability of the model predictions becomes greater. Note that
there is no de¯nitive relation between the broadened peak and the mean error of the
response angles. However, the shape of the histogram seems to change very little around
90± (and 270±) which can be easily observed from the comparison between panels (b)Chapter 2. A decision-making model 16
and (c) in Fig. 2.8, and accordingly, the mean error of the model predictions for lateral
target angles increases. In addition, for this region of `constant' responses, resolving the
front-back confusion with a single critical angle, for example, 90± could lead to greater
unwanted errors as is the case with actual listening tests.
The above presented simulation results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental
data in many previous studies of human sound localisation. However, a comparative
analysis cannot be made here, mainly because the current model concerns spatial hearing
at a single frequency only, while the mainstream of the previously published data have
been acquired by presenting relatively broadband noise to subjects. In order to deal with
signals with broader bandwidths, it is necessary to accommodate a form of frequency
weighting, properly combining all the local model predictions made in each auditory
frequency band, for which, however, there is yet insu±cient evidence from physiology
or neurology. More importantly, as mentioned in section 2.2, both of the two types
of ITD, envelope and waveform, have to be considered and carefully incorporated into
the current model depending on the signal frequency. However, the critical frequency
between the ranges where a particular type of ITD is e®ective is di±cult to de¯ne, and
thus, the use of a single characteristic curve assumed in the current model is not suitable.
This matter will be returned to in future work.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 17
2.5 Other aspects of the current model
2.5.1 Implication for mid- and high-frequency lateralisation
Having found that the model predictions are qualitatively consistent with experimental
data in literature, it is of further interest to see what other implications the current model
has for human spatial hearing. Whereas Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 schematically show how the
nearest-neighbour matching works at relatively low frequencies, Fig. 2.9 illustrates the
implication of the current model at higher frequencies. It is known that ILD could be
negligible at very low frequency, while it may be as large as 20dB at high frequencies due
to the increased acoustic shadow e®ect caused by the listener's head [26]. On the other
hand, the ITD is not as heavily a®ected by the frequency as the ILD, where the maximum
ratio of the ITDs at high and low frequencies is only about 2=3 [40]. Therefore, assuming
that the conversion factors, k¿ and k® are constant across frequency, the slope of the
simpli¯ed characteristic curve shown in Fig. 2.9 becomes steeper as frequency increases,
while the spacing between the primary and secondary characteristic curves becomes
smaller. In the meantime, the secondary curves become ambiguous and disappear over
about 2kHz due to the loss of waveform ITD, and the ITD of the primary characteristic
curve start indicating the envelope ITD, although the transition between these two
phases is di±cult to de¯ne. Accordingly, three solid lines in Fig. 2.9 represent the
characteristic curves at low frequencies, and the dashed lines indicate those at mid and
high frequencies, where the secondary lines are disregarded at high frequencies.
Keeping in mind that the two ends of the simpli¯ed characteristic curves in Fig. 2.9
approximately correspond to §90± which, in terms of lateralisation, are the far right and
left sides, it is interesting to see how the relative in°uence of each interaural disparity
varies with frequency. For example, a target of ITD, ¿0
tg without ILD in Fig. 2.9 is
matched on the characteristic curve more to the left at low frequency (µ1L) compared
to the estimate found at higher frequencies (µ1H), i.e. jµ1Lj > jµ1Hj. On the contrary,
another target with a pure ILD of ®0
tg is detected more to the left at higher frequencies
(jµ2Hj > jµ2Lj). In addition, the waveform ITD does not have any in°uence at high
frequency, obviously because the characteristic curve is matched only for envelope ITD.
This observation made from the slope of the characteristic curves across frequency is
consistent with what is suggested by the duplex theory [41] modi¯ed with the role of
envelope ITD [42]. Thus the waveform ITD and the envelope ITD are e®ective at low
and high frequencies, respectively, whilst the ILD is e®ective over all the frequency range
despite the variance of its importance relative to ITD [4].
The additional implication of the characteristic curves in Fig. 2.9 is that the maximum
laterality normally found at around half-period ITD for a zero target ILD should decreaseChapter 2. A decision-making model 18
with frequency due to the narrower spacing between the curves and their increased slope.
Sayers [31] reported that listeners seem to perceive a dichotic pure tone within a narrower
range of laterality at higher frequency. Decades later, Schiano et al. [36] con¯rmed this
observation by laterality tests across frequency, where he and his colleagues found that
the laterality of pure tones with moderate amount of ITDs (100¹s or 150¹s) is more
or less constant up to 1kHz where it suddenly decreases. Although the current model
generally predicts a greater laterality for lower frequency, the sudden collapse to the
centre at 1kHz seems to be di±cult to explain, partly due to the increased irregularity
of characteristic curve at higher frequency.
2.5.2 Di®useness of the perceived image
As discussed in section 2.2, conversion factors included in the current model are unlikely
to be constant over ¿ ¡ ® space as assumed in the simulations, but should depend at
least on the ITD, similar to the neural sensitivity function p(¿) suggested by Stern and
Colburn [11]. At the same time, the amount of internal error introduced to the target
ITD and ILD may vary over ¿ ¡® space. For example, Domnitz and Colburn [29] found
that the JND of ITD increases when baseline ITD and ILD con°ict with each other.
If the internal error in the current model is based on the JND of interaural disparities,
the values of ¾" and ¾± should also increase in this con°icting region. If the above
arguments are considered, it might be expected that there is a greater uncertainty in a
target ITD and ILD that is located more distant from the characteristic curve, hence
resulting in a greater spread in the distribution of laterality estimates (see Fig. 2.10).
Considering that image di®useness is often related to the variance of the judgements
in similar models, this observation of the current model can be regarded as implying
that a greater image di®useness is perceived for target ITD and ILDs that are farther
from a natural combination. Such a relationship between the image di®useness and the
distance from the natural combination has been experimentally observed by Gaik [6].Chapter 2. A decision-making model 19
2.6 Conclusion
The model of spatial hearing presented in this study is mainly concerned with the
auditory central processes where the source location decision is made based upon the
acquired sound localisation cues. A simulation study showed that the nearest-neighbour
matching technique applied in the ¿ ¡® domain is simple and e±cient in predicting the
intracranial or extracranial location of a sound image. The comparison with relevant
listening test results has given good qualitative con¯rmation of the feasibility of the
current model.
Some of the simulation results described in this study, especially the prediction of lat-
erality of dichotic pure tones, can be obtained with similar models of spatial hearing
such as those presented by Lindemann [8] and Stern and Colburn [11]. However, it
is remarkable that the current model is especially simple in dealing with ILD, unlike
those which used additional weighting and mapping schemes. It is also noteworthy that
this model attempts to explain the localisation and the lateralisation of sound signal
within a single framework, which is the widely accepted importance of `free-¯eld cues'
[6, 7, 9, 10, 19{21].
Despite the relatively weak support from physiological evidence, the current model is
worthy of further investigation, considering the simplicity and the relatively satisfactory
predictions regarding the features of human spatial hearing.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 20

































Figure 2.1: (a) Characteristic curves representing the natural combinations of ITD
and ILD at 600Hz obtained from a KEMAR HRTF. The solid line marked every 10±
is the primary curve while the dashed lines are secondary curves. (}: 0± » 90±, ±:
90± » 180±, ¤: 180± » 270±, 4: 270± » 360±). (b) The characteristic curve is shown in
¿0 ¡®0 space, where the target ITD and ILD ¯nd their nearest-neighbour on the curve.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 21
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2: The procedure of nearest-neighbour matching is shown schematically. (a)
Target is on the ¿0 axis, which means that the auditory image is created only by ITD
without ILD. (The thick dashed half of the simpli¯ed characteristic curve represents
the source locations in the right hemisphere whereas the solid for the left.) (b) Model
prediction is plotted corresponding to the matching procedure in panel (a). Note that
the laterality plot is periodic, repeating with every T0.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 22
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) The procedure of nearest-neighbour matching is shown schematically.
(a) The target now moves on the line represented by ®0 = ®0
tg. (The thick dashed
half of the simpli¯ed characteristic curve represents the source locations in the right
hemisphere whereas the solid for the left.) (b) Compared to panel (b) in Fig. 2.2, the
laterality plot is shifted to positive ITD, images are found more often on the left side
(negative azimuth) that is favoured by the given ILD. The periodicity of laterality plot
is still maintained.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 23
Figure 2.4: Predictions of the current model with internal error are shown for dichotic
tone without ILD. (500 model runs with KEMAR HRTF [27] at 600Hz) The contrast
of each point represents the probability of model prediction at corresponding response
angle along the vertical axis. When ¿tg becomes equivalent to half-period of signal,
dual images are found on each far side (see the dotted boxes). It is also clear that the
laterality plot will be smoothed out with internal error if the centroid is considered.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 24


































Figure 2.5: Laterality curves obtained for -6dB (solid), 0dB (dotted), and 12dB ILD
(dash-dotted) are shown where the ¿ axis has been scaled by the period of the signal.
(600Hz pure tone) (a) The mean values of the reported image positions are reproduced
from the listening tests by Sayers [31], where the 6-dB curve has been symmetrically
modi¯ed to correspond to -6dB. (b) Laterality predictions are shown as data have been
averaged for 500 model runs on the characteristic curve obtained from the KEMAR
HRTF [27].Chapter 2. A decision-making model 25
Figure 2.6: Source localisation by the model is illustrated schematically where the
characteristic curve is marked at every 5± of the target angle. A target ITD and ILD
exactly on the characteristic curve easily ¯nds its matching azimuth estimate. However,
with internal error and measurement error, it is misplaced within a certain boundary,
and the azimuth estimate now becomes a random process similar to the actual listening
tests. Some points within the boundary are matched to the opposite side with respect
to the frontal plane due to the shape of the characteristic curve, which implies so-called
`front-back confusion' (the darker area within boundary A). Since azimuth estimates
are more densely populated around §90±, more localisation error is expected in those
regions (boundary B).Chapter 2. A decision-making model 26
Figure 2.7: Model predictions made for free-¯eld stimuli. Target angles range from
0± to 355± at every 5±, while the histogram of corresponding responses are shown with
resolution of 1± along the vertical axis. Front-back confusion is clearly shown as there
are two shorter legs running against the main leg that represents responses made around
the exact target.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 27














































Figure 2.8: Individual probability functions D(µp) of model predictions are shown
for target angles at (a) 50±, (b) 85± and (c) 90±. The dotted lines indicate the target
positions while the dash-dotted line is for 90±. D(µp) can be regarded as frequency in
each bin of histogram, normalised between 0 and 1. The peak in panel (a) is sharper
and narrower than those in panels (b) and (c) which implies the more variability of
model predictions for lateral angles.Chapter 2. A decision-making model 28
Figure 2.9: Simpli¯ed characteristic curves are schematically shown for di®erent fre-
quency ranges. The in°uence of ITD and ILD for each range is illustrated by estimates
corresponding to target points (¿0
tg;0) and (0;®0
tg).
Figure 2.10: Assuming greater internal errors for con°icting pairs of ITD and ILD
(¿0
2;®0
2), corresponding model estimates are more broadly distributed on the character-
istic curve, compared to the consistent pair closer to the curve (¿0
1;®0
1). This relation
between image di®useness and the nature of ITD/ILD combination is also reported by
Gaik [6] from his listening tests.Chapter 3
HRTF measurements
3.1 Introduction
A head-related transfer function (HRTF) refers to the frequency response function from
a sound source in space to the two ears [43]. The equivalent time-domain representation
is referred to as a head-related impulse response (HRIR), and it contains, ideally, all of
the information relating to the acoustic transmission between the source and the ears,
which depends on the direction and the distance of the head relative to the source. Since
the signals received at the ear drums are the primary inputs to the hearing system,
knowing the HRTFs can be considered as the ¯rst step to understand how humans
and animals are able to perceive the locations of acoustic stimulus. In addition to its
importance in psychoacoustics and relevant hearing research, a database of the HRTFs
is the essential element in the development of virtual acoustic imaging systems based on
binaural technology [4]. In using this technology, subjects may perceive a realistic illusion
of auditory scene if signals are presented over headphones after being processed by a
pair of ¯lters made of the HRIRs corresponding to the designated channels, directions
and distances.
There have been many methods developed to model the HRTFs numerically, which in-
clude simple geometrical modelling of head and torso [44], application of the boundary
element method [45, 46], an in¯nite-impulse-response ¯lter approximation [47, 48], ap-
plication of principal component analysis [49], the use of surface spherical harmonics [50]
and so forth. Except for the ¯rst two methods in the above list, however, these tech-
niques are generally intended to reduce the storage size of existing HRTFs, and most
implementations of binaural technology still require actual measurements of the transfer
functions.
29Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 30
In past decades, HRTFs have been measured in many di®erent ways, and the conditions
under which each measurement has been made vary depending on the purpose of the
application [43, 51{54]. The type of source signal, the measuring technique and the
number of source locations can all be important parameters distinguishing one mea-
surement from another. Nevertheless, the choice of subject, whether human or acoustic
manikin is regarded as the primary factor which consequently determines the equipment
required and the measurement procedures. For example, in case of human subjects, the
selection of microphones has to be handled with priority, as they have to be wearable.
Also, positioning of the subjects becomes a very critical issue [43, 51], since they have
to remain at designated positions in the initially set posture throughout the recordings,
and a monitoring system as well as a backrest or a headrest may be needed, which should
minimally interfere with the sound ¯eld.
The second important condition to be determined for a measurement of HRTFs is, in
author's opinion, the distance between loudspeaker(s) and the subject (or the manikin).
The majority of recordings have been made for relatively distant sound sources, located
1m or more from the subject, where the wavefront arriving at the subject location is
assumed to be planar. Since the solid angle corresponding to the subject's head seen from
the sound source is relatively small at this `distal-region [53],' the directivity of the
loudspeaker is of less importance than other characteristics of the transducer. However,
as the distance between the subject and the loudspeaker becomes smaller, the reasonable
near-¯eld characteristics and the relatively uniform directivity patterns become critical
requirements for the sound source, which should approximate a point monopole [53].
In addition, the subject positioning becomes an even more important issue for this
`proximal-region' HRTFs [53], since the measurement accuracy is more vulnerable
to positioning error at shorter distances due to the increased in°uence of the acoustic
parallax. A few representative experimental studies of HRTFs have been summarised in
Table 3.1 according to the conditions and speci¯cations of the measurements.
In the following sections, measurement of HRTF databases will be presented. The inten-
tion of this experimental study is to provide individualised hearing models (see chapters
2 and 5) based on the HRTF database measured for the participants of the listening tests
to be reported in the later chapters. Therefore, recordings will be made for source loca-
tions at every 5± azimuth angle, only on the horizontal plane. Furthermore, the current
measurement will be a `blocked-ear-canal' measurement where the microphones bundled
with spongy ear plugs will be inserted into the meatus. Regarding the issue of position-
ing, an automated voice-feedback system aided by the electromagnetic head-tracking
device has been established, which will guide subjects throughout the measurements.
The distance between the subject and the loudspeaker has been designed to be 1:5m


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 32
distal-region HRTFs are expected to be the primary data which will be used to build
individualised decision-making models for each subject, but the models based on the
proximal-region HRTFs will be also considered for comparison purposes in future work.
Section 3.2 describes the details of measurement design and procedures with the speci¯-
cations of equipment used, where the characteristics of the transducers and the interfer-
ence of the equipment with the sound ¯eld will be investigated in particular. In section
3.3, HRTFs and HRIRs at a few representative source locations will be presented, fol-
lowing the detailed account for the post-processing of the raw data. In addition, the
procedures to acquire ITDs and ILDs at a single frequency will be brie°y introduced,
and the discussion on the obtained characteristic curves will be also made. In section
3.5, possible measurement error, mainly the positioning error, will be investigated, and
the simulation results will be compared with the experimental data. Finally, section 3.6
will present some conclusion for this chapter.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 33
3.2 Measurement
The HRTF measurement has been carried out in the large anechoic chamber at the
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR), University of Southampton, which
measures 9:15m £ 9:15m £ 7:32m with the lower cut-o® frequency at approximately
80Hz. Subjects were sitting on a chair which incrementally rotates (see Figs. 3.1 and
3.2), and on each rotation, binaural signals transmitted from a single loudspeaker to the
subject's ears have been recorded simultaneously by in-ear microphones. The following
subsections will describe the details of the measurement procedure and arrangement.
3.2.1 Measurement speci¯cations and equipment
The choice of microphone is one of the important issues in the HRTF measurement.
The overall size of the transducer should be small in both length and diameter, since the
microphone has to be safely inserted but deep enough for the diaphragm to be positioned
°ush to the concha. Also, the microphone response has to be acceptable in the frequency
range under investigation, and the reliability and the cost are also of general concern.
Among many candidates, the Panasonic WM-60A omnidirectional electret condenser
microphone has been selected, which is 6.0 mm in diameter and 5.0 mm in length [see
Fig. 3.3(a)]. At a very low cost per unit, it is reasonable in size and characteristic
response, which will be shown later in this section.
Custom treatments were necessary to make the microphones wearable [see Figs. 3.3(b)
through (d)]. Very thin wires have been used for cabling to make sure that they may
interfere as little as possible with the sound ¯eld in the vicinity of the ears. In addition,
disposable earplugs designed for clinical purposes have been customised to completely
surround the microphone periphery so that the subjects may feel comfortable, and at
the same time, the ear canals may be completely blocked in accordance with the mea-
surement design. Finally, a safety string was attached to the microphone in order to
make sure a safe and easy removal of the insert after experiment.
Two types of loudspeakers have been employed depending on the distance from the sub-
ject to the sound source. In case of the distal-region HRTF measurement, the sound
wave incident on the head of a subject is assumed to be planar, and it is more important
to ensure a high quality frequency response of the loudspeaker than other spatial char-
acteristics such as the directivity. The selected loudspeaker for the distance of 1.5 m was
Celestion AVC102 [see Fig. 3.4(a)], the dimension of which is 15(L)£20(H)£9(W) in cm.
On the contrary, for the proximal-region, which is 30-cm distance in this study, a loud-
speaker to approximate a point monopole source is required, giving a wider beamwidthChapter 3. HRTF measurements 34
with a relatively small dimension [53]. Among the limited selections, a micro-speaker
unit (BMS-1709SL08C manufactured by Bujeon Co. Ltd., Korea) has been chosen,
which was originally designed for mobile phone handsets. In the previous measurement
of proximal HRTFs (at 50cm) using KEMAR [55], it has been shown that this unit in a
custom-made plastic cabinet measuring 4(L)£4(H)£1.7(W) in cm [see Fig. 3.4(b)] has
reasonable frequency and time responses.
As for the signal ampli¯ers, a custom-built 4-channel device has been used for the micro-
phones, while a YAMAHA H5000 power ampli¯er has been employed for the loudspeaker.
The Huron 2.0 Digital Audio Convolution Workstation (Lake Technology) both gener-
ated and captured signals to the loudspeakers and from the microphones, respectively.
A 8192-sample pink noise (frozen) was used for the source signal, and the raw 2-channel
signals from microphones were captured and saved at 48-kHz sampling frequency. All
operations involved in the measurement including the movement of the motorised chair
were controlled by Matlab 7.0 (The Mathworks, Inc.). See Fig. 3.1 for the arrangement
of equipment in the anechoic chamber and the control room.
The characteristics of the above equipment have been measured and plotted in Figs. 3.5
through 3.7 where the responses with Celestion AVC102 (`Celestion' from this point)
are shown in panels (a) while those with the micro-speaker (`Bujeon' from this point)
in panels (b). From Fig. 3.5 where the windowed free-¯eld responses are presented in
the frequency domain, the upper cut-o® frequency appears to be roughly 10kHz for
both loudspeakers. (Note that there is a dip in the Celestion at around 13.5kHz.) The
response for the Celestion is observed to be relatively °at below this boundary, and in
the low frequency range it rolls o® slowly even down to 100Hz. However, the response
of Bujeon rapidly decreases below 1kHz, reaching its °oor response at around 300Hz.
Fig. 3.6 shows directivity patterns for the two loudspeakers. It is remarkable that Bujeon
maintains a uniform directivity pattern throughout the frequency range of interest. On
the contrary, the pattern for Celestion starts to deviate above 1 kHz, and becomes
very irregular at high frequencies above 8kHz. It is noteworthy that the measurement
conditions for the two loudspeakers were slightly di®erent: The sound ¯eld created by
the Bujeon was sampled at every 15± at 30-cm distance which is the same condition to be
con¯gured for this loudspeaker in actual measurements. Meanwhile, the Celestion was
sampled at every 5± at 80cm, which is shorter than the designated distance (150cm).
These di®erences in the measurement conditions were due to some technical di±culties,
but the above discussed results appear to reasonably re°ect the device characteristics in
actual measurements.
Having compared the directivity patterns of the two loudspeakers, Fig. 3.7 shows 3-dB
beamwidth giving the estimate of angular ranges across frequency within which responsesChapter 3. HRTF measurements 35
deviate no more than 3dB in magnitude compared to the response at 0±. It is obvious
that Bujeon has a wider beamwidth of approximately 90± or greater from about 500Hz
up to 15 kHz. The Celestion also has a good angular range of uniform response at low
frequencies, but, as frequency increases, it quickly reduces to under 90± and appears to
taper o® above 7kHz.
Despite the individual characteristics discussed above for the two transducers, both loud-
speakers may be regarded as suitable for the measurement at their designated distances.
(Note that the required angular ranges for 30-cm and 150-cm measurements are only
about 40± and 8±, respectively, considering the `aperture angle' corresponding to the
normal size of human head.) After all, the above discussion was not only about the
loudspeakers but also about the frequency responses of all the equipment employed, and
they are expected to provide reliable output signals in a relatively wide frequency range
up to about 10kHz, which is very reasonable with the small low-cost microphones.
Apart from the equipment directly employed for the task of recording, there were facil-
ities to help the subject maintain the correct position and direction. Firstly, a backrest
attached to the custom-made seat supported subject's upper body. Meanwhile, a head-
tracking device has been used to monitor the position of the subject's head during the
measurement (Refer to section 3.2.2 for the procedure). This head-tracker, Polhemus
FASTRAK, consists of an electromagnetic wave transmitter and a receiver (see Fig.
3.8), giving relative position and direction to a high level of accuracy. In the current
measurement, the receiver was attached to a thin piece of soft plastic linked to a °exible
headband which was worn by the subject on the head [see Figs. 3.8(b) and (c)]. The
transmitter was located beneath the custom-made seat so that it may function as the
origin of the coordinate system which rotates along with the chair (see Fig. 3.1).
Although the size of the backrest and the plastic piece for the head-tracker have been
minimised, these facilities attached relatively close to the microphones may interfere
with the sound ¯eld. Therefore, some preliminary measurements have been made with a
KEMAR to show the in°uence of those devices. The distance between the KEMAR and
the loudspeaker (Celestion AVC102) was 150cm and impulse responses were measured
at every 5± by Ear Simulator RA0045 (GRAS). The recorded impulse responses were
post-processed with a 200-point Hanning window applied around the peaks, while the
¯rst 250 samples were zeroed. Measurements have been made with and without the
headband and/or the backrest, and the frequency responses were compared in terms of
the log magnitude with reference to the recordings made without any device worn or
attached.
Fig. 3.9 shows the result of the comparison for the left channel where the grey-scale
level indicates the degree of deviation from the reference response; white for less thanChapter 3. HRTF measurements 36
1dB, greys from 1dB to 3dB, black for more than 3dB. With the headband worn, it is
observed in panel (a) that response deviates mostly in the high frequency range above
5kHz, since the sound waves at low frequencies with longer wavelengths are readily
di®racted around small objects. It is also interesting to note that the deviation is found
more at the angular locations where the corresponding ear is shadowed (remember that
90± indicates the sound source to the subject's right). It is tentatively attributed to the
weak signal strength in this region, the signal thus being more vulnerable to interference.
On the other hand, the backrest attached to the seat appears to have little in°uence
on the sound ¯eld [see Fig. 3.9(b)], perhaps because it is relatively distant from the
measurement positions with its size probably insigni¯cant compared to the nearby ob-
jects, the torso of the KEMAR or the subject. Fig. 3.9(c) shows the combined e®ect,
from which the measurements with both headband and backrest attached to the subject
appear to be reliable only up to 5 kHz. Considering, however, the presence of sound
absorptive materials found with ordinary subjects such as hair and clothes, the deviation
observed above in the frequency response is expected to reduce in actual experiments,
thus possibly extending the e®ective frequency range.
3.2.2 Measurement procedure
A total of 6 paid subjects participated in the measurements. They are all male in their
30's and late 20's. Before the experiments, subjects' ear canals were examined by using
an otoscope in order to make sure that there is no obstructive material, e.g. ear wax,
inside the ears to the depth to which the microphones will be inserted. This experimental
study has been approved by the Safety and Ethics Committee of the Institute of Sound
and Vibration Research (ISVR), University of Southampton (Approval number: 777).
The geometrical con¯guration of the subject on the platform and the loudspeaker was
of most concern, since the reliability of the recorded data depends on how accurately a
subject is initially positioned relative to the sound source and how accurately that posi-
tion is kept during each recording. It was also important to make sure that subjects feel
comfortable during the experiment which took approximately 40 minutes up to 1 hour.
For the latter requirement, the chair was equipped with a backrest on which subjects
can sit back. Furthermore, the head-tracker played an important role, monitoring the
position and the direction of subject's head to update the voice-feedback system.
The actual measurement procedure started with positioning the subject's head so that
the midpoint of the interaural axis was aligned with the axis of chair rotation, and the
centre of the loudspeaker was also aligned with the level of the subject's ears. For this,
a laser level was used from the subject's left side for a visual alignment (see Fig. 3.10).Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 37
Then, the head-tracker recorded this initial position and direction of the subject's head
as a reference. The last step of the alignment was to make sure that the loudspeaker
is actually located at 0± relative to the subject's head. The loudspeaker position giv-
ing a zero ITD has been regarded as a practical 0± reference, and a few preliminary
measurements of binaural impulse responses followed by the experimenter's feedback
to the motorised turntable could achieve this to within a resolution of 1±, which is the
programmed resolution of the step motor.
Once the measurement started from 0±, the head-tracker continuously read the subject's
position, based on which one of the automated voice-feedbacks has been played over the
loudspeaker to help the subject correct his/her posture. There were 10 types of voice
messages recorded for the 5 degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 3.11, and the pre-
liminary test of this automated voice-feedback positioning system showed that subjects
can keep and get back to the initial position and direction within a reasonable time
period (· 30sec:), when the tolerances for each translational and rotational degree of
freedom are §0:5cm and §0:75±, respectively. These values for each tolerance appear
to give the maximum possible accuracy within the limited measurement time, where the
repositioning task turned out to be relatively time-consuming with less tolerances.
Subjects quickly learned to react to the given voice-feedback, and could easily maintain
the reference posture after a few trials. The recording procedure has been automatically
triggered when the subject's head came within the tolerance, and the time taken for a
single measurement was about 1 second. On completion of each recording, the subject's
head position and direction were monitored once again, and, if out of tolerance, the data
recorded for that trial were discarded and recorded again. Two successful recordings were
made for each azimuth angle at every 5±, which took 40 minutes to 1 hour for the whole
measurement of 360±, depending on the subject. A break was given every 10{20 minutes,
and the distal- and the proximal-region HRTFs were measured in separate sessions on
di®erent days.
Finally, the free-¯eld measurement was made without the subject in position, where re-
°ective surfaces of the chair and the platform were covered with sound-absorptive wedges
as e®ectively as possible. The impulse responses were recorded at the two di®erent dis-
tances, when the pair of microphones used in the measurements were positioned very
close to each other. These individual free-¯eld responses will be used for post-processing
separately in each channel (see Fig. 3.5 for the free-¯eld responses in the left channel).Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 38
3.3 Data processing and results
The 8192-sample impulse responses between loudspeaker and in-ear microphones can
be further processed and equalised with respect to the free-¯eld responses. As for the
distal-region measurements, minimum phase inverse ¯lters have been obtained from the
free-¯eld responses, which were then applied to the measured HRIRs [52]. In order to ac-
quire the inverse ¯lters, the left- and right-channel free-¯eld responses are ¯rst windowed
in the time domain by 200-point Hanning windows, the maximum of which are aligned
with the absolute peaks of the responses. It is further observed that the responses before
the 250th sample can be zeroed, which contain no meaningful data. These windowing
and zeroing processes can disregard the unnecessarily long tails of the impulse responses,
thus suppressing unwanted noise and re°ection [see Fig. 3.12(a)]. Then, a 8192-point
fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to the impulse responses to give magnitude and
phase responses in the frequency domain. In order to prevent the ¯nal inverse ¯lter from
having a `ringing tail' due to any excessively low amplitude in the high frequency range,
the magnitude responses over 9.5kHz have been °attened as depicted by the dashed
lines in Fig. 3.12(b) [52]. Considering that the e®ective frequency range of the measure-
ment is already limited by the microphone and loudspeaker responses, this equalisation
process does not signi¯cantly in°uence the reliability of the measurement any further.
The modi¯ed magnitude responses are recombined with the corresponding phase re-
sponses, and these frequency responses are inverted, inverse-Fourier-transformed, and
FFT-shifted. As shown in Fig. 3.12(c), the inverse ¯lters at this stage are mixed-phased
with non-causal responses. Finally, minimum phase inverse ¯lters are acquired by taking
real cepstra using the rceps function in Matlab 7.0 [see Fig. 3.12(d)].
The raw recordings of HRIRs are also windowed with 200-point Hanning windows and
zeroed in the same way that the free-¯eld responses are processed. These treated HRIRs
are then convolved with the inverse ¯lters acquired above. Finally, the data sequences
from 200th to 455th points are only taken as 256-point equalised HRIRs.
In contrast to the post-processing for the distal-region data, it has not been possible
to acquire usable inverse ¯lters from the proximal-region free-¯eld responses due to the
limited and unreliable transducer responses at low frequencies. Therefore, no further
process has been implemented in time-domain except that both HRIRs and free-¯eld
responses were windowed (200-sample Hanning window as above) and zeroed (until the
85th sample). On the other hand, in the frequency domain, the HRTFs obtained by
FFT have been equalised by the free-¯eld responses only in the magnitude responses
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Fig. 3.13 shows the distal-region HRIRs of subject SF at a few representative azimuth
angles before and after the post-processing. In general, the impulse responses presented
in this ¯gure contain some known features of directional transfer functions: the greater
interchannel di®erences in the attack times and the peak amplitudes at lateral angles
and the well-aligned and almost identical responses at 0± [27, 52, 55]. It is also observed
that, after the equalisation, unwanted re°ections and high-frequency noises have been
relatively well controlled to result in smoother impulse responses.
The distal-region frequency domain responses shown in Fig. 3.14 can give clearer pictures
of the impact of the post-processes including the free-¯eld equalisation. (In Fig. 3.14,
responses in full 8192-samples rather than the 256-sample truncated version are shown
for discussion purpose.) First of all, the Hanning windows applied to both the free-
¯eld responses and the raw HRIRs e®ectively removed the high-frequency variability,
particularly from the contralateral channels as shown in panels (c) through (d). In
addition, °at and smooth responses at low frequencies have been also achieved, which
can be directly attributed to the free-¯eld equalisation. In both frequency responses
before and after the post-processing, some well-known features of HRTFs can be clearly
observed, which include the pinna notch at about 9kHz [panels (a) and (b)] and the
greater interaural level di®erence at higher frequencies [panels (c) through (f)] [27, 52,
55].
It is known that equalised HRTFs at 0± converge approximately to 0dB at very low
frequencies, since the presence of the human head hardly a®ects the sound ¯eld in this
range, thus giving responses nearly identical to the free-¯eld responses [27]. However, in
the current data shown in Figs. 3.14(b) [and 3.16(b)], such a convergence is not always
observed, which perhaps resulted from the less satisfactory microphone responses in
the very low frequency range. Considering this limited reliability at low frequencies
particularly below 100 Hz, further post-processing such as bandpass ¯ltering can be
carried out depending on the nature of actual application.
In the time domain, it is di±cult to observe di®erences between the distal- and the
proximal-region HRIRs when the responses in Fig. 3.15 are compared to those in Fig.
3.13. (It is recalled that there is no equalised data for the proximal-region due to the
absence of the inverse ¯ltering process.) The time-domain features mentioned above
for the distal-region HRIRs are also found in the proximal-region data in terms of the
interchannel di®erences in attack times and amplitudes. However, in the frequency
domain a clear contrast can be made as shown in Fig. 3.16, where the greater interaural
level di®erence is observed for the proximal-region HRTFs than the distal-region. The
increased ILD in the HRTFs measured at shorter distance is commonly reported in
similar studies [53, 55], which have been explained well both in theory and numericalChapter 3. HRTF measurements 40
simulations by the emphasised head-shadowing in the near-¯eld. The di®erence between
the distal- and the proximal-region HRTFs will be further discussed in relation to the
characteristic curve in the following sections. Finally, it is noteworthy that HRIRs and
HRTFs of the participants other than the subject SF were in common in showing the
above discussed features, although they will not be presented here in detail.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 41
3.4 Computation of characteristic curves
Having found that the HRTFs acquired in the current measurement are qualitatively
comparable to those reported in the literature, the acquired HRIRs can be further pro-
cessed to give characteristic curves. In order to obtain ITDs [see Fig. 3.17(a)], a 100-ms
pure tone signal at frequency, f is ¯rst modulated at an envelope frequency of 20Hz
and zero-padded to give a target signal. Then, this signal is convolved with the post-
processed HRIRs for a certain azimuth angle, producing synthesised binaural signals.
(Post-processed HRIRs indicate the equalised HRIRs in case of the distal-region data,
but the windowed HRIRs for the proximal-region.) The resolution of the ¯nal ITD
depends on the sampling frequency, and the binaural signals can be oversampled at a
higher sampling frequency which has been shown to give a smoother ITD curve. The
peak of the cross-correlation function can be found for these interpolated signals to give
the ITD, where it is necessary to correct the quasi-periodic ITDs by adding or subtract-
ing multiple numbers of signal periods. On the other hand, ILD can be obtained simply
by comparing the magnitude responses of the HRTFs at the designated frequency f
as shown in Fig. 3.17(b). The ITDs and ILDs at this stage are true values re°ecting
the shape of subject's head and torso and the distance from the loudspeaker. However,
there can be a few data points away from the expected `trajectory' of each interaural
disparity, possibly due to the measurement error or the tolerance of the positioning er-
ror. Therefore at the ¯nal stage, a curve ¯tting process has been additionally carried
out to ¯nd smooth functions for the ITDs and the ILDs [see the last processes in Figs.
3.17(a) and (b)].
Figs. 3.18(a) and (b) show ITDs and ILDs at 600Hz obtained from the distal-region
HRIRs (Subject SF) where raw ITDs and ILDs have been ¯tted with polynomials at
the order of 11 (using Matlab 7.0 built-in functions, poly¯t and polyval). The order of
curve-¯tting has been set relatively high in order to make sure that no signi¯cant curve
shape is lost. It is obvious that the features of the ITD and the ILD functions have
been well preserved while irregular data points especially at lateral angles have been
smoothed out. As expected from the average values found in previous studies in the
literature [27], the ITD ranges from » ¡800¹s to » +800¹s [40], and the ILD from
» ¡7:5dB to » +7:5dB.
Combining ITD and ILD functions in Figs. 3.18(a) and (b) can give a characteristic curve
shown in Fig. 3.18(c) where it has been marked at every 10± of azimuth angle. Features
discussed in section 2.2 can be found. Firstly, the two legs of the curve representing the
frontal and the rear areas are not overlapped but are distinctive from each other, which
implies that source localisation in the horizontal plane is even possible based only on
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errors or noise in processing the binaural input signals. It is also apparent that sound
sources at lateral angles can give similar combinations of ITD and ILD as there are more
marks around the turning points of the characteristic curve in Fig. 3.18(c), which has
been related to the more localisation error for these source positions in section 2.4.
The characteristic curve shown in Fig. 3.18(c) is reasonably symmetric with respect
to the origin where ITD and ILD are zero. However, it is noteworthy that the ITDs
and the ILDs are not necessarily identical for sound sources at 0± and 180±, which can
be attributed partly to the asymmetry in the shape of head, but also to the random
error in positioning the subject by the head-tracking device. (Remember that there were,
inevitably, certain tolerances allowed for translational and rotational degrees of freedom.
See section 3.2.2.) The characteristic curves obtained for all other subjects have similar
features to those as shown in Fig. 3.18(d), where the mismatch between 0± and 180±
can be found in most of the curves, and, depending on the subject, the shapes of the left
and right `lobes' of the characteristic curves have been found to be di®erent from each
other, again, due to the left-right asymmetry of the head. A detailed inspection of Fig.
3.18(d) illustrates that the width of the lobes and the degree of left-right asymmetry in
individual curves may vary from subject to subject, and it is reasonable to say that the
characteristic curve is as unique for each subject as the individual HRTFs at a single
frequency.
In contrast to the distal-region results presented above, ITDs and ILDs obtained from
the proximal-region HRIRs have been found to be mostly asymmetric with respect to
the median plane as shown for the 600-Hz pure tone signal in Figs. 3.19(a) and (b)
(subject SF). (The order of curve-¯tting is 11 as was the case for the distal-region.)
Although ITD is relatively close to 0¹s at 0± and 360 ± in Fig. 3.19(a) thanks to
the initial alignment procedure inspecting the arrival times of the signals (see section
3.2.2), it is about 200¹s at 180±, far away from its `home' position, when the subject
faces backward. This mismatch severely disrupted the symmetry of the ITD curve,
broadening the positive peak at around 270±. A similar observation can be made for the
ILD function shown in Fig. 3.19(b), and it appears that there have been some systematic
errors in the measurement which became more prominent in case of the proximal-region.
As a result, the characteristic curve shown in Fig. 3.19(c) is signi¯cantly distorted, and
particularly, the shapes of the two turning points approximately at 90± and 270± appear
to be very di®erent from each other. This distortion of the characteristic curve has been
also found in the results for other subjects as illustrated in Fig. 3.19(d), which makes
it di±cult to determine whether the proximal-region characteristic curves are uniquely
shaped for each person. The errors responsible for the distorted characteristic curves
will be discussed in more detail in section 3.5.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 43
Apart from the more prominent asymmetry resulting in the distorted curves, the proximal-
region results are also distinguished from the distal-region data by the greater range of
ILD. As clearly depicted in Fig. 3.19(b), the maximum of the absolute level di®erence
is now about 12dB, greater approximately by 5dB than that for the distal-region. At-
tributed to the increased in°uence of the head-shadowing at a shorter distance, this
expanded ILD range is also reported in the literature [53, 55].Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 44
3.5 Analysis of the positioning errors
Even though the accurate geometrical con¯guration of both transducer and subject has
been regarded as the most important issue in the design of the current measurement,
it is unlikely that relative positioning has been perfectly maintained throughout the
experiment. In particular, regarding the subject's self-positioning procedure facilitated
by the head-tracking device, random errors can be introduced into some or all of the 5
degrees of freedom within the given tolerances (see Fig. 3.11). In addition, other factors
in the design of the measurement might possibly result in certain types of systematic
errors. For example, the accuracy in the initial positioning procedure or the build-quality
of the platform can be associated issues.
In Fig. 3.20, the two points marked by L and R indicate ideal positions of ears, and
S indicates the location of sound source at 0±. Assuming a free-¯eld propagation, ITD
can be computed by considering the di®erence between the path lengths from the source
to the left and right ears, when the source location changes from 0± to 360± (or when
the subject rotates with respect to the origin). The simulated ITD is slightly less than
the actual ITD (approximately by 200¹s) due to the absence of the head, but can be
a reasonable estimate. Having obtained an estimate of the ITD at the ideal centre
position, the subject's head can now be assumed to be initially misplaced by ¢x and
rotated by ¢µ (see Fig. 3.20), and the interaural time di®erence in this case can be
recalculated to show the in°uence of the mispositioning. (Only the misplacement in
the lateral direction, ¢x and the azimuthal rotation, ¢µ will be considered for the
purpose of presentation.) The deviation of the simulated ITDs with respect to the values
obtained at the ideal position has been computed and plotted in Figs. 3.21(a) and (b)
for the distal-region and the proximal-region measurements, respectively. Parameters
of ¢x = +0:5cm (misplacement to the right) and ¢µ = ¡0:75± (head turning to the
right) have been used, which are the maximum tolerance for each direction, resulting
in deviation in a consistent way. As the dashed and the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3.21
indicate deviations in the ITD introduced by non-zero ¢x and ¢µ, respectively, it is
noteworthy that the translational misplacement gives a greater error for the proximal-
region than for the distal-region measurement, whereas the in°uence of the rotational
misorientation is invariant to the distance. Considering that the maximum absolute
error is about 10¹s and 17¹s for the distal- and the proximal-region, respectively, it is
also apparent that the proximal-region HRIR measurement is more vulnerable to head-
movement, which is entirely attributed to the increased errors caused by the translational
movement. Since the other extreme movement where ¢x = ¡0:5cm (misplacement to
the left) and ¢µ = +0:75± (head turning to the left) will induce the same magnitude of
error but in the opposite direction, the range of ITD variation within the given toleranceChapter 3. HRTF measurements 45
can be double the ¯gures suggested above, and even greater variation may be observed
if possible positioning errors in all the 5 degrees of freedom are accounted for.
Even though signi¯cant e®orts have been made with the aid of a laser level to control the
subject's initial position in front-back and up-down directions, there was no device to
correctly position the subject in the left-right direction, where they were only instructed
to sit at the centre of the seat by estimating the unoccupied widths at the sides. For
example, the subject could be initially misplaced in the positive lateral direction by ¢x
as shown in Fig. 3.22. Consequently, the new ear positions L0 and R0 become o® the
left-right axis in the next step of the 0-degree alignment where ITD is controlled to
be approximately zero. So, during the measurement for all azimuth angles, the new,
misplaced positions for the left and right ears, L0 and R0 will draw non-overlapping
circular trajectories with respect to the desired centre of head, O, which is the axis of
rotation (see the dashed circular paths in Fig. 3.22).
The path lengths from the source S to the misplaced ear positions L0 and R0 can be
computed for di®erent ¢x's in the range from 0cm to 5cm with the source location
varying from 0± to 360±. Then, both ITD and ILD can be obtained from the path
length di®erences for the distal- (d = 1:5m) and the proximal-region cases (d = 0:3m),
while, particularly, the ILD can be computed by assuming the sound pressure inversely
proportional to the path length. The results are shown in Fig. 3.23 where the darker lines
indicate a larger ¢x that is a displacement to the right. From panel (a), it is obvious
that the distal-region measurement is very robust to the initial positioning errors, as
the ITD function has been hardly in°uenced. However, there are signi¯cant deviations
for the proximal-region measurement as illustrated in panel (b), which are particularly
prominent for the target angles in the rear hemisphere. When the source is located in
these positions around 180±, positive ¢x causes the signal to arrive to the left ear earlier,
thus increasing ITD (remember that positive ITD indicates earlier arrival to the left ear),
which, on the other hand, would be reduced if ¢x were negative. By comparing Figs.
3.23(c) and (d), a similar argument based on the path length di®erence can be made for
the ILD. Whereas the in°uence of the positioning error on the interaural level di®erence is
insigni¯cant for the distal-region measurement [panel (c)], the proximal-region data have
been found to be very vulnerable to the lateral misplacement in the initial positioning
procedure [panel (d)]. In particular, the deviation in ILD is not only observed for
the target angles around 180± but across all range of source locations, systematically
distorting even the maximum and the minimum, respectively at around 90± and 270± as
denoted by the arrows. In fact, the errors made during the initial positioning procedure
in°uence the travelling distances for binaural signals, and therefore, both absolute and
relative sound levels and signal arrival times are a®ected [e.g. compare attack times inChapter 3. HRTF measurements 46
Figs. 3.15(c) and (d)], but further discussion on this issue appears to be beyond the
scope of this study.
It is interesting to see that the distortion of ITDs and ILDs observed in Fig. 3.19 for the
actual proximal-region data are very similar to the simulation results presented above.
Although the simulated ITDs and ILDs are slightly lower in an absolute sense for the
lack of consideration of the subject's head, the increase in ITDs as well as in ILDs
for target angles in the rear hemisphere is comparable between the simulation and the
measurement results. In addition, the above presented error analysis suggests that all
subjects in the actual experiments could have been seated slightly to the right-hand side
with respect to the axis of rotation, the in°uence of which is particularly prominent in
the proximal-region case. Such a systematic displacement can be perhaps attributed to
the geometrical (in)accuracy of the platform.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 47
3.6 Conclusion
With the primary interest of establishing individualised hearing models described in
chapters 2 and 5, the head-related transfer functions for 6 subjects have been measured
in an anechoic chamber. Two types of loudspeakers have been used exclusively at two
di®erent distances to the subject location, 1:5m for the distal-region and 0:3m for the
proximal-region, where the subject's seat was incrementally rotated to give a total of 72
recordings at every 5± in the horizontal plane. In particular, the use of an automated
voice-feedback system aided by the head-tracker has been found successful in resolving
the issue of subject positioning, providing a reasonable level of accuracy without the use
of the headrest which possibly interferes more intensely with the sound ¯eld than the
small head-tracking device.
In both time and frequency domains, the measured HRTFs have been examined and
compared with those obtained in similar studies reported in the literature. Some known
features have been also found in the current data, where the e®ective frequency range
appeared to be limited by the responses of the in-ear microphone and the loudspeakers.
The HRTFs have been further processed to produce ITDs and ILDs, and thus the
characteristic curves, which have been found in the distal-region case to be unique for
each subject in terms of the width of the `lobe.'
The in°uence of possible positioning errors has been analysed in two ways. Firstly, the
random errors within the tolerance given by the automated positioning system have
been simulated for the selected degrees of freedom, and the maximum deviation in the
ITDs has been found to be about 10¹s and 17¹s for the distal- and the proximal-
region measurements, respectively. This is an inevitable variation in the measured data,
resulting from the use of head-tracking system with no physical means to maintain the
head position. On the other hand, the systematic error associated with the lateral
misplacement (and the consequent misorientation) in the initial referencing procedure
is an undesirable error, which has been also simulated to show its in°uence on the ITDs
and the ILDs. This error analysis suggested that there might have been a consistent
misplacement of subjects to the right, leading to an increase both in the ITDs and the
ILDs for the rear hemisphere, which is especially prominent in case of the proximal-region
measurement. The greater vulnerability of the proximal-region data to the positioning
errors is readily understood by considering the greater in°uence of acoustic parallax, and
the application of the measured HRTFs in the current study will be made only within
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Figure 3.3: (a) Diagram of Panasonic WM-60A, taken from the manufacturer's data
sheet. (b) Diagram of custom treatment. The microphone unit has been inserted to a
spongy ear plug where a nylon string has been attached for easy and safe removal. The
right side of the microphone unit in this diagram faces out of the ear. (c) Photograph
of actual treated microphone unit. (d) Microphone unit inserted to the subject's ear.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 51
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Photographs of (a) Celestion AVC102 (taken from manufacturer's web-
site) and (b) Bujeon BMS-1709SL08C in a custom-made plastic cabinet (taken from

































































Figure 3.5: Free-¯eld responses measured with (a) Celestion AVC102 (1:5m) and (b)
Bujeon BMS-1709SL08C (0:3m). 200-point Hanning windows have been applied to the














































Figure 3.6: Directivity patterns (dB) obtained for (a) Celestion AVC102 at every 5±















































Figure 3.7: 3-dB beamwidths computed from the directivity patterns for (a) Celestion
AVC102 and (b) Bujeon BMS-1709SL08C. Note that the spatial resolutions were (a)




Figure 3.8: Polhemus FASTRAK use for subject positioning. (a) Transmitter unit
temporarily attached to wooden panel. (b) Receiver unit attached to the safety helmet




Figure 3.9: Deviation in HRTFs frequency response when (a) the headband, (b) the
backrest and (c) both headband and backrest have been used. The four-step grey-scale
level indicate the increase in deviation by 1dB from less than 1dB (white) to more
than 3dB (black).Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 57
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Laser level used to adjust the subject's ear position with reference to (a)
the height of the loudspeaker and (b) the axis of rotation. For safety, a laser protective
goggle has been used during the initial positioning procedure.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 58
Figure 3.11: 5 degrees of freedom considered for the automated voice-feedback system.
When the displacements from the reference position in terms of the 3 translational
and 2 rotational degrees of freedom are more than the prede¯ned tolerances, a voice
instruction for the direction with the greatest deviation is played over loudspeaker to
guide subject to reposition.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 59




















































































































Figure 3.12: Inverse ¯lter made for the distal-region HRTFs. (a) 200-point Hanning
window has been applied to the free-¯eld response at the peak. (b) Converted to the
frequency domain, the magnitude response has been °attened from 9.5kHz. (c) The
inverse of the modi¯ed frequency response is converted back to the time-domain and
FFT-shifted. (d) Finally, the real cepstra is taken to produce minimum phase inverse
¯lter.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 60








































































































































































Figure 3.13: Distal-region HRIRs (subject SF) at representative azimuth angles at
(a)(b) 0±, (c)(d) 90± and (e)(f) 270±. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show HRIRs before post-

























































































































































































































Figure 3.14: Distal-region HRTFs (subject SF) at representative azimuth angles at
(a)(b) 0±, (c)(d) 90± and (e)(f) 270±. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show HRTFs before
post-processing, while panels (b), (d) and (f) after post-processing.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 62
















































































































































Figure 3.15: Proximal-region HRIRs (subject SF) at representative azimuth angles
at (a)(b) 0±, (c)(d) 90± and (e)(f) 270±. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show HRIRs before
post-processing, while panels (b), (d) and (f) after post-processing, which includes

























































































































































































































Figure 3.16: Proximal-region HRTFs (subject SF) at representative azimuth angles
at (a)(b) 0±, (c)(d) 90± and (e)(f) 270±. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show HRTFs before
post-processing, while panels (b), (d) and (f) after windowing in the time-domain and
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Figure 3.18: (a) ITDs and (b) ILDs obtained from the distal-region HRTFs (subject
SF). The raw ITDs and ILDs before curve-¯tting procedure are shown as dashed lines.
(c) The distal-region characteristic curve at 600Hz is shown for the subject SF, which
has been marked at every 10± (}: 0± » 80±, ±: 90± » 170±, ¤: 180± » 260±, 4: 270± »
350±). (d) Distal-region characteristic curves at 600Hz are shown for all subjects.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 66
























































































Figure 3.19: (a) ITDs and (b) ILDs obtained from the proximal-region HRTFs (sub-
ject SF). The raw ITDs and ILDs before curve-¯tting procedure are shown as dashed
lines. (c) The proximal-region characteristic curve at 600Hz is shown for the subject
SF, which has been marked at every 10± (}: 0± » 80±, ±: 90± » 170±, ¤: 180± » 260±,
4: 270± » 350±). (d) Proximal-region characteristic curves at 600Hz are shown for all
subjects.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 67
Figure 3.20: L and R indicate the ideal positions of subject's ears where S represents
the source location. Path lengths from the source to the misplaced ear locations, L0
and R0 can be computed to give the degree of deviation in ITDs, when the subject is
displaced in the lateral direction by ¢x, and rotated in the azimuth-sense by ¢µ.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 68
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Figure 3.21: The deviations in ITDs for (a) the distal-region and (b) the proximal-
region measurements are shown across azimuth angle, when ¢x = +0:5cm (misplace-
ment to the right) and/or ¢µ = ¡0:75± (head turning to the right) have been assumed
for the con¯guration shown in Fig. 3.20. It is shown that the proximal-region mea-
surement is more vulnerable to random positioning errors within the tolerance of the
voice-feedback guidance system.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 69
Figure 3.22: The consequence of the error in the initial positioning procedure is il-
lustrated. Once the subject is slightly misplaced, say, to the right, the angle alignment
procedure will turn subject's head to equalise the path lengths. Therefore, the mis-
placed ear positions L0 and R0 will draw two di®erent circular trajectories when the
seat is rotated with respect to the origin, O.Chapter 3. HRTF measurements 70
















































































Figure 3.23: From the con¯guration shown in Fig. 3.22, ITDs and ILDs have been
simulated for the distal- and the proximal-region measurements. Panels (a) and (c) show
ITDs and ILDs for the distal-region, and panels (b) and (d) for the proximal-region,
respectively. ¢x has been assumed to vary from 0 to 5cm where the darker line colour
indicates the greater displacement. It is clear that the proximal-region measurement is
more vulnerable to the initial mispositioning errors.Chapter 4
Listening test I - lateralisation of
dichotic pure tones
4.1 Introduction
While the localisation of various acoustic stimuli is very important for the successful hu-
man orientation in the living environment, the associated auditory images are perceived,
with reasonable accuracy, almost always to be out in the space at the actual positions
of the sound sources (e.g. see Hartmann and Wittenberg [32]). The spatial perception
of such auditory scenes external to the head is termed as `the outside-head localisation'
(OHL) [17], or simply `localisation.' In the literature, it has been also reported that
`inside-head localisation' (IHL) [17] is possible in human perception (e.g. see Blauert
[4]), and it is sometimes referred to as `lateralisation,' since the positions of the internal
images are mostly reported only in terms of their lateral displacement from the head
centre. In contrast to the localisation of external images, inside-head auditory images are
usually created in dichotic listening environment where the two ears receive independent
signals without any cross-talk [17]. For example, in an old but well-known experiment,
two ends of a long tube have been placed at the two ears of a subject, who reported the
positions of the perceived auditory images while the interaural time di®erence (ITD)
was manipulated by the experimenter tapping the tube at di®erent locations [4].
In addition to the ITD, it is well known that the interaural level di®erence (ILD) can
also be manipulated to displace the intracranial auditory images [4], and in the recent
listening tests regarding lateralisation, the time delay and the relative amplitude gain
are digitally controlled to give target signals that are usually presented over headphones.
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Apart from the methods used to generate the source signal, there have been many
di®erent ways employed in relevant listening tests to quantify the subjective judgements
of the image positions. For example, a scale chart has been displayed in front of the
listener during the test, who was instructed to make judgements on the given scale, or
at least use the chart as a visual reference for the size of the head [31, 34, 35]. More
recently, the acoustic pointer method has been widely used for lateralisation listening
tests where the subject controls the perceptual position of a pointer signal by adjusting
the ITD or the ILD [29, 36, 56, 57]. Using the former method with a visual chart,
the perceived laterality for a target signal is directly quanti¯ed as a number, while the
latter requires the listener to perform a matching task, reporting the image position as
equivalent to the location of one of the acoustic pointers. It appears that the matching
task possibly reduces the variability in the subjective judgements compared to the visual
chart method, but the limitation of the pointer range is often regarded as an issue in
association with the ambiguity of the phase di®erence (ITD pointer) and the excessive
unilateral loudness (ILD) [4, 29].
The laterality judgements obtained in listening tests have been often compared with
the predictions of relevant hearing models (e.g. see Domnitz and Colburn [29]), most
of which are at least partly based on the coincidence model suggested by Je®ress [5]
where the neural computation of the interaural cross-correlation is implemented over
a delay-line structure. Readers are referred to section 2.1 for a summary of binaural
hearing models.
The aim of the experimental study reported in this chapter is similar to the previous
works described in the literature, such that the laterality judgements for dichotic pure
tone signals will be obtained and compared with the predictions made by the decision-
making model suggested in chapter 2. However, it has been additionally suggested
that the current model operates on the basis of individual HRTFs, producing unique
predictions for each subject's auditory perception. Therefore, using the individual char-
acteristic curves given by the HRTF (see chapter 3), the particular relationship between
a subject's judgement and the prediction from his own decision-making model will be
investigated in comprehensive ranges of target ITD and ILD.
In terms of the test methodology, the acoustic pointer based on non-individual HRTFs
[58] will be employed for the matching task in the current listening tests. Compared to
the ITD- or the ILD-based acoustic pointers, the HRTF-based pointer is expected to be
more naturally perceived by the listeners with spectral characteristics identical to the
target signals. In addition, the subjective judgements can be represented as the azimuth
angle of the matched HRTF, in the same unit as the model predictions, facilitating a
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The design of the current listening test will be ¯rst described in section 4.2 where
the HRTF-based acoustic pointer and the employed software platform will be detailed.
The result of the laterality test will be then presented in section 4.3, followed by the
simulation results and the relevant discussion in section 4.4. Finally, in section 4.5, the
two results from the subjective listening test and the model simulation will be compared,
and conclusion is presented in section 4.6.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 74
4.2 Test method
A small semi-anechoic room designed for the audiology clinic at the Institute of Sound
and Vibration Research (ISVR), University of Southampton has been found to be su±-
ciently quiet for the current listening tests where stimulus signals will be presented only
over headphones. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the test room in which a subject sits wearing head-
phones, with access to input devices and a display connected to a desktop PC, which is
located in a separate control room. All the test procedures including the generation and
the playback of the stimulus signals have been controlled by this PC via a graphic user
interface (GUI) designed in Matlab 7.0. The details regarding this GUI will be dealt
with during the description of the test procedure presented later in this section.
The test signal is composed of two parts, the target and the pointer as shown in Fig.
4.2. Two consecutive identical pulses of dichotic pure tones at frequency f are the
target signals of which the ITD and the ILD across the left and the right channels are
controlled according to the test design. On the other hand, the following two pulses are
the acoustic pointer, the lateral position of which can be adjusted by the subject using
the GUI. 10ms smooth rise and fall periods have been applied to all pulses preventing
audible `clicks,' where the duration of each part and the intervals are denoted in Fig.
4.2 in the unit of ms.
The acoustic pointer has been created by ¯ltering the pure tone signal identical to the
target signal (before being given the target ITD and/or ILD) with one of the KEMAR
HRTFs [27] in the horizontal plane. Filtering a monaural signal with HRTFs is usually
intended to give a full 3-dimensional illusion of an auditory scene including the perception
of distance [4, 59], but it has been an important issue with the binaural technology
that the acoustic images provided by non-individual HRTFs are mostly perceived inside
the listener's head especially in case of the headphone playback [32]. Having lost the
distance localisation cue, however, the binaural signals created by the HRTFs maintain
a reasonably unique intracranial position, which is su±cient to be an acoustic pointer
or anchor for the current listening tests. The maximum and the minimum lateralities
perceived for dichotic tones may vary from subject to subject, but the angular range of
the KEMAR HRTFs from -90± (subject's left) to +90± (subject's right) appears to be the
best attempt. The resolution of the HRTFs has been increased from 5± (measurement)
to 1± according to the interpolation scheme described in appendix A. After all, the
subject can report the lateral position of a given target signal by adjusting the acoustic
pointer from -90± to +90± with 1± resolution.
The current acoustic pointer based on the characteristics of non-individual HRTFs is
expected to be very naturally perceived by the listener, in contrast to the other typesChapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 75
of acoustic pointer using either ITD or ILD. The laterality given by the ITD pointer
becomes ambiguous when the given relative time delay is more than the half-period of
the signal. The range of ILD pointer is also arbitrarily limited when the loudness on one
side becomes unpleasantly excessive. Wider-band frequency contents may resolve the
arbitrary limitation of the laterality range especially for the ITD pointer, but spectral
characteristics di®erent from the target signal might bias the judgement of the perceived
lateral position [29]. In addition, the HRTF acoustic pointer will produce test data in the
unit of azimuth angle, which is directly comparable to the model predictions discussed
in chapter 2, hence relating the lateral position inside the head to the source position
outside in the space. In this way, the relationship between the two important quantities
in spatial hearing, lateralisation and localisation can be better understood, the link
between which has not yet been fully revealed.
Test frequencies have been selected to be 600Hz and 1200Hz for the following reasons.
First, there are listening test results for the 600-Hz laterality reported in the literature
[31] which can be compared with the data given by the current test. Second, for this pair
of test frequencies, the period of the laterality curve at 1200Hz is expected to be half
of that at 600Hz, and the range of the laterality can be also easily compared between
frequencies. This comparison across frequency is expected to be readily made only below
1500Hz, above which the waveform ITD becomes less in°uential on the auditory image
formation [26]. By using an arti¯cial ear (B&K 4153 and 4134), the sound level of the
test signals have been measured to be 73.2dBA and 79.5dBA at 600Hz and 1200Hz,
respectively, when no interaural disparity has been given to the target signal with the
acoustic pointer at the 0± position.
In accordance with the range of the test frequencies, pure tone audiometry for the 6
subjects (SA, SB, SC, SD, SE and SF) has been carried out at 4 frequencies from
500Hz to 1500Hz where all subjects showed acceptable hearing levels for both ears (less
than 20dB hearing level). It is noteworthy that only the subject SE had experience
of listening tests, while the others are technically inexperienced subjects. All subjects
have participated in the test at 600Hz, while the 1200-Hz laterality has been measured
only by the two subjects, SA and SF. ITDs from ¡1000¹s to +1000¹s at every 100¹s
have been combined with ILDs of -6, 0, and 12dB to give a total of 63 (21 £ 3) trials
for the 600-Hz target signals. On the other hand, due to the shorter signal period, the
range of the target ITD has been reduced for the 1200-Hz target signals to be between
§700¹s but at every 50¹s, giving a total of 87 (29 £ 3) trials. Normally, one set of
trials has been completed within an 1-hour session, and for the 600-Hz target, 5 sessions
have been completed by each subject on di®erent days. For the 1200-Hz target, however,
only 3 sessions have been arranged for SA and SF. To summarise, each pair of ITD andChapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 76
ILD has been tested for 5 times at 600Hz and 3 times at 1200Hz for each selection of
subjects.
The graphic user interface used in the current listening test is shown in Fig. 4.3. Once
a session starts, a pure tone target signal amended with the ¯rst pair of ITD and ILD
is presented to the listener. Subjects have been instructed to listen to this target-only
signal for a few times, then to choose to add the pointer sound by unticking the \Play
only the target." By pressing the left or the right arrow keys (arrow heads on the GUI
blink on pressing), the subject can move the acoustic pointer between -90± and +90±
while the whole test signal with the identical target signal is being presented repeatedly.
If the subject ¯nds that the pointer signal is best matched to the target signal in terms
of the lateral position, he may go on to the next stimuli for a new pair of ITD and ILD
by pressing the \NEXT" button, which will also save his judgement into the data ¯le.
If a judgement has been made by mistake or the subject wants to make an amendment,
he can press the \BACK" button to return to the previous stimuli.
There are two other tick boxes on the GUI for the case where the subject has di±cul-
ties in reporting the perceived image positions. In the literature, it has been reported
that subjects in a similar listening test may perceive `dual' images, especially when the
interaural phase di®erence given by the target ITD is ambiguous [31]. For this reason,
a subject could choose to report two locations by activating the \Report Dual Images"
option. Meanwhile, it is also likely that subjects may not be able to report their percep-
tion at all, for which cases \Can't decide the position" option allowed subjects to skip
the current trial. Subjects could take a break or even terminate the test at any time
by pressing the \PAUSE" or the \STOP" buttons, but otherwise, a 5-minute break was
given in every 10 minutes.
It is noteworthy that, during a session, the target ITD has been varied in an increasing
order for each target ILD, and the position of the acoustic pointer has not been refreshed
between trials. There can be some concerns about possible bias associated with the
deterministic order of stimulus presentation, but, considering the limited time for each
session, such an approach was inevitable. This issue will be dealt with in the discussion
of the test results in section 4.3.2.
In a separate session, the performance in `virtual localisation' has been tested at 600Hz
for all 6 participants, which has been arranged to investigate the subjects' accuracy in
adjusting the acoustic pointer. For the left-right balance, the acoustic pointer signals
corresponding to -50±, 60±, -70±, 80± and -90± have been employed as target signals. In
other words, subjects were instructed to judge the intracranial position of these selected
acoustic pointers with reference to the acoustic pointers themselves. Each target signal
has been randomly presented for 5 times during a total of 25 (5 £ 5) trials. The resultChapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 77
of this virtual localisation test as well as the main test data regarding lateralisation will
be presented and discussed in the following section.
This experimental study was approved by the Safety and Ethics Committee of the In-
stitute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR), University of Southampton (Approval
number: 755).Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 78
4.3 Test results
4.3.1 Virtual localisation of acoustic pointers
The data acquired in the `virtual localisation' test have been converted to be positive
(remember that target positions have been distributed to balance the left and the right),
and the averages and the 95% con¯dence intervals have been computed for each subject
as shown in Fig. 4.4. As the dashed line indicates the perfect reference localisation,
the responses made for the range of target angles are observed to vary from subject to
subject, but it appears that the signals corresponding to the source locations from 50±
to 70± are either well localised (SA and SB) or overestimated (SC and SF) whereas the
angular locations of pointer signals for 80± and 90± have been mainly underestimated
(SA, SB, SD and SF). In particular, the subject SD consistently reported that the
target signal is located closer to the median plane than it actually is, while the subject
SE mostly overestimated the target source position.
Having examined the individual performance in adjusting the position of the acoustic
pointer, the overall responses from the virtual localisation test can be presented as a
histogram and an error-bar plot as shown in Fig. 4.5. To draw this 3D histogram,
subjective responses have been pooled to four bins per 10±, and the relative count in
each bin has been indicated by the grey-level scale. At 50±, subjects have given perfectly
matching or very close responses to the target angle. However, the virtual localisation
task became more di±cult for the target positions closer to 90±. Interestingly, it has
been found that, over 60±, it seems that subjects tend to report with the maximum
possible pointer location near 90±, regardless of the actual target positions. Accordingly,
the average responses for the 60± and 70± target locations have been greatly increased,
which becomes, however, less prominent as the target angle approaches to 90±.
As denoted by the error-bar plot in Fig. 4.5, the overall averages with the con¯dence
intervals con¯rm the discussion presented above for the individual subjects that the
target position is overestimated below 70±, and underestimated above 80±. In addition
to the `direction' of the localisation error with respect to the reference target locations,
the amount of error also varies, increasing with the target angle, which is similar to the
observations made in the real-source localisation test reported in the literature [4, 38, 39].
In fact, the less accuracy at more lateral positions is probably an issue not only with
the HRTF-based acoustic pointer but also with the other types of pointers, and the
test results presented above suggest that the current type of acoustic pointer can be
e®ectively used to give an objective indication of the perceived image location to within
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the following main test results can be analysed in relation to the virtual localisation
performance.
4.3.2 Lateralisation of dichotic pure tones
First of all, it is noteworthy that during the main tests regarding the lateral position of
the ITD/ILD-manipulated pure tone signals, there was no sign, in general, that subjects
had di±culties in the matching task using the acoustic pointer provided. A few partic-
ular target signals have been reported to be relatively di±cult to make judgements for,
but it was probably not because the HRTF-based acoustic pointer was unreliable, but
because the intracranial locations for those signals were ambiguous, and thus hard to
de¯ne, which is also reported in the literature in relation to the dual images.
600-Hz target signals
For the 600-Hz tests, all data acquired during the 5 sessions have been collected including
those corresponding to the dual images as shown in Fig. 4.6. Data have been marked
di®erently for each session, where the sample means and the 95% con¯dence intervals
are also denoted as error-bars. As blue, green and red colours indicate the target ILDs
of -6, 0 and 12dB, respectively (this colour coding scheme will be used consistently in
this chapter), the general patterns of the lateral position judgements can be observed
and compared with the results of the listening test reported by Sayers [31] (see Fig. 2.5
in section 2.3). When the ITD is zero, auditory images are perceived at those positions
shifted according to the amount of the target ILD, and as the ITD decreases/increases
from zero, the images migrate to the side favoured by the given ITD. When the ITD and
the ILD con°ict with each other, the image makes a sudden shift to the contralateral
side at a certain critical ITD value. This sudden transition is observed approximately
at ¡800 » ¡600¹s and 600 » 800¹s for 0dB, +400 » +600¹s for -6dB and ¡500 »
¡300¹s for 12dB, and, despite the inter-subject variability, the absolute value of the
critical ITD appears to consistently decrease when the absolute ILD increases [29, 31],
as reported in the literature.
In the ranges of the target ITD where the sudden shift takes place, it is also observed
that the response angles have greater variabilities than for other target conditions. This
increased uncertainty in the subjective judgement can be perhaps related to the lower
accuracy of the HRTF-based acoustic pointer at lateral angles as mentioned in section
4.3.1. However, it is more likely that the inherent uncertainty of the actual image
locations, the so-called dual images, resulted in the greater variability. Although subjects
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images, a detailed inspection of the responses in each plot in Fig. 4.6 reveals that
the responses in those transitional ranges of the target ITD are often divided roughly
into two groups where the ¯rst group continues the monotonic increase/decrease of the
laterality whilst the second indicates that the images shifted to the other side of the ear.
Such a division is particularly prominent with the test data obtained with the subject SA
where, in his data shown in Fig. 4.6(a), the critical ITD for the contralateral transition
varies from session to session. Accordingly, the subjective responses, particularly those
for the 12-dB ILD, can be grouped into two, which resulted in greater variabilities for
the target ITDs nearby the critical values.
As hinted in the above paragraph, the subjects SE and SF did report the presence of the
dual images a few times, and their responses in those cases are separately presented in
Fig. 4.8 with the mean responses for each target ILD. The `double' responses are inter-
connected and denoted by the same markers for each trial, so that the link between the
two may be easily observed. It is obvious that, as an experienced subject, SE has made
some judgements that clearly indicate the characteristics of the dual images discussed
above. However, although the subject SF has reported two positions for certain target
signals, it is unclear whether he actually perceived them, since the distance between
each pair of images is very close as shown in Fig. 4.8(b), and he even produced two
identical responses for 0dB at ¡600¹s and for -6dB at 1000¹s. Nevertheless, it is still
possible to connect these multiple judgements made by SF to the increased di®useness
of the perceived auditory images.
Four out of six subjects have skipped some of the target signals without judgements,
reporting that the auditory images created by the signals are too vague to estimate their
loci. Fig. 4.9 illustrates those target conditions for which subjects felt too hard to make
judgements. On top of the global sample means from all subjective responses, the initial
of the subject who made `no response' is denoted followed by the number indicating
the frequency. For example, `F2' marked on the red line at ¡400¹s means that the
subject SF skipped the target condition of 12-dB ILD and -400-¹s ITD twice during
the 5 sessions. It is interesting to see that most of the no-response target conditions are
found around where the dual images have been reported with greater variability. It is
also remarkable that subjects skipped certain target signals consistently in the course
of the sessions, as can be seen by the numbers greater than 1 in Fig. 4.9. Since there
was no indication of the test progress displayed on the GUI, the consistent report of
`no response' is not related to the possibly biased judgement, but only to the nature
of the auditory images. (Subject SD skipped all 5 trials for the ¯rst target condition
of ITD = ¡1000¹s and ILD = ¡6dB, which is, however, possible to be associated
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variability, the presence of the dual images and the skipped target signals are all related
to the heavily di®used auditory images that are found nearby the critical ITDs.
Returning to the discussion on the individual laterality judgements shown in Fig. 4.6, it
is further suggested that the given range of the acoustic pointer has been insu±cient for
the subjects SE and SF as shown in panels (e) and (f). In particular, their responses for
some target conditions with 12-dB target ILD are converged at -90± when the absolute
value of the target ITD is greater than » 600¹s, where both subjects also verbally
reported that the perceived locations of some target signals were out of the range covered
by the pointer signal. Therefore, any exceptionally low variance, especially near the
boundary of the pointer, should not be regarded as re°ecting the true statistics in the
test data shown in Fig. 4.6.
In addition to the issue of the limited range of the acoustic pointer, it should be re-
called that the deterministic order of the stimulus presentation was also of concern in
the test design. In each trial in a session, participants could ¯rst listen to the target
signal and the pointer signal where the pointer signal indicated their own judgement
made for the previous target signal which was sometimes only very slightly di®erent
from the new target. As can be seen in Fig. 4.6(d), the relevant bias e®ect is most
prominently observed in the data acquired for the subject SD when ITD is less than
¡200¹s for 12-dB ILD. In this range of the target conditions, the subjective response is
found to vary gradually, drawing identi¯able trajectories connecting each set of unique
markers indicating di®erent sessions. In order to investigate how the randomisation of
the stimulus order could have a®ected the result, it is necessary to carry out additional
listening tests for comparison, which are, however, considered to be beyond the scope of
the current study.
The overall sample averages and the 95% con¯dence intervals for the laterality test
at 600Hz are shown in Fig. 4.7. Features found and discussed above regarding the
individual data are also con¯rmed by the global statistics.
The current study of the subjective perception of the dichotic tone is in particular aimed
at the investigation of the judgement of the auditory image position, which will be later
compared to the predictions given by the CC model introduced in chapter 2. Therefore,
it is important, as a ¯rst step, to examine whether the individual data presented in
Fig. 4.6 are really distinctive from each other. Although the data look signi¯cantly
di®erent from subject to subject, especially in terms of the critical ITDs and the range of
laterality, it is inappropriate to draw any de¯nitive conclusion only by visual inspection.
However, the one-way unrelated analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the t-test can
be employed to give a statistical statement as to whether those samples have originated
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that the samples under investigation are from normal distributions, the Lilliefors test
[61] has been additionally implemented to check the normality of the acquired data in
advance.
Fig. 4.10(a) shows the result of a series of statistical tests on the listening test data.
Similar to the display scheme used for Fig. 4.9, each number on the colour-coded curves
of the global sample means represents the number of subjects whose data were NOT
rejected by the Lilliefors test at 5% signi¯cance level for their normality. For many target
conditions across the ranges of ITD and ILD, these numbers are equal to or greater than
5, but for some other target conditions, e.g. ITD = 12dB and ITD = ¡1000¹s, the
null hypothesis has been rejected more often. Such a greater rejection rate (denoted by
3 or 4 in Fig. 4.10(a)) is particularly common for the test conditions with the target
ITD nearby the critical value, and as a matter of fact, it is expected that the null
hypothesis of the data normality is rejected for more target conditions in this range of
the target ITD if the subjective responses are truly indicative of the presence of the
dual images which are often associated to a bimodal rather than a bell-shaped unimodal
distribution. It is considered that the greater variability caused by the limited sample
numbers in each target condition is perhaps responsible for the unexpectedly high rate
to satisfy the Lilliefors test. (Note that four valid samples are the minimum requirement
for the Lilliefors test in Matlab 7.0 whereas the number of the current test samples was
only 5.)
The unrelated one-way analysis of variance has then been applied only to those data
that passed the normality test. Assuming that the laterality responses for di®erent
combinations of the target disparities are distinguished from each other, only the subject
was considered as the variable of the ANOVA. In other words, the ANOVA has been
applied across subject for each target condition, for which individual participant made 5
to 10 responses (including dual-image responses). In Fig. 4.10(a), some target conditions
have been marked by a circle, for which the null hypothesis of the ANOVA that the
listening test data have no signi¯cant inter-subject di®erence is NOT rejected. In other
words, for those unmarked target conditions, the individual test data show signi¯cant
di®erences from subject to subject, between at least a pair of subjects. As a majority
of the target conditions are not marked, the subjective laterality judgements can be
considered to be unique for each person within the scope of the applied statistical test,
which possibly con¯rms one of the hypotheses established in this study regarding the
individuality of human spatial hearing.
Having found that the listening test data from di®erent subjects can not be considered
to share a common population mean and variance, it is now of further interest to see
speci¯cally which pairs of subjects are found to be di®erent in their data. Accordingly,Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 83
the multiple comparison procedure [60] has been carried out for each target condi-
tion for the data shown to be from a normal distribution. The output of this analysis
can be regarded as a list of subject pairs whose data have been tested to be statistically
di®erent from each other. Then, if the number of appearances in this list is counted for
each subject across the test condition, a bar graph shown in Fig. 4.10(b) can be plotted,
from which the degree of the uniqueness in each subjective data can be approximated.
As the ordinate labelled as the `distinction index' is the percent ratio of the number of
appearances to the total counts, it is obvious that the responses made by the subject SA
are mostly distinguished, while the other 5 subjects show relatively equivalent degrees
of uniqueness in their data.
1200-Hz target signals
The result of the current listening tests at 1200Hz is shown in Fig. 4.11 for the two
selected subjects SA and SF. Similar to the result at 600Hz shown in Fig. 4.6, there are
some noticeable features in the data at 1200Hz: the periodicity of the response angles
with respect to the target ITD, the earlier transition to the contralateral side with the
greater absolute ILD and the more variabilities around the critical ITDs. Compared to
the 600-Hz case, the period of the laterality has been halved as expected, and the range
of the response angles have been also reduced. As for the subject SA, for example, the
mean responses at 600Hz were between -20± and 75±, -50± and 75±, and -90± and 20±
for -6, 0 and 12dB, respectively, which are now at 1200Hz only between -5± and 50±,
-20± to 30±, and -70± and 0± for the same target ILDs.
From the comparison between Figs. 4.7 and 4.11(c) in terms of the overall statistics,
it is interesting to note that the 95% con¯dence intervals for the 12-dB ILD have been
signi¯cantly increased at 1200Hz while those for the 0- and -6-dB ILDs have been little
changed. Perhaps, the di®erence in the number of samples at each test frequency (5 for
600Hz but 3 for 1200Hz) could have a®ected the variabilities, but it is not clear why
the 12-dB laterality judgements have been in°uenced more prominently.
Since there are only two participants in the test at 1200-Hz, the t-test has been simply
applied instead of the ANOVA to test the null hypothesis stated as \the test data
acquired from the di®erent subjects originate from an identical population." In contrast
to the result of the ANOVA at 600Hz shown in Fig. 4.10(a), the listening test data
at 1200Hz have been found to be relatively similar between the two subjects as shown
in Fig. 4.12, although the null hypothesis has been rejected for some test conditions
which can be associated with the target ITDs close to the critical value. However, it
is noteworthy that the normality test has been skipped for the 1200-Hz result due to
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4 samples), and therefore, the result of the t-test presented in Fig. 4.12 has to be
appreciated only conservatively.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 85
4.4 Results of model predictions
For the test variables employed for the listening tests presented in the previous section,
numerical simulations have been implemented to obtain predictions from the decision-
making model based on the characteristic curve introduced in section 2.2. As the (distal-
region) HRTF database measured in chapter 3 has been used to establish the character-
istic curve for each participant, the model parameters have been set identical to those
employed in section 2.3: the scaling factors k¿ and k® are 44¹s and 1dB, respectively,
while the standard deviations of the internal errors, ¾± and ¾" are 10¹s and 1dB. The
source signal used for the listening test has been also considered as the input to the
model, but the interval between the target ITDs has been reduced for a better reso-
lution from 100¹s (listening test) to 50¹s, and therefore, there are 41 and 29 target
conditions for each ILD at 600Hz and 1200Hz, respectively. A total of 500 predictions
(iterative model runs) have been made for each target condition while the internal er-
rors were varying according to two independent zero-mean Gaussian distributions. This
simulation has been coded and implemented in Matlab 7.0.
600-Hz target signals
Fig. 4.13 shows the simulation results at 600Hz, where the contrast of each point
indicates the relative count of the model prediction at a certain response angle (ordinate)
and a target ITD (abscissa) following the colour-coding scheme used in the previous
section (blue for ¡6dB, green for 0dB and red for 12dB). On top of this vertical view
of the 3D histograms, the sample averages and the 95% con¯dence intervals have been
also displayed as error-bars.
Features discussed in section 2.3 can be found in the result of the current simulations,
which include the periodic pattern of the laterality judgements, the dual images in the
vicinity of the critical ITDs and the earlier shift to the contralateral side for a greater
target ILD. From a visual inspection, the mean responses shown in Fig. 4.13 appear to
be similar across subjects, and they also look similar to the simulation result presented in
Fig. 2.5 in section 2.3 where the characteristic curve from the KEMAR HRTF has been
used. The inter-subject similarity is mainly found for the target ITD between ¡200¹s
and +200¹s where the target ITD is relatively away from the critical ITD, but beyond
this range, the model predictions start to show some subtle di®erences between subjects.
Particularly for 0-dB ILD, one of the bimodal responses corresponding to the dual images
is dominant over the other, which, after averaging, results in the inter-subject di®erence
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As was the case with the analysis of the listening test result, the ANOVA has been
applied in order to investigate whether the model predictions are unique for each subject.
The normality test has been ¯rst carried out, but this time, the chi-square goodness-
of-¯t test [60, 61] has been employed which is e±cient in dealing with samples of
frequency data (note that in the chi-square goodness-of-¯t test, the minimum count
in each bin is 5 as a rule-of-thumb, not suitable to handle the listening test data in
section 4.3.2). Similar to the plotting scheme applied to Fig. 4.10(a), the number of
subjects is marked in Fig. 4.14(a) along the global mean of the simulation data, for
whom the null hypothesis of the data normality is not rejected at 5% signi¯cance level.
Compared to the listening test data, it is observed that a smaller number of the simulated
data are normally-distributed, which probably resulted from the asymmetry of the data
with respect to the response angle [see Fig. 4.17(b)]. Such an asymmetry was hardly
recognisable either visually or statistically for the listening test data. This was due to
the shortage of the samples per each test condition, which, however, became prominent
in the simulation result with a large number of samples. It is also noted that the failure
rate of the normality test is relatively high when the target ITD is close to the critical
ITD, as particularly shown by the result of the statistical test for the 0-dB ILD.
Having screened the simulation result with the normality test, the following ANOVA
for the selected data showed that the model predictions for the participants cannot be
regarded as originating from a common population, where the null hypothesis is rejected
for all test conditions as indicated by the absence of circles in Fig. 4.14(a). This seeming
paradox between visual and statistical observations for the model predictions presented
in Fig. 4.13 is possibly attributed again to the large number of iterations which perhaps
facilitated the statistical test to better di®erentiate the subtle di®erence in mean and
variance.
Meanwhile, in the same approach taken for the analysis of the listening test data, the
multiple comparison procedure has been carried out to perform a series of pairwise
comparisons between individual model predictions, producing the bar graph of the dis-
tinction index as shown in Fig. 4.14(b). Similar to the result shown for the listening
test data in Fig. 4.10(b), the distinction index for the subject SA stands out in the
simulation result, where the other individual indices are also reasonably comparable.
If the distinction index can be regarded as representing the uniqueness of the data as
assumed in this study, its reasonable consistency found in the simulation result and
the listening test data provides an indication that the decision-making model based on
the characteristic curve successfully re°ects the individual perceptual process of spatial
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While a full comparison between the listening test data and the model simulation is
postponed until section 4.5, a further statistical analysis is presented below. Since the
samples are required to be from a normal distribution, the scope of the t-test, the
ANOVA and the multiple comparison procedure have so far been limited. However, if
there are a su±cient number of samples under investigation, the chi-square statistic
[60, 61] can be a good measure to compare multiple groups of data regardless of the
speci¯c type of distribution. Considering that the minimum count required in each
bin is 5 as a rule-of-thumb, the current simulation result is quali¯ed for the use of the
chi-square statistic where 500 repetitions have been made for each condition.
Fig. 4.15 shows the result of the chi-square statistic for the individual model predictions
at 600Hz, where the plotting scheme used in Fig. 4.9 has been also applied such that
the two letters at each target condition indicate the pairs of the subjects' initials whose
data have been found to be similar to each other at 5% signi¯cance level. For instance,
at ¡800¹s, the simulation data for SC & SD, SC & SE, SC & SF and SD & SF have
been found to be similar pairwise for the target ILD of 12dB (red). In general, it is ob-
vious that the simulation results have been rarely found to be similar between subjects,
and this observation can be regarded as recon¯rming the inter-subject uniqueness of
the current decision-making model which was only partially supported by the ANOVA
result shown in Fig. 4.14. On the other hand, there are some test conditions, where the
null hypothesis is not rejected for a tested pair, and it is interesting to note that those
conditions are mainly found when the target ITD is relatively distant from the critical
ITDs, where such a link between the degree of the data similarity and the critical ITD
is observed throughout the target ILDs.
1200-Hz target signals
Similar to the procedures followed for the 600-Hz target signals, the model predictions
for the perceived image locations have been simulated at 1200Hz. The 1200-Hz charac-
teristic curves have been obtained for the subjects SA and SF from their distal-region
HRTFs measured in chapter 3, and the model has been prepared with the parameters
identical to those employed for the 600-Hz simulation.
The individual model predictions at 1200Hz are shown in Fig. 4.16 where blue, green
and red colours have been again used to represent the data for the -6, 0 and 12dB
ILDs, respectively. The periodic nature of the laterality is easily noticed with a period
of approximately half the value found for the 600-Hz simulation, and the ranges of the
model responses are also observed to be reduced compared to the previous simulation
at the lower frequency. In addition, the simulation data at 1200Hz appear to be slightlyChapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 88
more spread than at 600Hz, implying greater variabilities, as the contrast of each point
indicates the relative frequency of the responses.
The simulation data have been further investigated using the statistical tests introduced
for the analysis of the 600-Hz result. However, as implied by many zeros in Fig. 4.17(a),
the normality of the model predictions has been rejected for most of the target condi-
tions, and therefore, any following analysis using either the t-test or the ANOVA is not
considered to be meaningful. As discussed for the simulation result at 600Hz, the failure
in the normality test can be attributed to the asymmetry in the model responses. For
instance, Fig. 4.17(b) illustrates a histogram depicting the model predictions for one of
the test conditions, where it appears to be almost bell-shaped by visual inspection, but
fails the chi-square goodness-of-¯t test probably due to the slight slant towards the left
side.
The comparison between the individual model predictions at 1200Hz has been ¯nally
made by the chi-square statistic which is able to operate regardless of the normality of
the data, and it has been shown that the simulation results for the two participants can
not be regarded as originating from a common population as the null hypothesis has
been rejected for all test conditions.
To summarise the simulation results in this section, the model predictions both at 600Hz
and 1200Hz have been statistically shown to be relatively unique for each subject for
a majority of the test conditions, although some similarities could be found especially
when the target ITD was distant from the critical value. In addition, some principal
features found in the listening test data could be also observed in the model simulation,
while the comparison between the two results will be made in detail in the next section.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 89
4.5 Comparison between test results and model predic-
tions
It should be recalled that the participants' task in the current listening test was to
match the perceived image location of the pointer tone to the target tone where there
were 181 pointers available corresponding to the angular range of the KEMAR HRTFs
from -90± to +90± at every 1±. Therefore, a subjective judgement represented by one of
the acoustic pointers at, say, µkem means no more than the fact that both target dichotic
tone and the pointer tone have been perceived to be roughly at the same position, while
µkem can not be directly associated with the subject's own HRTFs. On the other hand,
considering that the result of the model simulation is given with respect to the subject's
own characteristic curve, the model response, say, µsbj is indicative of the azimuth angle
corresponding to his own HRTFs. Consequently, in order to make a sensible comparison
between the listening test data and the model predictions, it is necessary to convert
one of the two results, either mapping µkem to µsbj or vice versa. The function relating
µkem to µsbj can be obtained by headphone listening tests where participants report the
perceived angular position of the binaural signal convolved with the KEMAR HRTF,
obviously with reference to their own auditory space (not to the acoustic pointer created
by the KEMAR HRTF as implemented in section 4.3.1). However, such an empirical
investigation was unavailable in this study.
Alternatively, the current decision-making model can be utilised to numerically estimate
the function mapping µkem to µsbj. In Fig. 4.18(a), the 600-Hz characteristic curve (sub-
ject SF) is shown by the thin line with various markers, along with the KEMAR's char-
acteristic curve between -90± and +90± (thick solid and dashed line). Considering each
point on the KEMAR's characteristic curve as a series of target signals (corresponding to
the azimuth angle µkem), the current matching scheme can ¯nd a nearest-neighbour on
the subjective characteristic curve, and thus give the azimuth angle, µsbj. Figs. 4.18(b)
and (c) show the mapping functions between the KEMAR and the subjective charac-
teristic curves at 600Hz and 1200Hz, respectively. These results produced by the CC
model predict that the location of the target signal given by the KEMAR HRTF will
be underestimated by most of the subjects, especially when the target angle is greater
than 50±. For example, the binaural pure tone signal at 600Hz created by the KEMAR
HRTF at 90± is possibly perceived by the subject SF to be incident from 70±. It is
recalled that during the listening test some subjects have reported that the range of the
acoustic pointer could not cover the spatial extent of the presented target signal, for
which the mapping function depicted in Figs. 4.18(b) and (c) might be able to give a
reasonable explanation.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 90
600-Hz target signals
Only after the angular conversion discussed above, the results of the listening test and
the simulation can be compared for each subject as shown in Fig. 4.19, where the
mean responses and the 95% con¯dence intervals of the subjective judgements have
been plotted as error-bars along with the mean of the model predictions. It is observed
that the agreement between the simulation and the test results is especially good when
the target ILD is 0dB, where the range of the subjective response and the critical
ITD values have been successfully predicted by the model. Also for other target ILDs,
there are some test conditions that have been relatively predicted well by the model,
and those conditions are mostly found when the target ITD is away from the critical
ITD. For example, the right tails of the subjective responses for the 12-dB target ILD
are reasonably matched to the model predictions, and the central parts of the laterality
data for the -6-dB ILD are also found to be relatively consistent between the two results.
On the other hand, most of the discrepancies between the model and the subjective
judgements can be found around where the sudden image shift takes place. Particularly
for the nonzero ILDs, the critical ITDs predicted by the model are, in absolute value,
much less than those suggested by the listening test data, and the period of the transition
is relatively short in the model responses, shaping sharp edges of the curves. It is obvious
that these di®erences in the transitional phase resulted in the signi¯cant disagreement
between the subjective judgements and the model predictions as shown in Fig. 4.19.
Considering the large number of the simulation data far exceeding the number of the
subjective judgements, it is reasonable to assume the averages of the model predictions
as the population means, based on which the t-test can be implemented for a further
comparison. As the means of the simulation data have been marked by either ± (not
rejected) or £ (rejected) in Fig. 4.19, the t-test has been applied to examine whether,
for each target condition, the mean of the model predictions is found within the 95%
con¯dence interval given by the subjective judgements. As a result, the `success rate'
has been plotted in Fig. 4.20 which shows the relative count of the successful model
predictions for each target ILD, where blue, green, red and black colours have been coded
for the three target ILDs and the overall average. As expected from the visual inspection
discussed above, the agreement between the model predictions and the listening test data
is very encouraging when the target ILD is zero. The usual range of the success rate
has been found to be between 30% and 60%, while the success rate for the subject SA
appears to be below the average. It is obvious that this comparative analysis provides an
insight to the predictive scope of the current decision-making model, but the arguments
made above should not be regarded as being conclusive, since the results of the normality
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Accordingly, the result of the comparison has been redrawn in Fig. 4.21 only for those
test conditions where both model predictions and subjective test data have been found
to be from a normal distribution. In Fig. 4.21, the thick error-bars indicate the statistics
of the subjective judgements for those selected test conditions, while the means of the
model predictions are marked by either ± (not rejected) or £ (rejected). Since one or
both of the two results were rejected for their normality, most of the test conditions for
-6dB were disquali¯ed for the comparison, and there are also only a few data points
remaining for the other target ILDs, depending on the subject. The success rates for
the `quali¯ed' test conditions have been recalculated as presented in Fig. 4.22 where
the agreement between the model predictions and the subjective test data appears to be
slightly improved, which mainly resulted from the reduced number of available samples.
For example, there are only two quali¯ed test conditions for -6dB in the data for the
subject SC [see Fig. 4.21(c)], and in this case, the corresponding success rate is found
to be 100% in Fig. 4.22.
1200-Hz target signals
A similar comparison has been made for the results of the listening test and the model
simulation at 1200Hz as presented in Fig. 4.23. It should ¯rst be recalled that, both in
the subjective test and the model simulation, there were no `quali¯ed' test conditions
at 1200Hz in terms of the data normality, and accordingly, the result of the comparison
shown in Fig. 4.23 can be only a rough indication of the performance of the model
prediction, similar to the argument made for Fig. 4.19.
The agreement between the subjective judgements and the model predictions is notice-
able at 1200Hz when the target ILD is 0dB and 12dB, and the predictive scope of the
current model seems to be better at this higher frequency compared to the result at
600Hz shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.21. As the agreement for the 12dB target ILD has
been particularly improved, this observation is also con¯rmed by the success rate plotted
in Fig. 4.23(c) where the image positions for up to 75% of the test conditions have been
predicted well by the model for the subject SF at 12dB. Despite the very encouraging
result of the comparative analysis, such an improvement at 1200Hz has to be carefully
interpreted only after considering the greater variabilities of the subjective judgements
at 1200Hz when compared to the the lower frequency case, which widened the con¯-
dence interval signi¯cantly, thus, giving better chances for the model predictions to be
found therein.
There are also test conditions at 1200Hz where the two results have been found incon-
sistent, and as was the case at 600Hz, the target ITDs for these conditions were close to
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in Figs. 4.23(a) and (b), the model predictions appear to be signi¯cantly misleading for
the target ITDs from ¡50¹s to 300¹s with -6-dB ILD and for those from ¡150¹s to
100¹s with 12dB, and undoubtedly, these ranges of the target ITDs associated with the
poor success rates are repeated according to the signal period.
Cross-comparison
Having examined the agreement between the listening test data and the simulation result
using the CC model customised for each participant, a further `cross-comparison' can
be carried out in order to investigate whether the prediction of the individual model is
truly unique for the subject. Accordingly, the judgements made by a subject are not
only compared to the predictions of his own model, but also to those given by the other
individual models, and the average success rate provided by the t-test can be obtained
in each case. In Fig. 4.24, the result of the cross-comparison is presented as a group
of graphs for each subject, where each grey-scaled bar indicates the success rate of the
t-test with reference to one of the six models. If the current decision-making model
re°ects the individual di®erence in the subjective perception, one of the six bars that
corresponds to his own model is expected to stand out among the others. The result
for the subjects SA, SB and SC at 600Hz are encouraging as shown in Fig. 4.24(a) in
which the subjects' own models gave predictions better than, or at least equivalent to
the others. However, as the results for the other subjects do not meet the expectation,
it is also arguable whether the di®erence between the highest bar to the second highest
is statistically signi¯cant to distinguish one model from the others. Similarly, it is not
certain whether the cross-comparison made for SA and SF at 1200Hz [see Fig. 4.24(b)]
can be indicative of the unique link between the subject and his own hearing model.
It is recalled that in sections 4.3.2 and 4.4, the inter-subject similarities in both listening
test data and simulation results have been found, if they existed, mostly when the target
ITD was relatively far away from the critical ITDs, in which range the data samples
were relatively stable with only small variances. Therefore, if it is to be argued that the
model is uniquely established after each subject's individual auditory space, it should
be demonstrated probably for the test conditions near the critical ITDs where the inter-
subject di®erence is assumed to be maximal. However, due to the greater di®useness
of the auditory images in that range of the target ITD, it is expected to be di±cult
to estimate the exact distribution of the subjective judgements even with the increased
number of samples. It therefore seems unlikely that the unique relation between the
model and the subjective perception can be easily established.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 93
General discussion
To summarise the results of the comparison presented so far, ¯rst, it is uncertain whether
the model predictions are unique for each subject as illustrated by the analysis of the
cross-comparison. Nevertheless, the decision-making model based on the characteristic
curve has made reasonable predictions of many of the test conditions examined in the
current listening test both at 600Hz and 1200Hz. The agreement between the two results
was especially remarkable for the 0-dB target ILD, and for the rest of the test conditions,
the global patterns of the model predictions were also relatively consistent with those
of the subjective test data. However, the point-to-point comparison of both visual and
statistical inspections showed that the model can give a misleading indication of the
subjective judgements, particularly for those test conditions with target ITDs around
the critical values.
The relatively poor performance of the CC model around the critical ITDs can be un-
derstood in relation to the characteristics of the nearest-neighbour matching process.
For example, the primary and the secondary characteristic curves at 600Hz are shown
in Fig. 4.25, where the target conditions and their matched positions on the charac-
teristic curves have been marked as circles and triangles, respectively. As the target
ITD increases from ¡1000¹s, the triangle moves from one point to the other on the
characteristic curve continuously, and at the critical ITD that depends on the target
ILD, it is `transferred' to the next characteristic curve. On the contrary, the search for
the nearest-neighbour at 1200Hz never requires the whole range of the characteristic
curve as shown in Fig. 4.26. This is particularly due to the shorter interval between
the critical ITDs that is equivalent to the signal period, and this is the very reason for
the reduced ranges of the laterality compared to the lower frequency result. In addi-
tion, depending on the target ILD, some parts of the characteristic curves have been
systematically skipped even before the model response is transferred to the next char-
acteristic curve. For instance, the model predictions for the -6-dB target ILD shown
in Fig. 4.26(a) have been made mainly around the two regions of each characteristic
curve leaving the area in-between `unused,' whereas at 0dB and 12dB [panels (b) and
(c)] one continuous part of the characteristic curve has been `scanned' for the matching
process. Such a discontinuous use of the characteristic curve at 1200Hz is associated
with the hook-shaped end which resulted from the multiple number of the local peaks
and troughs in the ILD function as depicted in Fig. 4.27(a). If the two turning points
of the 1200-Hz characteristic curve had been shaped di®erently, for example, as straight
as that for 600Hz, the overestimation around the critical ITDs particularly for non-zero
ILDs [see Figs. 4.23(a) and (b)] could have been avoided (remember that the turning
points of the characteristic curves roughly correspond to §90±). This would improve the
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Since the characteristic curve is de¯ned in the ITD{ILD space that is assumed by
the model to re°ect the individual auditory space, reshaping the curve to improve the
model's predictive scope inevitably requires rede¯ning the whole ITD{ILD space. There-
fore, within the framework of the current model, employing new scaling factors k¿ and
k® may be the ¯rst appropriate attempt to alter the shape of the characteristic curve.
Although it is di±cult to empirically de¯ne the scaling factors, k¿ and k®, they can
be tentatively assumed to increase with the absolute value of the ITD and the ILD,
indicating the dependence of the neural sensitivity in a similar way the function p(¿)
has been established by Stern and Colburn [11]. Fig. 4.27 shows an example of how
the ILD-dependent scaling factor can deform the characteristic curve. In panel (a), the
ILD function at 1200Hz (subject SA) is displayed, where two distinctive local minima
and maxima can be found for the right and the left hemispheres, respectively. If k®
is now substituted with a function increasing with the absolute ILD [see Fig. 4.27(b);
refer to the caption for the details of the temporary function k®(®)], then those peaks
become less prominent as shown in Fig. 4.27(c), and therefore the `bent ends' of the
characteristic curve are unfolded, which might give model responses better predicting
the subjective judgements.
As a matter of fact, the diagram shown in Fig. 4.28 re°ects the authour's hypothetical
picture regarding the neural selectivity in the ITD{ILD space where the smaller and
more densely populated `cells' indicate ¯ner neural resolution. In addition to the neural
sensitivity decreasing with increasing absolute ITD and ILD, the importance of the
natural combination of the ITD and the ILD can be found as the size of the cell becomes
smaller for a pair of ITD and ILD closer to the characteristic curve, which is consistent
with the discussion made in section 2.5.2 regarding the implication of the model to the
image di®useness.
The above arguments regarding the tentative use of an ILD-dependent scaling factor
and the authour's hypothesis regarding the neural sensitivity are only to illustrate the
°exibility of the current model and its predictions in accordance with the future ¯ndings
in the relevant neurophysiological/psychoacoustical studies, and should not be regarded
as suggesting a certain form of neural structure in a systematic approach.
Consequently, it is considered that a further improvement of the current model, espe-
cially the modi¯cation of the characteristic curves in a newly transformed ITD{ILD
space is beyond the scope of the current investigation, but may be dealt with in future
work. Nevertheless, the above result of the comparison between the model predictions
and the subjective data is remarkable, considering that the current model, based on a
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position of dichotic pure tones consistently at two di®erent frequencies with an identical
set of model parameters.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 96
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the result of the listening test and the simulation have been presented
and discussed regarding the perception of the laterality created by dichotic pure tones.
Being very naturally appreciated by listeners, the acoustic pointer provided by the non-
individual HRTF has been found to be e®ective as a reference tone, and it is suggested
that the current paradigm of the position matching task can be further investigated in
an attempt to reveal the link between the intracranial and the extracranial auditory
images.
The result of the listening test has been found to be qualitatively consistent with the
experimental studies reported by Sayers [31] and Domnitz and Colburn [29], where
the variability of the subjective judgements increases around the critical ITDs that
correspond to the sudden shift of the image position to the contralateral side, often
related to the dual images. In addition, the listening test data for each di®erent subject
have been found to be close to unique for many target conditions, and the relevant
statistical tests have been also applied to the simulation result to con¯rm the uniqueness
of the individual models associated with the HRTFs.
In the comparative analysis, the agreement between the subjective judgements and the
model predictions has been found to be reasonable for many target conditions, whereas
the discrepancy could be observed mostly for the target ITDs close to the critical values.
Assuming the data from the simulation as individual populations, the t-test provided
an indication that the model predictions have been successful for up to 67% and 76%
of the test conditions depending on the target ILD at 600Hz and 1200Hz, respectively.
However, the following cross-comparison demonstrated that it is uncertain whether the
judgements of the image laterality can be better predicted by the subject's own model,
mainly due to the large variance in the listening test data, especially around the critical
ITDs.
From the analysis of the actual nearest-neighbour matching procedure, it has been sug-
gested that the current model is possibly improved by adopting new scaling factors,
k¿(¿;®) and k®(¿;®). Depending on both ITD and ILD, the new scaling factors can
transform the entire ITD{ILD space to reshape the characteristic curves in a certain au-
ditory frequency band, which has been reasonably demonstrated by a tentative function
of k®(®).
While the simplicity and the °exibility of the current model are notable, the reason-
able agreement between the listening test data and the simulation result is remarkable
considering that such an agreement has been observed across subjects at the two test
frequencies with frequency-independent model parameters.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 97
Figure 4.1: The current listening test has been carried out in a semi-anechoic room.
A desktop PC with a soundcard has been used to generate test signals where subject
performed the matching task using the graphic user interface shown on the display.

























































Figure 4.2: Test signals are shown for each channel. The ¯rst two pulses are the
target signals, while the last two are the acoustic pointer signals. Numbers above the
dotted line indicate the duration in ms.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 98
Figure 4.3: The graphic user interface used in the listening test is shown. Subject
has a full control of the test where he can move from trial to trial, pause and even stop
the session. The position of the acoustic pointer is controlled by the left/right arrow
keys, and on each press, the large arrow heads shown on the GUI blink. Also, three
options are available for the subject: \Play only the target," \Report Dual Images,"
and \Can't decide the position."Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 99








































































































































































Figure 4.4: The results of the virtual localisation test are shown for the participants
of the lateralisation listening tests. Subject's initials are shown on the top left corner of
the plots, where the error-bars indicate the average responses and the 95% con¯dence
intervals.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 100
Figure 4.5: All responses in the virtual localisation test are shown where the grey-
scale level indicates the relative count of the responses in each bin (the darker, the more
counts), and the error-bars represent the average responses and the 95% con¯dence
intervals.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 101


















































































































































































Figure 4.6: The results of the laterality test at 600Hz. Subject's initials are shown
on the top left corner of the plots, and blue, green and red colours indicate -6, 0 and 12-
dB target ILDs. Markers are used uniquely for di®erent sessions, where the error-bars
represent the mean responses and the 95% con¯dence intervals.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 102



























Figure 4.7: Overall statistics of the subjective judgements shown in Fig. 4.6. Blue,
green and red colours indicate -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs, where the error-bars rep-
resent the mean response and the 95% con¯dence interval.




























































Figure 4.8: Dual images reported by (a) SE and (b) SF are shown on top of the average
responses (blue, green and red for -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs, respectively). The two
responses corresponding to the dual images are connected by line, where markers have
been used uniquely for di®erent sessions.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 103












































Figure 4.9: Test conditions where subject has made no judgement are shown. For
example, the subject SF skipped the test condition of -400-¹s ITD and 12-dB ILD twice
during the 5 sessions.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 104





























































































































Figure 4.10: (a) On top of the average responses, the number of subjects is shown
for each target condition, whose data have NOT been rejected by the normality test.
The circles for certain test conditions indicate where the listening test data have been
found by the ANOVA to be statistically similar between subjects. (b) The result of the
multiple comparison procedure is represented as the distinction index. (Refer to the
text for the de¯nition of the index.)Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 105
























































































Figure 4.11: The results of the laterality test at 1200Hz. Subject's initials are shown
on the top left corner of the plots, and blue, green and red colours indicate -6, 0 and
12-dB target ILDs. Markers are used uniquely for di®erent sessions, where the error-
bars represent the mean responses and the 95% con¯dence intervals. Panel (c) shows
the global statistics.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 106



























Figure 4.12: The result of the t-test is shown. The circles for some test conditions
indicate where the listening test data of the two subjects, SA and SF have been found




Figure 4.13: The predictions of the individual CC models are shown at 600Hz. Sub-
ject's initials are shown on the top centre of the plots, and blue, green and red colours
indicate -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs. The contrast of each colour indicates the relative
count of the model responses in each bin at every 1±, where the error-bars represent
the averages and the 95% con¯dence intervals.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 108
























































































































































































Figure 4.14: (a) On top of the averages of the model predictions at 600 Hz, the
number of subjects is shown for each target condition, whose simulation data have
NOT been rejected by the normality test (blue, green and red for -6, 0 and 12-dB
target ILDs, respectively). No statistical similarity has been found by the ANOVA
between model predictions. (b) The result of the multiple comparison procedure for
the model predictions is represented as the distinction index. (Refer to the text for the















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 110
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16: The predictions of the individual decision-making models are shown at
1200Hz. Subject's initials are shown on the top right of the plots, and blue, green and
red colours indicate -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs. The contrast of each colour indicates
the relative count of the model responses in each bin at every 1±, where the error-bars
represent the averages and the 95% con¯dence intervals.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 111



































































































































Figure 4.17: (a) On top of the averages of the model predictions at 1200 Hz, the
number of subjects is shown for each target condition, whose simulation data have
NOT been rejected by the normality test (blue, green and red for -6, 0 and 12-dB target
ILDs, respectively). No statistical similarity has been found by the t-test between model
predictions. (b) A histogram of the model predictions for 50-¹s ITD and 0-dB ILD is
shown as an example. The asymmetry of the model predictions appears to be visually
insigni¯cant, where the chi-square goodness-of-¯t test rejected the data normality.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 112












































































































Figure 4.18: (a) The 600-Hz characteristic curve for the subject SF is marked at every
10± (}: 0± » 80±, ±: 90± » 170±, ¤: 180± » 260±, 4: 270± » 350±). The characteristic
curve obtained from the KEMAR HRTF is also shown in the range of the azimuth
angle between -90± and +90± (the dashed line for the positive angles, while the solid
for the negative). The mapping functions relating the azimuth angle for the KEMAR
HRTF to that corresponding to the participants' HRTFs are shown at (b) 600Hz and
(c) 1200Hz. These functions have been obtained from the model predictions. (Refer to
the text for the details.)Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 113












































































































































































Figure 4.19: The result of the comparison between the listening test data and the
model predictions at 600Hz. Subject's initials are shown on the top centre of the plots,
where blue, green and red colours indicate -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs. Subjective
judgements are shown as error-bars indicating the mean responses and the 95% con-
¯dence intervals, while the averages of the model predictions are marked as ± (not
rejected) and £ (rejected) to indicate whether or not the null hypothesis in the t-test is
rejected. If the average of the model predictions is within the con¯dence interval, then
the null-hypothesis is NOT rejected, and the model is regarded as predicting well the
subjective judgements.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 114





























Figure 4.20: The success rates at 600Hz based on the results of the t-test shown in
Fig. 4.19.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 115












































































































































































Figure 4.21: Fig. 4.19 has been redrawn showing only the target conditions where the
normality of both listening test data and subjective judgements has NOT been rejected.
Whereas the thin lines represent the averages of the model predictions, thick error-bars
represent the subjective judgements for the `quali¯ed' target conditions. (Refer to the
caption in Fig. 4.19 for other conventions in the graphs.)Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 116





























Figure 4.22: The recalculated success rates at 600Hz based on the results of the t-test
shown in Fig. 4.21.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 117




















































































Figure 4.23: The result of the comparison between the listening test data and the
model predictions at 1200Hz. (a)&(b) Subject's initials are shown on the top right
of the plots, where blue, green and red colours indicate -6, 0 and 12-dB target ILDs.
Subjective judgements are shown as error-bars indicating the mean responses and the
95% con¯dence intervals, while the averages of the model predictions are marked as ±
(not rejected) and £ (rejected) to indicate whether or not the null hypothesis in the t-
test is rejected. If the average of the model predictions is within the con¯dence interval,
then the null-hypothesis is NOT rejected, and the model is regarded as predicting well
the subjective judgements. (g) The success rates based on the results of the t-test are
shown for each target ILD and subject.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 118
























































Figure 4.24: The result of the cross-comparison between the model predictions and
the subjective judgements at (a) 600Hz and (b) 1200Hz. Each bar represents the
success rate of the t-test, where each subjective listening test data has been compared
with the predictions by all individual models.Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 119






























































Figure 4.25: Diagrams showing the actual matching process at 600Hz to ¯nd the
nearest-neighbours for the target ILDs of (a) -6dB, (b) 0dB and (c) 12dB. Circles
indicate the target conditions while triangles represent associated model predictions on
the characteristic curves. (Characteristic curves for the subject SA. the thick solid and
dashed lines for the primary and the secondary curves, respectively.)Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 120






























































Figure 4.26: Diagrams showing the actual matching process at 1200Hz to ¯nd the
nearest-neighbours for the target ILDs of (a) -6dB, (b) 0dB and (c) 12dB. Circles
indicate the target conditions while triangles represent associated model predictions on
the characteristic curves. (Characteristic curves for the subject SA. the thick solid and
dashed lines for the primary and the secondary curves, respectively.)Chapter 4. Listening test I - lateralisation 121






































































































Figure 4.27: (a) The ILD function at 1200Hz for the subject SA. The multiple
local maxima and minima resulted in the hook-shaped ends of the characteristic curves
shown in Fig. 4.26. (b) A temporary function for the new scaling factor k®, which
exponentially increases from 1dB to 4dB as the absolute ILD increases from 0dB to
15dB. (c) The ILD function at 1200Hz after the conversion using the new scaling factor
shown in panel (b). (d) The characteristic curve in the transformed ITD{ILD space,







Figure 4.28: A schematic diagram showing the author's hypothesis regarding the
neural selectivity in the ITD{ILD space. Finer neural resolutions is represented by
smaller `cell,' which is particularly observed for the ITD and the ILD closer to 0 in
absolute values, and for those ITD{ILD pairs closer to the natural combinations, that
is, the characteristic curve.Chapter 5




Human auditory processing models have been developed for decades in the name of
binaural signal processing [4]. They are computational but re°ect psychoacoustic and
physiological ¯ndings associated with the human auditory system, and therefore, once
structured, it is expected that they operate as arti¯cial listeners.
Apart from the models concerning the subjective perception of sound quality [62{64],
there have been many models focused on how humans obtain the spatial information
associated with sound sources [5, 6, 8, 12], and in chapter 2, one such model has been de-
scribed. In particular, the characteristic-curve model was focused on the central decision-
making process, where the estimate of source location could be obtained only at a single
frequency. It has been suggested that, in order to handle wider band sound signals,
there has to be a weighting scheme to integrate the estimates computed in each audi-
tory frequency band, which necessarily has to be assumed in view of the lack of evidence
from neuroscienti¯c ¯ndings. In addition, establishing the characteristic curves in the
high frequency range appears to be di±cult, since the frequency boundary between the
regions of the waveform and the envelope ITDs is hard to de¯ne.
The hearing model that will be established in this chapter is also designed to predict
the location of a sound source in the horizontal plane, but possibly with a wider range
of frequency content. The model employs a binaural processor recently suggested by
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Breebaart et al. [1], which can be considered to be an extension of Je®ress' coincidence
detector model [5]. Incorporating an additional transfer line with attenuation taps, this
hypothetical binaural processor generates so-called `EI-cell activity pattern' (`EI' abbre-
viates `excitation-inhibition;' hereinafter referred to as an `EI-pattern.'), the minimum
of which indicates the probable ITD and ILD of the binaural input signals. Together
with an adequate model of peripheral processing that re°ects the mechanism of neural
transduction in the inner hair cells, the suggested binaural processor can resolve the
issue of the ambiguous frequency boundary between the waveform and the envelope
ITDs, where the transition between the two regions is made in the EI-patterns without
discontinuity.
Regarding the frequency weighting, many models of spatial hearing suggest that the
in°uence of auditory frequency bands with a low signal level has to be discounted or
omitted from the ¯nal model prediction, while those with greater signal energy should
receive higher weighting [7, 9, 65]. In a similar manner to these previous models, so-
called `power-weighting' will be considered in the current model where the sum of the
left- and the right-channel signal energy will be assumed to in°uence the local estimate
in each frequency band on the ¯nal model prediction.
Each of the peripheral, binaural and the central processes of the current model will
be detailed in section 5.2, where, in particular, the characteristics of the EI-patterns
will be discussed. In section 5.3, the implications of the model for various conditions of
human spatial hearing will be explored, speci¯cally for the lateralisation of dichotic pure
tones and the localisation of broadband signals both in real- and virtual-¯eld conditions.
Finally, the conclusion for this chapter is given in section 5.4.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 125
5.2 Description of model
The current model based on the pattern-matching procedure is computational, consist-
ing of three main modules (see Fig. 5.1): 1) the peripheral processor for the transfer
characteristics of outer, middle and inner ears and the neural ¯ring mechanism of the
inner hair cells in the cochlea, 2) the binaural processor where the EC (equalisation and
cancellation) process [1, 33, 66] is implemented to obtain EI-patterns across auditory
frequency bands, and 3) the central processor or the decision-making device giving a
¯nal judgement of the source location based on the localisation cues obtained in the
binaural processor.
5.2.1 Peripheral processor
Compared to the binaural processing and the decision-making stages in the central ner-
vous system, studies regarding the mechanical or electrophysiological aspects of the ears
are relatively well established, and so the computational models concerning the transfer
characteristics from the outer ear to the cochlea are more or less consistent throughout
the literature [1, 8, 12{14, 67]. In designing the current model, excessive detail less rele-
vant to the goal of this work has been discarded whilst appropriate processes have been
selected and modi¯ed from the established models. The signal °ow across the peripheral
processor is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
Whilst the input signals to the peripheral processor are the signals recorded near the
listener's ear drums, for the simulations presented later in this chapter, a monaural
source signal has been convolved with HRTFs corresponding to a speci¯c azimuth angle,
giving synthesised binaural input signals to the model. It is noteworthy that all the signal
processing tasks described in the following sections have been performed at a sampling
frequency of 48kHz in accordance with that of the HRTF database (see section 3.2.1).
Given the input signals, the transfer characteristics from the ear drums to the oval
window of the cochlea have been accounted for by a bandpass ¯lter with roll-o® of
6dB/oct below 1kHz and -6 dB/oct above 4kHz [1].
The frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane has been investigated and modelled in
many ways, and in recent studies, this has been realised in the form of a ¯lterbank. The
gammatone ¯lterbank [68] followed by the gammachirp ¯lterbank [69] has been exten-
sively used in similar modelling work, and there are a few associated software modules
open to the public such as the Auditory Image Model (AIM) [70]. These software
modules process an input signal through several ¯lters that imitate the bandwidths and
the shapes of the auditory ¯lters on the basilar membrane, producing as many channelsChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 126
of output as the ¯lter number. These multi-channel outputs are assumed to be han-
dled separately in the following processes [4, 26]. In an e®ort to reduce computational
load and to take a more intuitive approach, a stand-alone module coded by Slaney [71]
has been used, which implements a fourth-order gammatone ¯lterbank [see Fig. 5.2(a)
for the frequency response]. There is no agreement regarding the density of frequency
channels in the auditory ¯lter, and therefore models in previous work use a di®erent
number of ¯lters in di®erent frequency ranges, as partly summarised by Jin et al [14].
The current model has been designed to have 60 channels from 300Hz to 12kHz where
one half of each equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) [26] overlaps with the nearby
¯lters [see Fig. 5.2(b)], which appears to be reasonable in comparison to similar models.
Inner hair cells in the organ of Corti convert mechanical movement of the basilar mem-
brane to neural activity. Since the neural excitation occurs in relation to the basilar
membrane movement relative to the tectorial membrane, the ¯rst process taking place
in the inner hair cells can be modelled as a half-wave recti¯er, as has been the case in
most of the relevant models. In addition, the loss of the phase-locking in neural ¯ring is
taken into account by a low-pass ¯lter so that only an envelope remains at high frequen-
cies. Among ¯lters of di®erent characteristics used in previous studies, the current model
employs a ¯fth-order butterworth low-pass ¯lter cut-o® at 770Hz which is identical to
that used by Breebaart et al [1].
Beside the signal-processing modules described above, some additional processes can
be found in the literature such as the amplitude compression and the adaptation loops
[1, 13] to re°ect the nonlinearity of the basilar membrane input-output function and
the forward/backward masking e®ect. The former was approximated by a square-root
compression [71], however, the latter was omitted in the current model where sound
localisation is sought only for a relatively stationary sound source.
Fig. 5.3 shows an example of the transformation of input signal in the peripheral pro-
cessor where the source signal has been assumed to be a broadband Gaussian noise.
5.2.2 Binaural processor
The binaural processor delays and attenuates the 60-channel signals from the peripheral
processor on the prede¯ned `mesh-grid' taps of ¿ (characteristic ITD) and ® (character-
istic ILD) (see Fig. 5.4). The neural inputs, fed into the top and the bottom transfer
lines from the left and the right ear, respectively, undergo a time-delay by ¢¿ at each
triangular tap, and are then carried on to the vertical transfer lines, this time to be
attenuated by ¢® at each rectangular tap. If digitally implemented, the discrete signal
is fed into the transfer lines sample by sample, and the time-interval between each ITDChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 127
tap is determined to be 1=fs where fs is the sampling frequency. Finally, at the circled
tap labelled as EI, the signals from the two channels having a characteristic ITD and
ILD are subtracted giving an EI-cell activity value. Mathematically, this process can
be described by the following equations. First, the EI-cell activity at a time instant is
represented by [1]
EI(i;t;¿;®) = (10(®=40)Li(t + ¿=2) ¡ 10(¡®=40)Ri(t ¡ ¿=2))2 (5.1)
where Li(t) and Ri(t) represent the input signals from the left and the right peripheral
processors for the i-th channel. From Eq. (5.1) and the fact that there are nonlinear
processes in the preprocessor, it is clear that the characteristic ILD, ® is not equal to
the interaural level di®erence between the binaural input signals in the beginning.
The instantaneous representation of the EI-cell activity is integrated with a double-










; (c = 30ms) (5.3)
This time-averaged EI-cell activity is normalised by the energy of the input signals, eL
and eR to regularise the EI values regardless of the amplitude and the duration of the






where the internal noise n(i;t;¿;®) has been introduced to take into account the imper-
fect equalisation and cancellation process in human hearing. The noise mask n(i;t;¿;®)
in ¿ ¡® space has been assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian noise speci¯ed by the stan-
dard deviation ¾n, which is the model parameter to be controlled to adjust the statistics
of the predictions in accordance with the result of subjective listening tests. While the
in°uence of the model parameter will be discussed in section 5.3.2 in relation to sound
localisation, Fig. 5.5 shows an example of EI-pattern before and after the addition of
the noise mask given by ¾n = 0:12 .
It is noteworthy that the postprocess of the EI-pattern denoted by Eq. (5.4) is di®erent
from that in Breebaart et al. [1] shown in Fig. 5.4, where the logarithmic compression
of the EI-patterns have been regarded as less relevant in the current model.
At 48kHz sampling frequency, 38 ITD taps and 20 ILD taps have been incorporated,
where the resolution of the network was designed to be » 42¹s and 1dB, respectively,Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 128
giving approximately §800¹s of ITD coverage and §10dB dynamic range in ILD. The
¯nal output of the binaural processes is a group of EI-patterns across frequency, some
of which are, for example, shown in Fig. 5.6 (without the internal noise added). At
relatively low frequencies [panel (a)], EI-patterns preserve the periodicity in the ¿ di-
rection. However, as frequency increases [panels (b) and (c)], the space between nearby
minima becomes narrower, while each minimum in the pattern becomes more ambigu-
ous. (Minima of EI-patterns are indicated by ¤.) This is due to the loss of phase-locking
implemented by the low-pass ¯lter in the peripheral processor, and the periodicity of
the EI-patterns is no more observable above about 1.5kHz, where the phase information
is completely lost. However, it is also apparent that the EI-pattern still retains the
information of envelope ITD at higher frequencies as illustrated by the moderate shift
of the pattern in ¿ direction from 0¹s to » ¡450¹s [panel (c)].
As mentioned before, the minimum position of the pattern indicates the most probable
ITD and ILD between the binaural input signals, while the whole pattern is regarded
as being unique for source location and frequency. Fig. 5.7 illustrates an example
of the cross-correlation between EI-patterns corresponding to the azimuth angles from
0± to 359± at every 1± where it is obvious that the similarity between a pair of EI-
patterns decreases as source locations become further apart from each other. It is also
remarkable that the source locations mirror-imaged with respect to the frontal plane
have very similar EI-patterns, which can be associated with the front-back confusion or
the cone of confusion [26]. However, the cross-correlation between EI-patterns across
azimuth angle is also a function of frequency, and at certain frequencies it becomes
irregular, implying that the EI-patterns can be less distinguishable.
In order to further investigate the uniqueness of the EI-patterns in terms of the fre-
quency, the patterns for 0± source location can be compared across frequency, where
the EI-patterns have their local minima aligned at (¿;®) = (0;0). Fig. 5.8 shows the
cross-correlation between pairs of EI-patterns across frequency, and it is clear that at
frequencies higher than about 1.5kHz, EI-patterns lose most of their unique features,
which is attributed to the loss of time information in the neural transduction [26]. On
the other hand, the high correlation between the low-frequency EI-patterns possibly
results from the compact population of gammatone ¯lters within the narrow range of
frequency [see Fig. 5.2(b)].
5.2.3 Central processor
A decision-making device in computational models of human perception is a processor
mapping the intermediate output to a ¯nal judgement, preferably designed to re°ectChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 129
the cerebral structure and mechanism. Since, unfortunately, relevant information has
yet to be fully understood, most of the binaural hearing models employ a decision-
making device based mainly on assumptions that are consensually accepted. In the cross-
correlation model, the peak position or the centroid of the cross-correlation function has
traditionally been chosen as an indicator giving spatial location information of sound
sources [8]. In the meantime, the development of arti¯cial neural networks provided
a more sophisticated non-linear decision device to combine all available information
regarding the spatial extent of sound sources such as ITD, ILD and spectral cues [12, 72{
74].
In the current model, given the uniqueness of the EI-patterns in accordance with the
known characteristics of auditory signal processing, a pattern-matching process has been
assumed to take place in the central decision-making stage. First, a white Gaussian
noise is ¯ltered through one of the KEMAR HRTFs [27] that have been interpolated
from 5-degree to 1-degree resolution (see Appendix A for the HRTF interpolation). If
this synthesised binaural signal is considered as the input signal to the peripheral and
the binaural processes of the current model, the ultimate collection of the 60 £ 360
EI-patterns corresponding to 60 auditory frequency bands and 360 azimuthal directions
can be obtained to form a memory, or a template in a computational terms, of sound
localisation, as each of these patterns is close to unique for corresponding direction of
source in each auditory frequency band as discussed above.
Having established the template, a simple pattern matching procedure is employed to
¯nd the best match for a new target signal. Based on the cross-correlation between the


















T are the EI-patterns from the target and the template, respectively,
and Â indicates the normalised cross-correlation between the patterns.
It is expected that this pattern-matching process works in a similar way to ¯nding the
nearest neighbour in the characteristic-curve model described in chapter 2, where, pre-
sumably, the conversion factors k¿ and k® in Eq. (2.1) are equivalent to the neural
resolution determined by the amount of delay and attenuation in each tap of the 2D
network shown in Fig. 5.4. Nevertheless, in order to show the equivalence between the
two decision-making processes, it is essential to prove that the outcome of Eqs. (5.5)Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 130
and (5.6) is equal to that of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) at a single frequency, which is di±-
cult since the EI-patterns are computed for individual HRTFs, and are not analytically
represented. Assuming that the left and the right channels of the binaural input signals
are related only by time delay and amplitude di®erence, the analytical form of the EI-
patterns have been approximated in appendix B, and this can be further investigated in
future work to clarify the link between the two models.
Figure 5.9 shows an example of the function Â(µ;f) for a source at 45±, where circles
indicate µp(f) in each of 60 frequency bands. It is obvious that greater similarity is
found between the target EI-patterns and the template when the response angle is
in the vicinity of the actual target location. In addition, it is noteworthy that this
pattern-matching procedure can give mirror-imaged errors associated with the front-
back confusion, which are indicated by the local estimates found around 135±. This is
true even without the introduction of internal error, if a running, instead of frozen, noise
source is used as an input signal.
It is essential to further combine the model predictions in each frequency band in order
to produce a ¯nal global prediction. Working with the cross-correlation model, Stern
et al. [75] and Shackleton et al. [37] previously dealt with this issue by making use of
a frequency weighting of binaural stimuli. For instance, the latter has shown that the
simple weighted addition of the cross-correlation functions across the auditory channel
can represent a global cross-correlation function.
Similarly, the current model applies a weighting scheme to collect all the `local' predic-
tions to establish a `global' probability function D(µ), where the weighting function has
been obtained from the energy spectral density multiplied by the salience factor of bin-
aural stimuli suggested by Raatgever [37]. The latter re°ects the empirical dominance
of binaural stimuli at low frequencies, while the former assumes that a signal band of
greater energy has more in°uence on the ¯nal decision. Fig. 5.10 shows examples of the
weighting functions depending on the spectral characteristics of source signals.
Mathematically, this `power-weighting' scheme can be represented as
D(µ) =
P




where W(f) is the frequency weighting function, and ± is the Kronecker delta. (It should
be recalled that the function D(µ) is de¯ned only for integer numbers between 0± and
359±, limited by the resolution of the interpolated HRTF.)
An example of the probability function D(µ) is shown in Fig. 5.9(b), which resulted from
Fig. 5.9(a). There are two prominent peaks in the histogram. The peak at about 45± isChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 131
the estimate of the true source position, whilst the other at 135± indicates the possibility
of front-back confusion as already implied in Figs. 5.7 and 5.9(a). Since the pattern-
matching procedure ¯rst produces estimates for each frequency band, it is possible to
have many distinctive peaks in the plot of D(µ), arising from a multiple number of sound
sources that are separated in the frequency domain or at least have non-overlapping
spectral components. Similar to the case discussed in section 2.3 regarding the dual
images created by ambiguous interaural phase di®erences, the listener's attention is
assumed to play an important role when multiple peaks are observed in the probability
function D(µ). Here, it is assumed that the model selects the estimate corresponding to
the highest peak.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 132
5.3 Implication of the model
Having established the procedure for obtaining a single estimate for target binaural
input signals, the current model can be now investigated in terms of its predictions
for the lateralisation and the localisation of acoustic stimuli. As mentioned before, the
matching process of the current model is, arguably, similar to the nearest-neighbour
¯nding process of the characteristic-curve model, and the implications of both models
to various listening conditions are expected also to be similar. On the other hand,
the improvement made for the current model is that broadband stimuli can be dealt
with by incorporating the tentative frequency weighting scheme. Therefore, in addition
to the lateralisation of dichotic pure tones, the model predictions can be compared
with the results of the subjective listening tests reported in the literature regarding the
localisation of broadband sound sources.
For the simulation results presented in the following sections, the current pattern-
matching model has been implemented in Matlab 7.0 using the signals shown in Fig.
5.11 as an initial monaural input. A total of 500 repetitions have been made for each
target condition while the internal noise n(i;t;¿;®) being a random variable as suggested
in section 5.2.2. Front-back confusion has been resolved so that the predictions made
for the lateralisation may be found in the frontal hemisphere between -90± and +90±,
while those made for the localisation be located only in the hemisphere corresponding
to the target location. The lateral target locations at 90± and 270± have been exempted
in this post-processing.
5.3.1 Lateralisation of dichotic pure tone
As was the case for the model based on the characteristic curves described in chapter 2,
it is of primary interest to investigate the implication of the current pattern-matching
model to the lateralisation of dichotic pure tones. (For details of the lateralisation,
readers are referred to chapter 4.) Among the previous experimental studies introduced
in chapters 2 and 4, the listening test results published by Sayers [31], and Toole and
Sayers [76] contain some fundamental properties of the auditory process involved in
lateralization, and these studies are regarded as a good starting point to investigate the
capability of the current model.
Sayers [31] and Toole and Sayers [76] presented interaural disparities in pure tones
and an impulse train, respectively, to subjects who were asked to indicate the lateral
displacement of the test sound on a visual scale chart. From these experiments, Sayers
[31] found that for low-frequency pure tones below 1500Hz, the lateral displacementChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 133
presented by the interaural di®erences is periodic with the period of the test tones. In
addition, it has been reported that there is a transition zone around the interaural phase
di®erence of ¼ where the image-position judgement moves to the contralateral side. It
is also known that in this transition zone, listeners often report multiple images at each
far side lateral position as well as the averaged position at the centre. Figs. 5.12 and
5.13 show the simulation results for the lateralization tasks under similar conditions
as in Sayers [31], where the current model describes well the periodicity of the lateral
displacement by ITD (Fig. 5.12) and the existence of the multiple images around the
ambiguous phase di®erences (Fig. 5.13). These predictions by the current model resulted
from the characteristic of the EI-pattern that its minimum position shifts according to
the ITD (and the ILD) that becomes ambiguous near the critical values for the transition.
Although it has not been explicitly shown with experimental data, Sayers [31] also re-
ported that the maximum laterality of perceived image position decreased as frequency
increases while the slope of the position judgements against the given time delay ap-
peared to be independent of the frequency. This feature is also successfully predicted by
the current model as shown in Fig. 5.12, which is associated with the periodicity of the
EI-pattern, thus the shorter intervals between the critical ITDs at higher frequencies.
Finally, Sayers [31] reported an interesting feature of human sound lateralisation where
both ITD and ILD have been controlled. In his measurement data shown in Fig. 5.14(a),
it is found that both interaural disparities can a®ect the lateral position of a sound image,
and they can be cancelled or strengthened by each other to some degree. In addition,
the asymmetry with respect to ITD is found to increase with ILD, and the transition to
the contralateral side is shown to take place at smaller values of ITD for a larger ILD
(both in an absolute sense). All these features are reasonably predicted by the current
model as depicted in Fig. 5.14(b), where the increased asymmetry and the transition to
the contralateral side are clearly shown. However, it is also clear that the transition to
the contralateral side for non-zero ILDs takes place slightly earlier in the model giving
a misleading indication of the subjective test results. Finally, it is noteworthy that the
comparison between the listening test results and the model predictions shown in Fig.
5.14 is only qualitative since the two results have been given in di®erent units.
5.3.2 Localisation of real broadband source
Before presenting the results of the model simulations, it is worth ¯rst discussing the
results of subjective listening tests reported in the literature. There have been a large
number of studies to measure human performance in locating a sound source, and some
of them carried out more than several hundreds of trials, analysing them to attain theChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 134
associated statistics. Since the conditions of those experiments are diverse (as well as
the analysis methods), a direct comparison is not easy to make between the localisation
performances described by di®erent studies. However, it is still meaningful to examine
those subjective experiments that used similar stimuli in relatively consistent circum-
stances. Among such comparative studies, Blauert [4] summarised a couple of previous
experiments in the 1960's and 70's, and suggested that listeners can locate a sound
source in the front and back more accurately than at lateral positions, which are rather
classical data, but still agree well with those of recent experiments.
In Table 5.1, a few subjective experiments considered to be relevant to the current
study have been listed in terms of their methodologies and source signal speci¯cations.
A main improvement in recent subjective experiments is the way listeners indicate the
source location: in the studies summarised by Blauert [4], listeners were asked to move a
loudspeaker to the positions which they believe are 0±, 90±, 180± and 270±. However, in
the majority of experiments performed in recent years, listeners wear an electromagnetic
device that automatically reads the angular position to which their heads are directed.
Undoubtedly, the latter method is fast and accurate in some ways, but there are concerns
about systematic errors associated with, for example, spontaneous eye movement [39]
and less mobility in indicating the rear source.
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Table 5.1: Conditions of previous subjective experiments of sound localisation.
In Fig. 5.15, the listening test data from Blauert [4], Carlile et al. [39] and Makous
and Middlebrooks [38] have been reproduced. For the purpose of comparison, some
modi¯cations have been made so that a positive localisation error may represent the
centroid of response angles greater than the target angle throughout the range of 0± »
360±. In addition, horizontal data were unavailable in Makous and Middlebrooks [38],
and so the experimental results for a source at +5± elevation have been taken.
For the frontal positions, the mean responses in the listening test data seem to agree with
each other, to some extent, up to about 130± [see Fig. 5.15(a)]. Then, some discrepancies
start to emerge and grow, and at 180±, the data in Blauert [4] seem to diverge from the
other available data reported by Carlile et al. [39] and Makous and Middlebrooks [38].
The latter two data sets show a similar tendency such that the localisation error turnsChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 135
rapidly from positive to negative for the target locations around 90±, where a similar
observation can be made for the responses around 270± reported by Carlile et al. [39].
It is remarkable that the localisation performance at 180± in Blauert [4] is much better
than that in Carlile et al. [39] and in Makous and Middlebrooks [38] (if some extrapo-
lation of data is allowed), which is demonstrated not only by Fig. 5.15(a) but also by
Fig. 5.15(b) in terms of the standard deviation. Considering that their experiments
have been carried out with fairly similar source signals, such a signi¯cant discrepancy
for a sound source at the rear position can be probably ascribed to the method used
to report the source location. In author's opinion, it is uncertain which listening test
data re°ect the true statistics of human performance in sound localisation, since there
are insu±cient target locations in the report by Blauert [4], while the results in Carlile
et al. [39] and Makous and Middlebrooks [38] could be vulnerable to the measurement
error associated with, for example, listener's use of eye movement.
It is also noteworthy that, despite some partial agreements noticed and discussed above,
no pair of the three subjective experiments showed a satisfactory match with each other.
This seems to imply that it is di±cult to obtain any collective and conclusive statistics
regarding human sound localisation ability by means of subjective experiments.
Having reviewed the results of the subjective listening tests reported in the literature,
the current pattern-matching model can be adjusted to re°ect the performance of human
listeners in the task of sound localisation, in terms of the errors and the variances. For
a source signal identical to that employed to establish the template EI00
T, the pattern-
matching process without the internal error n(i;t;¿;®) gives a perfect localisation of
target sound sources, which is, however, undesirable. If a running noise is considered to
be the source signal instead of the frozen noise used for the template, some errors can be
incurred by the current model in the localisation task, but the range of the judgement
errors and variances were found to be much less than those shown by the statistics for
human subjects. Accordingly, the in°uence of the noise mask has been investigated by
controlling the parameter ¾n in Eq. (5.4) in an attempt to adjust the accuracy of the
current model.
Fig. 5.16 shows statistics of the current model with di®erent values of ¾n for the target
locations only in the right hemisphere. Both mean error and standard deviation of the
model predictions increase in absolute value as more noise is added to the EI-patterns
in each auditory frequency band independently. From Fig. 5.16(a), it is shown that
the mean error increases until a certain target position depending on the value of ¾n,
then starts to decrease as the source position approaches 90±. Interestingly, the sign of
the mean error switches from negative to positive around 90±, which implies that the
model predictions around this region are found closer to the median plane than is theChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 136
actual target position. In addition, there are two prominent maxima in the standard
deviation, where the ¯rst is located between 30± and 45±, again, depending on the value
of ¾n, while the second is always found at 90±. The greater variance for the target
locations near 90± can be understood in relation to the higher correlation observed for
pairs of EI-patterns in that region as shown in Fig. 5.7. It is also noticeable that the
standard deviation at 90± is particularly high compared to the adjacent target locations,
which is possibly attributed to the side-e®ect of resolving the front-back confusion for
all other target angles except for 90±. Nevertheless, it is not clear how the ¯rst peak
of the standard deviation in the frontal hemisphere can be linked to the aspects of the
pattern-matching procedure used in the current model.
Superimposed on the subjective experimental results reported in the literature, the line-
connected dots in Fig. 5.17(a) represent the mean responses of 500 model predictions,
where the internal noise parameter ¾n = 0:12 has been found to give statistics most
similar to those of subjective test results. Although the agreement between the sim-
ulation results and the published listening test data is not perfect, it is interesting to
see that the current model gives predictions which are at least qualitatively consistent
with the nature of the localisation tasks performed by human subjects. For example,
the mostly positive errors for the target locations in the right frontal hemisphere have
been reasonably simulated where the sudden sign change near 90±, in case of the test
data reported by Carlile et al. [39] and Makous and Middlebrooks [38], has been also
predicted well.
In terms of the standard deviation of the sound source judgements, the agreement be-
tween the model predictions and the results of the listening tests is noticeable for the
target location at 90± and 270± and those in the frontal area. For other target loca-
tions, however, the simulation results appear to be misleading for the estimation of the
variance in actual listening tests, where the variances for the rear target positions are
particularly low. Finally, the raw predictions of the current model for ¾n = 0:12 are
shown in Fig. 5.18 where the front-back confusion and the greater variabilities around
lateral target positions are clearly observed.
To summarise, the localisation of broadband noise sources has been compared between
the model simulation and the published listening test data. Some degree of agreement
has been found between the two results especially in terms of the mean errors of the
judgements, but there were also inconsistencies that are particularly prominent in the
standard deviation. A further adjustment of the current model can be attempted by,
for example, considering a non-uniform noise mask n(i;t;¿;®) that re°ects the probable
signal-to-noise ratio in neural process depending on the ITD and/or the ILD. However,
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by subjective test results, which tend to involve many psychological factors other than
actual hearing process, often giving inconsistent results from experiment to experiment,
as partly shown by the previous studies discussed above.
5.3.3 Localisation of virtual broadband source
Although there have been a few predecessors, stereophony is regarded as the ¯rst virtual
acoustic imaging system capable of producing a reliable sound image. Invented by
Blumlein [78] in early 1930's, it is a system that converts the phase di®erence of the
signals recorded by a pair of microphones to the amplitude di®erence of in-phase input
signals to two loudspeakers. It has been shown that this sound ¯eld can deliver an
appropriate phase di®erence between listener's two ears (interaural phase di®erence) at
low frequencies when free-¯eld sound propagation is assumed [79].
The mathematical expression for the conversion from interchannel loudness di®erence
to the interaural phase di®erence, thus the link between the amplitude ratio and the







(f . 1000Hz) (5.8)
Here, Ã and µa represent the half aperture angle between loudspeakers and the azimuthal
location of the phantom image, respectively, where L and R indicate amplitude gains
given to the left and the right channels (see Fig. 5.19). In the conventional con¯guration
of stereophony, Ã is usually set to be 30±, positioning the two loudspeakers and the
listener on an equilateral triangle.
The sound ¯eld created by the simple stereophony described above has been considered
in this section for an initial application of the current pattern-matching model to virtual
acoustic imaging systems. Similar to the simulations presented in the previous section, a
frozen white Gaussian noise of 150-ms duration has been used as a source signal [see Fig.
5.11(b)]. According to Eq. (5.8), this monaural signal has been then given a relative
gain to create the loudspeaker input signals, which corresponds to the target image
positions, µa from 0± to 30± at every 5±. The sound propagation from the transducers to
the listener's two ears has been accounted for by the KEMAR HRTFs [27], which ¯nally
provided the binaural input signals to the model.
Fig. 5.20 shows the results of the simulation together with some subjective listening test
data reported in the literature, where 500 predictions have been made by the current
model with ¾n = 0:12 and averaged after resolving the front-back confusion. From the
¯gure, it is shown that the current model gives predictions such that the stereophonicChapter 5. A pattern-matching model 138
sound images created by the sine law are perceived at azimuth angles greater than the
design values, which is more prominent for the phantom images at intermediate target
angles. In addition, the standard deviation of the model predictions (not shown in the
¯gure) has been observed to gradually increase with the target location.
The listening test data cited in Rumsey [80] have been reproduced and superimposed to
the model predictions in Fig. 5.20, where the agreement between the simulation results
and the subjective test results is considered to be reasonable at least qualitatively in
terms of the overestimation of the target position. The model predicts slightly less
mean responses than the listening test data, but it is noteworthy that those subjective
experiments employed speech signals or lowpass-¯ltered noise as source signals, which
might give di®erent results from the current simulation using a broadband noise signal.
In addition to the predictions produced by the current model, two other estimates of
perceived image positions have been obtained and compared to the listening test re-
sults reported in the literature. The interaural time di®erence and the interaural level
di®erence of the binaural input signals have been obtained at 600Hz, which were then
compared to the ITD and the ILD functions at the same frequency given by the KE-
MAR HRTF (see, for example, Fig. 3.18). Similar to the approach taken by Pulkki et
al. [10], this mapping scheme gives estimates of the virtual image positions separately
for the ITD and the ILD, which have been shown as the dashed and the dash-dotted
lines, respectively in Fig. 5.20.
Comparing the three estimates plotted in thick lines in Fig. 5.20, it is shown that the
predictions made by the current model are positioned, for most of the target positions,
between the estimates given by the ITD and the ILD mapping schemes. If the extent of
the overestimation is regarded as the criteria for successful predictions, the ILD mapping
scheme has to be considered to give best estimates for the perceived locations of the
virtual images. However, it should be recalled that the two estimates by the mapping
schemes have been obtained only at a single frequency, where the level di®erence at low
frequencies are not normally considered to be a reliable localisation cue by itself. On
the other hand, it is noticeable that the prediction by the current model is reasonably
consistent with the subjective test data, which has been given in a collective analysis
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5.3.4 Localisation in the reverberant environment
The well-known precedence e®ect states that human listeners consider the re°ected
sound waves that arrive within a certain time window as reinforcing the direct sound
wave, hence enabling the localisation of sound sources even in a reverberant ¯eld. The
performance of the PM model in the reverberant environment may be investigated in a
simple con¯guration where binaural input signal is composed only of the direct sound
from µD and the ¯rst re°ection from µR, the delayed and attenuated version of the
direct sound. As it is assumed that, in general, the duration of the signal is longer
than the time delay, ¢t between the direct and re°ected sound, both sound signals
are partly superimposed to upon one another. Fig. 5.21(a) schematically shows the
model predictions which could have been made with reference to the `instantaneous' EI
patterns [see Eq. (5.1)], where `µD +µR' indicates the loci of the perceived image for the
superimposed signals. As the auditory image has been created by two distinctive acoustic
images at µD and µR, its position may be equivalent to that of a stereophonic image
based on the delay- AND amplitude-panning method. Accordingly, it is obvious that
the PM model working with the instantaneous EI patterns is not capable of predicting
the precedence e®ect.
In the current model, however, the instantaneous EI patterns are further integrated
according to Eq. (5.2), and with the time window, w [Eq. (5.3)] aligned with the onset
of the direct sound, EI patterns corresponding to the reverberant part of the binaural
signal will be made less in°uential to the ¯nal EI pattern, hence possibly simulating the
precedence e®ect [see Fig. 5.21(b)]. Nevertheless, the slope of the window w is relatively
slow [recall that the time constant in Eq. (5.3) is 30ms], which might not be su±cient
to discount the EI patterns representing the re°ected sound waves. It should also be
noted that Dau et al. [13] and Breebaart et al. [1] employed an adaptation loop in the
peripheral processor which is designed to simulate the forward masking e®ect by greatly
reducing the signal level shortly after the signal onset. Including this adaptation loop
in the current model may result in even smaller EI-cell activities for the re°ected sound
signals, improving the model to better cope with reverberant sound ¯elds. However, this
aspect of the model has not been pursued in the current work in order to maintain the
simplicity of the model, which has here been applied only to steady state sound stimuli.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 140
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a hearing model based on a pattern-matching technique has been sug-
gested for sound lateralisation and localisation. Equipped with relevant peripheral pro-
cesses, the current model employs 2D transfer lines by Breebaart et al. [1] as a binaural
processor, where the left- and the right-channel signals are subtracted from each other
according to the equalisation and cancellation procedure. The output of this binaural
processor is the EI-cell activity patterns across frequency that contain the ITD and the
ILD information of the input signals, while it has been found that these patterns are
close to unique in each auditory frequency band for each di®erent source location. In
the following central processes, the target EI-patterns are compared to the template, a
collection of the EI-patterns for all azimuth angles and frequency bands under consid-
eration, and the local predictions made in each auditory frequency band are weighted
according to a tentative frequency weighting scheme, ¯nally giving an estimate of the
source location on the horizontal plane.
Results of relevant listening tests have been simulated by the current model for the later-
alisation of dichotic pure tones at low frequencies, the localisation of a single broadband
sound source and the localisation of virtual acoustic images created by the sine law [79].
The lateralities of the inside-head images have been reasonably predicted by the current
pattern-matching model, whereas the critical ITDs that are smaller, in an absolute sense,
than those reported in experiments were found to be one of the issues, similar to the
case of the characteristic-curve model as described in section 4.5.
The model parameter has been adjusted to re°ect the published statistics associated with
human localisation of a broadband noise source, from which ¾n = 0:12 has been found
to be optimal. At this level of the internal noise, the qualitative agreement between
the simulation results and the subjective test data reported in the literature has been
found to be reasonable, particularly in terms of the mean error estimation. However,
the variances of the subjective judgements were mainly underestimated by the current
model except for a few target positions.
The application of the model has been relatively successful for the evaluation of the vir-
tual images created by a stereophony system based on the sine law. The overestimation
of the target positions has been predicted well by the model simulation, where estimates
given by the ITD and the ILD mapping schemes have been also investigated to con¯rm
the reliability of the predictions made by the current model.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 141
Similar to the characteristic-curve model described in chapter 2, the current pattern-
matching model is based on the two main assumptions in association with human audi-
tory and cognitive processes: 1) a sound source on horizontal plane is localised by means
of two interaural cues, the ITD and the ILD, and 2) the central decision-making pro-
cess in the brain works with previous memories of sound localisation and corresponding
feedback, performing its task by matching a new stimulus thereto. In fact, these assump-
tions quite probably oversimplify the overall complexity of human cognition. However,
considering that they are also very commonly accepted hypotheses in the related ¯eld
of neuroscienti¯c research, the current model is regarded as worth investigating for its
predictive scope in various conditions of human spatial hearing.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 142
Figure 5.1: Signal °ow in the current model is shown from the peripheral processor
to the binaural and the central processor, where signal processing modules simulating
the peripheral processor are detailed.









































Figure 5.2: 60 gammatone ¯lters from 300Hz to 12kHz have been employed in the
current model to account for the signal transformation in the basilar membrane. (a)
Amplitude response and (b) equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) [26] across band
centre frequency, where about a half of each band is overlapped.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 143









































































































































Figure 5.3: Signal transformation at each step of peripheral processes is shown. (a)
Input signal (white Gaussian noise). (b) Bandpass ¯ltered. (c) Filtered by gamma-
tone ¯lterbank (centre frequency of ¯lter at 3075Hz). (d) Half-wave recti¯cation. (e)
Lowpass ¯ltered. (f) Square-root compression.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 144
Figure 5.4: Two-dimensional network used by Breebaart et al. [1]. Operation in
each EI cell is detailed in the box, where p(¿) represents the population of EI cells as
a function of ITD, which, however, was not included in the current model. Also, the
logarithmic compression was not considered. Instead, EI-patterns have been normalised
by the energy of the input signals (see appendix B).Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 145










































































Figure 5.5: In°uence of the noise mask n(i;t;¿;®) for a EI-pattern computed at




































































































Figure 5.6: Examples of EI-patterns are shown for 45± at (a) 993Hz, (b) 1534Hz,
and (c) 3075Hz. Darker area indicates greater activity where points marked by asterisk
indicate local minima of the pattern. The ® axis (characteristic ILD) represents half
the given external ILD due to the square-root compression in the peripheral processor
(see Fig. 5.3). In panel (a), characteristic curves are superimposed to show that the
minima of the patterns are actually on the curves.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 147
Figure 5.7: Normalised cross-correlation between pairs of EI-patterns across azimuth
angle given at 458Hz. (Scale of the colour contrast has been adjusted to clearly show
the peaks of cross-correlation.)






































Figure 5.8: Normalised cross-correlation between pairs of EI-patterns for 0± as a
function of frequency. (Scale of the colour contrast has been adjusted to clearly show
the peaks of cross-correlation.)Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 148
(a)















Figure 5.9: (a) Cross-correlation between target EI-patterns and the prede¯ned tem-
plate is shown for each of 360 response angles and 60 frequency bands. (Scale of the
colour contrast has been adjusted to clearly show the peaks of cross-correlation.) Esti-
mates found in each frequency band are marked by circles, where a darker area indicates
a higher correlation. Since a source is assumed at 45±, most responses are found near
the target while the front-back confusion is also observed at 135±. (b) Probability func-
tion D(µ) has been plotted for target position at 45± . A secondary peak implying the


























Figure 5.10: Examples of weighting functions W(f) (normalised for comparison) for
a white Gaussian noise (solid line) and a Gaussian tone burst at 5kHz with 1-kHz
bandwidth (dashed line).














































Figure 5.11: Source signals used for the simulation which are 150ms long with 100ms
of (a) a sinusoidal signal, for example, at 600Hz (for the lateralisation simulation) or
(b) a white Gaussian noise (for the localisation simulation).Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 150

































Figure 5.12: Model predictions for the lateralisation of pure tone signals at various
low frequencies.
Figure 5.13: Model predictions for the lateralisation of pure tone signal at 600Hz
before averaging. Grey-scale indicates the relative frequency of the model responses
along the vertical axis, which correspond to the target ITD every 100¹s shown on the
horizontal axis.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 151






































































































Figure 5.14: While the target ITDs are shown on the horizontal axis, judgements of
image laterality for a 600-Hz pure tone are shown for various target ILDs: left channel
louder by -9dB (¤), 0dB (±), 6dB (O), 9dB (£) and 12dB (+). (a) Listening test
results reproduced from Sayers [31] and (b) predictions of the current model.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 152






















































Figure 5.15: (a) Mean error and (b) standard deviation are shown from the result
of the listening tests reported in Blauert [4] (?), Carlile et al. [39] (±), Makous and
Middlebrooks [38] (O). Positive error indicates that response angle is greater than
target angle for 0± » 360±. Data from Makous and Middlebrooks [38] correspond to
5±-elevation.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 153










































































Figure 5.16: In°uence of the internal noise on the localisation performance is shown
for a white Gaussian noise as source signal. As ¾n increases, (a) mean error and (b)
standard deviation increase.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 154






















































Figure 5.17: Model performance in sound localisation is compared with some of the
published listening test results. (a) Mean error and (b) standard deviation are shown for
data points from Blauert [4] (?), Carlile et al. [39] (±), Makous and Middlebrooks [38]
(O), and the current model (²) with ¾n = 0:12. Positive error indicates that response
angle is greater than target angle for 0± » 360±. Data from Makous and Middlebrooks
[38] correspond to 5±-elevation.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 155
Figure 5.18: Model predictions (¾n = 0:12) for a broadband sound source before
the front-back confusion is resolved. Grey-scale indicates the relative frequency of the
model responses along the vertical axis, which correspond to the target position at
every 5± shown on the horizontal axis.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 156
Figure 5.19: Con¯guration of stereophonic sound reproduction system. Ã, µa, S and
w represent the half aperture angle between loudspeakers, the azimuthal location of
the phantom image, and the locations of the loudspeakers and the receivers (ears),
respectively. In conventional system, Ã is usually set to be 30±.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 157
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De Boer (1940)
ITD mapping at 600 Hz
ILD mapping at 600 Hz
Current model
Figure 5.20: For the conventional stereophony based on the sine law, the averages
of the model predictions are compared with the results of the listening tests cited in
Rumsey [80] [from page 56; the horizontal axis has been modi¯ed from the intended
ILD to the target azimuth angle using Eq. (5.8)]. In addition, two other estimates
given by the ITD and the ILD mapping schemes are shown for a comparison.Chapter 5. A pattern-matching model 158
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.21: (a) Model predictions for reverberant sound ¯elds according to instanta-
neous EI patterns. Where the direct and the re°ected sound waves are superimposed,
the model prediction based on the instantaneous EI patterns might not re°ect the
precedence e®ect. (b) However, with the time integration according to Eq. (5.2), the
in°uence of the EI patterns corresponding to the superimposed signals can be reduced.Chapter 6
Listening test II - localisation of
real and virtual acoustic images
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 5, a binaural hearing model has been suggested, which aims to predict the
subjective judgements of acoustic image locations. Considering the EI-cell activity pat-
terns [1] as the internal representation of the sound localisation cues, the model operates
on the pattern-matching technique with a tentative frequency weighting scheme, and it
has been shown to make reasonable predictions consistent with the test results in both
real and virtual listening environments which have been reported in the literature.
The primary goal of the current listening test is to further investigate the reliability of
the current model personalised for some of the subjects who have participated in the
HRTF measurements described in chapter 3. In addition, it is intended that the spatial
accuracy of virtual acoustic images can be evaluated in relation to the position and the
angular aperture of the two-channel stereophonic systems, thus providing a practical
insight to the optimal source positions for multichannel sound reproduction systems.
Human ability to localise sound sources has long been studied in many ways, and the
results of some classical experiments are summarised in Blauert [4]. Dealing with mainly
four directions on the horizontal plane, listeners in those days were instructed to move
a loudspeaker to the position where they believed to be the target positions. In recent
studies, the target area has been extended to two-dimensional spherical plane where
localisation performance is investigated in both horizontal and vertical directions. Fur-
thermore, there has been great improvement in the test equipment, and particularly,
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the use of electromagnetic head-tracking device has enormously facilitated data acqui-
sition at a greater level of accuracy (see, for example, Makous and Middlebrooks [38]
and Carlile et al. [39]). Having achieved a reasonable account of the sound source lo-
calisation in normal listening situation, more recent studies examine di®erent aspects of
auditory spatial orientation, for example, the in°uence of the test sound level [81] and
the presence of distractor [82].
As the relevant technology to provide virtual sound ¯elds advances from the prototype
stereophony system to recent multichannel systems, subjective evaluation of phantom
images has been also of great research interest. As quoted in Rumsey [80], listening
tests in early days have been mostly carried out to investigate the localisation of virtual
images created by the conventional two-channel stereophony system. In more recent
studies, the ¯delity of virtual images has been tested for the lateral con¯guration of
loudspeakers, where the evaluation and the optimisation of quadrophony and 5.1 channel
sound reproduction systems were the primary objectives [83{85].
Essentially, the experimental study to be presented in this chapter is similar to the pre-
vious work brie°y summarised above, where the subjective responses to acoustic images
will be investigated in terms of spatial accuracy. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that, in
the current listening tests, both real and virtual source localisation performance will
be measured by the same participants in an identical test environment, so that the
subjective judgement of virtual image positions may be investigated with reference to
the baseline accuracy of real source localisation. In addition, a relatively wide range of
stereophonic set-ups will be tested in the current experiment, including symmetric and
asymmetric loudspeaker locations in listener's front, side and back, and accordingly, the
accurate recordings of subjective responses obtained with the laser-beam assisted track-
ing device are expected to be very informative in the search for an optimal transducer
con¯guration. Ultimately, it should be recalled that the primary objective of the current
study is to compare the results of the subjective listening tests to the predictions of the
established hearing model.
Following a brief introduction to the amplitude panning scheme employed in the test, a
detailed description of the experimental arrangement will be made in section 6.2, where
the test conditions will be categorised according to the proposed loudspeaker arrange-
ments. In section 6.3, test results and the predictions of the pattern-matching model
will be compared and discussed for each category of the conditions, while discussions
will be followed in section 6.4 regarding the error analysis and the distinctive feature of
the current model. Finally, some conclusions will be presented in section 6.5.
Contributors to this chapter: Kyeongok Kang (Electronics and Telecommunica-
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experiments, coded some part of the test interface in Matlab 7.0, and monitored actual
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6.2 Test method
6.2.1 Constant power panning
Using a pair of loudspeakers, virtual acoustic images presented in the current listening
test were created based on the constant power panning (CPP) method [85]. Whereas
the sine law [78, 79] (see appendix C) suggested in the original design of stereophony
has been derived from the conversion of the inter-channel loudness ratio to the phase
di®erence between two receiver positions in free space, the CPP method is simply estab-
lished to guarantee that the total sound energy provided by the two transducers may
remain constant as the position of a phantom image is controlled by the amplitude ratio
to vary from one loudspeaker to the other.
The most elegant way of ensuring the constant power is the use of trigonometric identity
[85, 86]:
sin2 µm + cos2 µm = 1 (6.1)
where the amplitude gains for the 2-channel signals, g1 and g2 are given by
g1 = cosµm (6.2a)
g2 = sinµm (6.2b)
It is clear that, as µm varies from 0 to ¼
2, g1 and g2 vary from 1 to 0 and 0 to 1,
respectively, while keeping the overall sound energy constant. The remaining task is to
relate µm to the actual con¯guration of loudspeakers and the target location of a virtual







; (µ2 ¸ µa ¸ µ1) (6.3)
where µ1, µ2 and µa represent the angular positions of the two loudspeakers and the
phantom image, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In other words, µm is mapped
between 0 and ¼
2 according to the ratio of the angular distance between the target
position and one of the loudspeaker locations, to the angular aperture of the loudspeaker
con¯guration.
6.2.2 Test arrangement
The current listening tests have been carried out in a small anechoic chamber located
in Rayleigh building at the University of Southampton, which approximately measures
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seat is positioned, all the surfaces of the room are treated with absorptive foam wedges
to prevent sound re°ections. Although the result of any detailed acoustic survey is not
available, it is supposed that the test room can be regarded as being reasonably anechoic
down to 200 » 300Hz. This chamber is annexed by a control room where most of the
equipment was placed, and the experimenter had a CCTV facility to monitor the subject
inside the room.
An array of 19 loudspeakers has been located in the test room at every 10± from 0± to
180± with respect to the room coordinate system shown in Fig. 6.2(a). (The manufac-
turer's data sheet claims that the frequency response of the transducer unit is reliable
from 100Hz to 20kHz within §2dB.) The height of the array has been approximately
adjusted to the average height of the subjects, where the radius from the loudspeaker
to the array centre was measured to be 1.5m. Since the visual cues given by the loud-
speakers can bias the subjective judgments of acoustic image locations, the array has
been covered by thin black curtains with rigid metal wires placed on top of each loud-
speaker unit (see Fig. 6.3), which was extended beyond the loudspeakers at both ends
approximately by » 20cm. In this way, empty space between loudspeakers can be fully
disguised, and therefore, the locations of loudspeakers may not be recognised by the
subjects.
A switch box has been custom-made for the current listening test, which is equipped
with a micro-processor to separately route two-channel output from the PC soundcard
to a selected pair of loudspeakers. While the micro-processor also receives a signal from
a push-button that enables the subject to notify that he/she made a judgement, the
switch box contains a built-in ampli¯er to provide su±cient power to the loudspeakers.
A serial port has been used for the communication between the switch box and the PC
with Matlab 7.0.
The source signal presented to the listeners is identical to what has been employed in
sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 for the model simulation, where 6-ms rise-fall ramps have been
applied to a 100-ms white Gaussian noise in a total of 150-ms sequence [see Fig. 5.11(b)].
The amplitude gains, g1 and g2, which were randomly given by the test design, have
been then applied to this source signal, and the 2-channel output signals have been
¯nally generated by a soundcard with D/A converter (RME ADI-2). When a single
loudspeaker is used with a unit gain, the sound pressure level has been calibrated at the
centre of the array to be 70dBA.
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FASTRAK, has been employed in the current listening tests, which consists of a trans-
mitter and a receiver, both connected to a control box. The transmitter can be consid-
ered as the origin of the coordinate system which, in this test, has been placed at the cen-
tre of the loudspeaker array below the subject's seat [see Fig. 6.3(a)], and the control box
obtained translational and angular positions of the receiver, (x;y;z;azimuth;elevation;roll)
relative to the transmitter. Since the current listening test is aimed to investigate the
subjective perception of image locations on the horizontal plane, only x, y and azimuth
information have been used.
Instead of wearing the receiver on the head, subjects held a wooden wand shown in
Fig. 6.4(a) where the receiver and a laser pointer were attached to each end. In order to
report the image location, the subject directed this device to where he/she perceived the
acoustic image, and switched on the laser pointer to make a visible mark on the black
curtain. Then, the subject pressed the push button [see Fig 6.4(b)], which triggered the
control box of the head-tracker to send a single reading to the PC. Since the azimuth
angle, µ0
p given by the head-tracker is not identical to the perceived image position, µp
as illustrated in Fig. 6.4(c), a vector sum has been computed from the position vector
(x;y) and the radius of the loudspeaker array.
A total of 10 university personnel (7 male and 3 female) have been paid for their partic-
ipation in the current listening test, who are identi¯ed in the following sections as SA,
SC, SD, SE, SF, SG, SH, SI, SJ and SK. The ¯rst ¯ve subjects also participated in the
HRTF measurements (chapter 3) and the listening test for the lateralisation of dichotic
pure tones (chapter 4), while the distal-region HRTF has been additionally measured
for the subject SG (not presented in chapter 3). In pure tone audiometry which has
been carried out recently or during the course of the current test, all participants have
shown acceptable hearing ability across the audible frequency (less than 20dB hearing
level).
This experimental study has been approved by the Safety and Ethics Committee of the
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR), University of Southampton (Ap-
proval number: 774).
6.2.3 Test conditions
In the current listening tests, there were four categories of test conditions. For the
following speci¯cations for each category, all angular locations have been represented
in the subjective coordinate system where the 0± indicates the listener's front with the
positive increment given to the right-hand side. It is also recommended to refer to Fig.
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² Category 1 - Localisation of a single sound source
While only a single loudspeaker was being used throughout the two repeated ses-
sions, a total of 10 subjective judgements (5 in each session) have been obtained
for target locations from 0± to 180± at every 10±. Test results in this category can
be regarded as the individual baseline performance of the sound localisation task.
² Category 2 - Five representative centre angles, µc with varying angular aperture,
Ã
The centre of the two loudspeakers, µc was designed to be 0±, 50±, 90±, 130± and
180±, the interval between which is either 40± or 50±. The angular distance between
the two transducers, 2Ã was 60± for µc =0±, 90± and 180±, while it was 40± and 60±
for µc =50± and 130±. Having con¯gured an active pair of loudspeakers, the target
image location µa has been now controlled to vary from µ1 to µ2 every 10± except
for the case of µc =0± and 180± where left-right symmetry has been assumed. As
the total number of conditions is 39, test results in this category are expected
to reveal the e±ciency of conventional stereophony (µc = 0± with Ã = 30±) and
similar arrangements in various positions. In addition, the in°uence of angular
aperture can be investigated, which is expected to depend on the centre angle, µc.
² Category 3 - Detailed investigation for the lateral positions
In a preliminary study, it has been shown that it is hard to create convincing vir-
tual acoustic images for lateral target positions. For this reason, the third category
of the listening tests has been designed to investigate the in°uence of the angu-
lar aperture, Ã where µ2 is always ¯xed at 90±. Test results in this category for
25 test conditions can be analysed in an attempt to give an optimal loudspeaker
con¯guration for phantom images at lateral positions.
² Category 4 - Two adjacent loudspeakers in the 5.1 channel con¯guration
In the conventional 5.1 channel con¯guration (ITU-R BS.775), loudspeakers are
located at 0± (C), 30± (R), 110± (RS), 250± (LS) and 330± (L). In the last category
of the current test, two adjacent pairs of the loudspeakers at above ¯ve locations
have been tested such that (µ1;µ2) was (0±;30±), (30±;110±), (110±;250±), where
other combinations were discarded due to left-right symmetry. For each selection
of loudspeakers, µa varied from µ1 to µ2 at every 10±. The listening tests in this
category with 21 test conditions will investigate the e±ciency of the conventional
5.1 channel system based on the constant power panning method.
While the loudspeaker array designed for the current listening test covers only a half
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side and back. Accordingly, the orientation of the listener's seat has been adjusted for
certain test conditions, and, to minimise the number of seat relocations, the 4 categories
of the test conditions have been rearranged to be in the 6 sessions listed in table 6.1,
where the number of test conditions has been also balanced to be between 19 and 24.
In the beginning of each session, the subject's seat has been oriented as shown in Fig.
6.5, and then a voice message signalled the start of the session. A single trial started
by another voice message instructing the listener to align his/her head to the `X' mark
on the 0± position (shown in Figs. 6.2(b) and 6.4 as a red cross on a small white piece
of paper) with respect to the subjective coordinate system, after which a test signal
randomly chosen from the test conditions listed in table 6.1 was played over selected
loudspeakers. On hearing the test signal, the listener was instructed to point to the
perceived image position with the wooden wand, con¯rm the location by the red laser
beam, and press the push-button to con¯rm the decision and to move on to the next trial.
All the procedure could be monitored by the CCTV facility and the Matlab interface
shown in Fig. 6.6.
Category¤ No. (µc;Ã) (µ1;µ2) µa, (min, max) Session¤ Remarks
1 (19) 1 n/a n/a (0±;180±) 1 (19) single source
2 (39)
2 (0±;30±) (¡30±;30±) (0±;30±) 2 (20)
5 centre angles
3 (180±;30±) (150±;210±) (150±;180±) 3 (24)
4 (90±;30±) (60±;120±) (60±;120±) 4 (20)
5 (50±;20±) (30±;70±) (30±;70±) 2 (20) 6 (50±;30±) (20±;80±) (20±;80±)
7 (130±;20±) (110±;150±) (110±;150±) 3 (24) 8 (130±;30±) (100±;160±) (100±;160±)
3 (25)
9 (80±;10±) (70±;90±) (70±;90±) 5 (21)
µ2 ¯xed at 90±
10 (75±;15±) (60±;90±) (60±;90±) 4 (20)
11 (70±;20±) (50±;90±) (50±;90±)
5 (21) 12 (65±;25±) (40±;90±) (40±;90±)
13 (60±;30±) (30±;90±) (30±;90±)
4 (21)
14 (15±;15±) (0±;30±) (0±;30±) 2 (20)
5.1 ch. con¯guration 15 (70±;40±) (30±;110±) (30±;110±) 4 (20)
16 (180±;70±) (110±;250±) (110±;180±) 3 (24)
Table 6.1: Test conditions listed according to the categories described in section 6.2.3,
where the second column is the test condition number speci¯c to the particular
loudspeaker con¯guration. ¤Numbers in the parentheses indicate the total number of
test conditions and that of trials in each category and session, respectively. See Fig.
6.1 for the convention of symbols.
In each session, all test conditions have been repeated 5 times while being randomly
presented to the subject, where session 1 for the localisation of a single real sound
source has been repeated twice, giving a total of 10 subjective responses for each target
location. 20 trials have been regarded as a block of tests, which was normally completed
within 5 minutes, and a 5-minute break has been given to the subject every 1 or 2 blocks
of trials. All subjects spent less than 1 hour on di®erent days to complete a single type
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6.3 Test results compared with model predictions
In this section, the results of the localisation listening tests will be presented along
with the predictions of the pattern-matching model suggested in chapter 5. For the
model simulations, EI-pattern templates have been ¯rst established with the individual
HRTFs of the 6 subjects, SA, SC, SD, SE, SF and SG (see chapter 3), and the pattern-
matching model has been run on Matlab 7.0 to give predictions for all categories of
the test conditions listed in table 6.1. For each target acoustic image created with
speci¯c transducer con¯gurations, the input gains, g1 and g2 were obtained according
to Eq. (6.2) and applied to a white Gaussian noise shown in Fig. 5.11(b). Then, the
sound propagation from the transducers to the listener's ears has been accounted for
by the individual HRTF database to ¯nally produce the synthesised binaural signals
which are the input to the model. 500 model runs have been made with the internal
noise, n(i;t;¿;®) being a Gaussian random process (¾n = 0:12). For the details of the
pattern-matching model and relevant model parameters, readers are referred to section
5.2.
In the following two subsections, comparative analyses will be made between the listening
test results and the model predictions separately for the localisation of real sound sources
(category 1) and the localisation of virtual images (categories 2 to 4).
6.3.1 Localisation of real sound source: category 1
In order to present the acquired data e®ectively, regardless of their speci¯c distributions,
box-plots have been employed in Fig. 6.7 where the results of the single loudspeaker
localisation are shown for the 6 subjects and corresponding model predictions. In each
unit of a box-plot, the vertical edges of the box represent the ¯rst and the third quartiles,
while the median and the highest/lowest values are indicated by the line within the box
and the upper/lower whiskers, respectively. In addition, outliers beyond the whiskers
are denoted by separate markers. In Fig. 6.7, the blue and the red plots drawn for the
listening test results and the model predictions, respectively, have been paired for the
convenience of comparison at each target position from 0± to 180± at every 10±.
It is of primary interest to investigate the listening test results (blue), and, ¯rstly, it
is observed in Fig. 6.7 that, despite the inter-subject variability, the reported image
positions are mostly below the actual target locations. As such an underestimation of the
source location can be found across all subjects including the other 4 participants whose
data are not shown in Fig. 6.7, it is suggested that there could have been systematic
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or performed the required tasks, or in the geometrical accuracy of the measurement set-
up, the latter of which is, however, unlikely. A detailed discussion regarding this issue
will be made later in section 6.4.1.
In addition to the accuracy of the localisation, the variance of the reported image lo-
cations varies with subjects as shown in Fig. 6.7, but there appears to be a common
trend that the variance increases as the target position approaches to 90±, from which
it starts to generally decrease to 180±. In terms of both median and variance of the
responses, most subjects are observed to have poorer localisation performance for the
target locations in the rear hemisphere compared to their mirror-imaged positions in
the front, and, even in the frontal hemisphere, the spatial resolution in the range from
0± to approximately 40± is exceptionally good, which might be regarded as the auditory
counterpart of the retinal fovea responsible for sharp central vision. Nevertheless, there
are a few remarkable cases, particularly with the subject SA where sound sources in the
back were localised as correctly as those in the front.
The predictions made by individual models anticipate, as shown in red in Fig. 6.7, that
sound sources can be localised equally accurately in the frontal and the rear hemispheres,
and the target positions around 90± will be mostly overestimated, which contrasts to
the subjective test results. For these reasons, the individual agreement between the two
results is not outstanding, although there are many target conditions where the paired
median values are found NOT to be statistically di®erent as the associated box-plots
are vertically overlapped.
It is also interesting that the frequency of front-back confusion is very much higher in the
model simulation than in the listening test results as shown in Fig. 6.7. Indeed, there
are just a few occasions in the test where listeners reported mirror-imaged responses,
for example, at 0± and 10± for SC and at 130± and 170± for SF. This might possibly be
linked to the absence of physical means to control the head position, thus head movement
helping listeners to resolve the confusion, although listeners were instructed to direct to
a reference point during the stimulus presentation.
On the other hand, from Figs. 6.8(a) and (c) in which the responses of all the 10 subjects
are presented, it seems that the other 4 participants committed front-back confusions
relatively more frequently than the 6 individuals shown in Fig. 6.7. Furthermore, as
the dashed boxes in Figs. 6.8(a) and (b) highlight the responses corresponding to the
front-back confusion, it is remarkable that mirror-imaged responses are mostly found for
the target positions in the frontal hemisphere both in the listening test results and in the
model predictions. Since the responses for the front-back confusion have been mainly
made by those subjects whose pattern-matching models are not available to contribute to
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between the two results regarding the speci¯c direction of more frequent front-back
confusions. Nevertheless, it is equally likely that the model simulations possibly re°ect
the actual auditory process where subtle internal errors result in the front-back confusion,
perhaps more often in the frontal direction (see section 5.3.2).
Fig. 6.8(c) summarises the above observations as all the subjective responses and the
model predictions are represented by box-plots in blue and red, respectively. The un-
derestimation of the subjective responses and the overestimation of the model responses
are clearly shown around 90± target position, while the population of the mirror-imaged
responses can be also compared between the two results. It is noteworthy that there
are no outliers in the model predictions for the target positions between 50± and 90±
where the front-back confused responses greatly contribute to the signi¯cant variance,
implying almost equally bimodal distributions.
Due to this bimodality in both subjective test data and model predictions, the analysis
of mean responses can be made only after the front-back confusion is resolved. Be-
ing consistent with the way the mirror-imaged responses have been corrected so far in
chapters 4 and 5, 90± (and 270±) has been considered to be the critical target location,
at which corresponding responses are NOT resolved, whilst those for all other target
positions are corrected to be in the same hemisphere as the target.
As the error bars indicate the 95% con¯dence intervals, Fig. 6.9 shows the averages
of the subjective responses (blue) and the individual model predictions (red) after the
front-back confusion is resolved. Similar to the box-plot analysis made in Fig. 6.7,
it is apparent that the subjective judgements mostly underestimated the actual target
positions, which is, however, not prominent in the model predictions. Furthermore, it is
observed that the front-back correction resulted in an undesirable side-e®ect, especially
for the target positions around 90±, perhaps between 70± and 120±, where even those
responses normally distributed around the true target position were mirror-imaged due
to the large variance. Given the large variance of the responses around the lateral target
positions, it is uncertain whether the unconditional front-back correction with respect
to 90± is inevitable, since it is true that such a correction can severely a®ect the ¯nal
statistics of the data. In particular, the averages of the subjective responses shown
in Fig. 6.9 make signi¯cant jumps between 90± and 100± target positions, which are
apparently attributed to the side-e®ect of the front-back correction. Such a jump is also
observed in the model predictions, most prominently with the models for SD and SE,
but on a much smaller scale, and the comparison between the two results implies that
the underestimated responses in the subjective test results are mainly responsible for
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In each panel shown in Fig. 6.9, the averages of the model predictions, presumably the
best estimates of the population means, are hardly found within the con¯dence intervals
given by the subjective test data, which is also observed in the overall statistics shown in
Fig. 6.10. The unsatisfactory agreement between the model simulation and the listening
test results can be attributed either to the limited predictive scope of the current model
or to the unknown systematic bias in the subjective tests. Comparison with the similar
subjective test results reported in the literature suggests that the latter might be the
actual case, as depicted in Fig. 6.11. In panel (b) of the ¯gure, the standard deviations
of the subjective responses from all the 10 participants are in a good agreement with
those reported in the studies by Blauert [4], Makous and Middlebrooks [38] and Carlile
et al. [39], while the model predictions show relatively lower variances as already pointed
out in section 5.3.2. However, the mean error plot shown in Fig. 6.11(a) illustrates that
the subjective responses in the current listening test do not agree with the recent data
reported by Makous and Middlebrooks [38] and Carlile et al. [39] where Blauert's data
perhaps require more target positions for a proper comparison. Being able to ¯nd similar
up-and-downs in the mean response plots for both current and previous listening test
results, it is suggested that the current test data are generally lower than the published
data by about 5± to 10±, which implies that there could have been some systematic
biases in the test results. As mentioned before, this issue of the underestimated target
positions will be further dealt with in section 6.4.1.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) has shown that both individual subjective responses
and model predictions can NOT be regarded as being sampled from common normal
distributions except for the target position at 0±, which suggests that the sound location
judgements both in the listening tests and the model simulations were unique to each
participant and his/her own pattern-matching model.
6.3.2 Localisation of virtual acoustic images: categories 2-4
Firstly, in Fig. 6.12, the test results and the model predictions are presented for the
conventional stereophony system with a pair of loudspeakers at -30± and 30±, where
the responses have been corrected for front-back confusion. As the averages and the
95% con¯dence intervals are represented by errorbars in Fig. 6.12(a) for each individual
subject, it is clear that the subjective responses are mostly below the target positions
indicated by the black dashed line, similar to the case of the localisation of a single
loudspeaker presented in the previous section. Except for the subject SD, the mean
responses for the 0± target position are found approximately where designed, but as the
target moves to the 30± loudspeaker location, the underestimation becomes signi¯cant in
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responses vary from subject to subject, and in particular, the test result for the subject
SF °uctuates most severely, which is particularly re°ected by the widest con¯dence
interval for the 10± target [see Figs. 6.7(e) and 6.9(e) for the baseline performance of
this subject].
The pattern-matching models for individual subjects shown in Fig. 6.12(b) predict that
localisation responses will be relatively close to the target positions, although there can
be inter-subject variance. For example, mean errors are expected to be only up to §5±,
which tapers o® as the target moves to the right-hand side loudspeaker. Apparently, the
agreement between the subjective responses and the predictions of the corresponding
model has been found unsatisfactory, which was the common case for all other loud-
speaker con¯gurations listed in table 6.1 (see section 6.2.3). Therefore, in the following
paragraphs, only the global statistics will be analysed and compared between the model
simulations and the subjective tests, where the prediction of a new analytical model
will be additionally presented for a comparison. Based on assumption of the free-¯eld
sound propagation at a single frequency, this model essentially computes the interaural
phase di®erence (IPD) given by the sound signals presented by a pair of loudspeakers,
and equate it to the IPD function established for a single sound source, returning the
estimate of the corresponding source azimuth angle. Readers are referred to appendix
C for the details of this IPD model. In the current study, predictions of the IPD
model have been obtained at 600Hz, while the reliability of this analytical model will
be discussed in section 6.4.3 in comparison with the current pattern-matching model.
² Category 2 - Five representative centre angles
The results shown in Fig. 6.12 have been collected across subjects, and rearranged
in Fig. 6.13. In panel (a), all subjective judgements have been presented as a 2D
histogram where the scale of the colour contrast represents the relative frequency in
each bin at every 1± along the vertical direction. Superimposed on this histogram,
means and 95% con¯dence intervals of the subjective responses have been denoted
as thick errorbars. Similarly, simulation results from all individual models have
been illustrated in panel (b) of Fig. 6.13, where a thick dashed line has been
distinctively used. Finally, the two results along with the predictions by the IPD
model (thin dashed line) have been put together in panel (c) for a comparison,
in which the results of the ANOVA for the pattern-matching models and the
subjective responses can be additionally found as circled points. For example,
the circled model mean at 30± target position indicates that it is statistically
NOT rejected that predictions from the 6 individual models may originate from
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results. From Fig. 6.13 to Fig. 6.19, the same plotting scheme has been employed
to present the results of the virtual source localisation.
Centre angle, µc = 0± (Fig. 6.13) - It is clearly shown that the subjects un-
derestimated the designated target positions, where the global mean errors are
up to about -6±. The pattern-matching model as well as the IPD model predict
that the stereophonic images will be perceived slightly closer to the median plane,
but not as signi¯cantly as the subjective judgements. It is interesting to compare
this result to the listening test data reported in the literature where the sine law
has been employed to create the phantom images. As illustrated in Fig. 5.20,
the stereophonic images given according to Blumlein's original idea [78] have been
found to be perceived at greater azimuth angles than the intended location, both
in the published subjective tests and the predictions of the current model. On the
contrary, those images created by the constant-power panning method are per-
ceived and predicted to be below the target positions, although the extent of the
underestimation has to be considered in conjunction with the possible response
bias in the test. If it is true that in the current listening test there was such a
systematic bias so as to underestimate the target position, and if, therefore, the
results of the pattern-matching model can be considered to be relatively reliable,
the comparison of the model predictions for the two systems suggests that the
constant-power panning method can present more reliable images with slightly
higher spatial accuracy than the sine law.
Centre angle, µc = 180± (Fig. 6.14) - Compared to its counterpart in the frontal
hemisphere, this rear set-up of the conventional stereophony system gives rise to
more variance in the subjective perception of the image positions as the responses
are spread widely across the target locations. The results of the ANOVA also
re°ect the greater variance of the responses where the statistical test has found
that the judgements can NOT be considered to be di®erent between subjects. In
addition, it is observed that the mean of the subjective responses changes from
under- to overestimation across about 170±, which could not be predicted by either
model, where the predictions of the current model are very compact and mostly
equivalent to or slightly greater than the actual target positions.
Centre angle, µc = 90± (Fig. 6.15) - When loudspeakers are located symmetri-
cally with respect to the frontal plane, the amplitude panning method seems to
be incapable of presenting convincing virtual images. Despite the varying ampli-
tude ratio, subjective responses shown in Fig. 6.15(a) are mainly found around
the louder transducer, slightly underestimated, except for the target position at
90± where the amplitude gains are equal. Since the original idea of the Blumlein's
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amplitude ratio to the interaural phase di®erence, it is apparent that the position
of virtual image can not be controlled with the modi¯ed lateral set-up where the
two loudspeakers signals reaching each ear are always in-phase due to the identi-
cal path lengths, thus the IPD being invariant, regardless of the amplitude ratio
(see appendix C). Therefore, the predictions from the IPD model were constantly
at 60±, which were unintentionally made consistent with the actual subjective re-
sponses only after the front-back correction. On the contrary, it is remarkable
that the pattern-matching model has made very good predictions for the phantom
image positions with the lateral loudspeaker con¯guration. As Fig. 6.25 shows the
raw results of the model simulation before the front-back correction, it is suggested
that the current model successfully incorporated the associated interaural level dif-
ference (ILD) to resolve the ambiguity of the IPD, where the ILD is often regarded
as the by-product of the amplitude panning scheme only in the high frequency re-
gion resulted from the head-shadowing (see section 6.4.3 for further discussion).
In addition, the comparison between the simulation and the listening test results
shown in Fig. 6.15(c) gives a strong indication that the subjective responses could
have been biased to underestimate the target locations, as the di®erence between
the average responses is relatively constant throughout the target positions.
Centre angle, µc = 50± (Fig. 6.16) - Mixed in some bins according to the relative
frequencies, the two colours in Figs 6.16(a) and (b) represent the results given for a
¯xed centre position at 50± but with di®erent angular apertures, 40± (blue) and 60±
(red). To examine the subjective responses ¯rst, it is clear that the underestimation
of the target positions are more signi¯cant with the wider-aperture loudspeaker
con¯guration. Furthermore, it is suggested that, as the target moves towards the
loudspeaker on the far side, the perceived position quickly migrates to the side of
the louder transducer, the `speed' of which is closely related to the spacing between
the loudspeakers. In other words, the identical change in the target position will
give rise to a greater increase in the perceived location for the target positions near
the far-side loudspeaker, and the rate will be higher when the loudspeaker span
is wider. Both observations can be also made for the simulation results shown in
Fig. 6.16(b), where the distinction between the two loudspeaker con¯gurations is
more prominent, although the extent of underestimation is, similar to the previous
test conditions, less than that in the actual listening test results.
Centre angle, µc = 130± (Fig. 6.17) - Being the counterpart to the previous
test con¯guration with 50± centre angle, the results shown in Fig. 6.17(a) appear
to be similar to those presented in Fig. 6.16(a), except for the relatively greater
variance observed at the intermediate target positions. On the other hand, the
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frontal hemisphere in Fig. 6.16(b), where the target positions are overestimated,
and more overestimated with a wider loudspeaker span. The IPD model gives
the same indication of overestimation, and in fact, there are some factors that
could challenge the subjective test results. For example, the vertical distance
between the two mean plots in Fig. 6.17(a) is very small compared to that in Fig.
6.16(a), and at 150±, the order of the plots is even swapped, perhaps suggesting
that the mean responses for the wider angular aperture might be actually greater.
Also considering the greater variance and the more signi¯cant underestimation for
the rear target positions shown in the baseline localisation performance, a further
experimental study might be able to reassess the reliability of the model predictions
for these particular loudspeaker con¯gurations.
² Category 3 - µ2 ¯xed at 90±
Preliminary simulation studies revealed that the lateral images provided by the
two front-back symmetric sound sources may not be reliable, which have been
con¯rmed to be true in the subjective listening tests in test condition no. 4 (see
table 6.1). Accordingly, the current loudspeaker con¯gurations have been designed
to investigate the possibility of delivering convincing lateral sound images at the
cost of an additional loudspeaker at 90±.
Fig. 6.18(a) shows the results of the listening test where a total of ¯ve test con-
ditions (for ¯ve loudspeaker spans) are separately colour-coded. Due to the heavy
mixture of the di®erent colours, it is di±cult to obtain any usable information from
the 2D histogram. However, the errorbars representing the mean responses and
the 95% con¯dence intervals show a clear relationship between the subjective re-
sponses and the loudspeaker spans. While all the mean plots are below the dotted
reference line, the extent of underestimation becomes more signi¯cant for wider
angular apertures, where the rate of image shift to the lateral side is also higher. It
is not surprising to see that this result is consistent with one of the category-2 test
conditions shown in Fig. 6.16, since both cases involve a loudspeaker positioned
at the relatively far side.
The model simulations shown in Fig. 6.18(b) are very impressive in predicting the
features in the subjective test results except for the overall downside shift. The
vertical order of the mean plots is consistent in both results, and the spacings
between nearby lines are also comparable. In addition, the predicted slopes of
the mean responses near the far side are very similar to the empirical values,
although `the region of convergence' seems to have shifted to be between 80± and
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From both model simulations and subjective listening tests, it is clear that an
additional transducer at 90± will increase the reliability of the virtual images in
the lateral region, which, undoubtedly, further improves as the angular distance
between the transducers becomes narrower.
² Category 4 - Conventional surround system with 5.1 channels
It is ¯rst recalled that, similar to the way commercially available 5.1 channel
systems operate, only the nearby pairs of loudspeakers have been employed in the
current listening tests to create virtual images in the associated angular range,
and the localisation judgements have been obtained only in the right hemisphere,
assuming left-right symmetry.
Fig. 6.19(a) shows the results of the subjective tests, which have been combined
from the three di®erent test con¯gurations, colour-coded in blue, red and green for
C-R (`centre' at 0± - `right' at 30±), R-RS (`right' at 30± - `right surround' at 110±)
and RS-LS (`right surround' at 110± - `left surround' at 250±), respectively. Firstly,
the performances of the C-R con¯guration is considered to be equivalent to the
similar set-up for conventional stereophony shown in Fig. 6.13, where the narrower
loudspeaker span does not seem to have improved the image ¯delity. In a similar
comparison between the R-RS con¯guration and the set-up of loudspeakers at 30±
and 90± presented in Fig. 6.18, it has been commonly found that the perceived
image location slowly moves to the side up to 70± target position, and then it
su®ers from a rapid jump between 80± and 90±.
For the target range beyond 110± for the RS-LS con¯guration, subjective responses
quickly move towards the median plane, and it seems that subjects had di±cul-
ties in locating the target sound images in the rear, resulting in greater variance
compared to the test conditions in the frontal hemisphere. Also in terms of the
mean responses, it is noticeable that subjects tended to overestimate the target
position in the rear hemisphere, even when judging the position of the source at
180±, which has been similarly observed in the results of the 60±-span rear set-up
shown in Fig. 6.14 (test condition no. 3). Since the IPD cues provided by the
same left-right symmetric loudspeaker set-up will be almost identical regardless of
whether it is positioned in the front or in the rear, the inaccuracy and the instabil-
ity of the subjective responses for the rear sound images can be solely attributed
to the hearing process, the motor-sensory process or the physical limitation of
body movement, although it is beyond the scope of the current study to de¯ne the
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It is remarkable to see that the pattern-matching model describes the subjective
responses very well in Fig. 6.19(c) except for the `problematic' rear target posi-
tions. The underestimation followed by the rapid migration to the side has been
reasonably predicted for the frontal targets, and the slight underestimation also
observed in the beginning of the third mean plot (green) is also consistent between
the two results, at least qualitatively. In particular, the model predicts that the
perceived image locations can be ambiguous for the target images around 90±,
where the predicted mean values show a prominent peak. For example, di®erent
inter-channel amplitude gains intended to present images at approximately 90±
and 110± can be perceived as an identical virtual image located around 105±. Such
degeneracy of the image positions is also identi¯ed in the subjective test results in
the similar range of target positions, where the relatively wide con¯dence interval
also re°ects the ambiguity of the responses.
It is of further interest to compare the current results for the 5.1 channel surround
system to similar recent data reported in the literature. In Fig. 6.20, subjective
test results obtained by Martin [84] have been reproduced in panel (a), where
the horizontal axis has been converted from inter-channel amplitude ratio (IAD)
to the target angle in accordance with Eq. (6.2). As the current listening test
results and the model predictions are also presented as box-plots in panels (b) and
(c), respectively, it is ¯rst observed that the subjective responses obtained in this
study are signi¯cantly downshifted relative to Martin's data [84], and the extent of
underestimation appears to be approximately up to 10±, which is consistent with
the estimation suggested in the analysis of the single source localisation results in
section 6.3.1.
In addition to the overall downshift, the current test results are distinguished
from those published in a few more respects. For example, in Martin's data, the
rapid jump of the perceived image location is identi¯ed roughly in the middle
of the loudspeaker positions, where a large variance can be found at 70± target
position with very considerable distance between whiskers. However, the current
subjective listening tests imply that the region of indeterminate image locations
is signi¯cantly inclined to the side, so that the greatest uncertainty may be found
around the 90± target position. In other words, the rapid jump of the virtual image
takes place when the IAD is nearly 0dB in Martin [84], but it is identi¯ed in the
current results when the IAD slightly favours the far side loudspeaker, which is
also consistent with the model predictions shown in Fig. 6.20(c). Additionally,
the current test results more clearly shows that the mean responses for the far-side
target positions will have a prominent peak around 90± [see Fig. 6.20(b)], which
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predictions in panel (c) also support the particular shape of the mean plot for the
lateral target angles.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 178
6.4 General discussion
6.4.1 Underestimated target position
In section 6.3, it has been occasionally suggested that, compared to similar listening tests
reported in the literature, subjective judgements in the current listening tests could have
been biased to underestimate the target image locations. For example, as shown in Fig.
6.11, the mean responses obtained in the single source localisation tests were signi¯cantly
less than the values suggested in the studies by Makous and Middlebrooks [38] and
Carlile et al. [39], while the responses for 5.1 channel con¯guration were also found
to be consistently below those reported in Martin [84] (see Fig. 6.20). In addition, the
pattern-matching model as well as the IPD model gives a similar indication, particularly
by predictions made for the lateral set-up of 60±-span loudspeakers, as presented in Fig.
6.15.
Arguably, auditory spatial perception is not self-representative, but usually requires
other sensory process to manifest its processing results. For instance, eye movement can
be triggered to `see' the point where the hearing system located a sound source, and in
many cases, head or whole-body movement is also involved in such an operation. There-
fore, the results of the sound localisation listening tests re°ect not only the accuracy
of the auditory spatial perception but also that of motor-sensory process and its neural
liaison with hearing process. As the physical limitation in reporting the sound sources in
the back can be an additional factor to in°uence the results of the localisation tests, it is
arguably very di±cult to investigate the performance of the hearing process exclusively.
However, it is still meaningful to compare the results of similar listening tests, since
the required tasks are mostly identical to each other, where the characteristics of all
the relevant brain processes and the physical operations are assumed to be equally
incorporated. Having suggested so, the most likely factor that could have resulted in
the relative underestimation in the current test data is considered to be the absence of
training schedule. Whereas there was no training session carried out in the current test,
experimental studies reported by Carlile et al. [39] and Makous and Middlebrooks [38]
included considerable time of pre-test training where subjects received visual feedback
for their judgements of sound source locations. In those tests, training sessions were
designed to minimise subject's possible use of eye movement which was suggested to
disrupt the measurement results recorded with the head-tracking device. While such
training programmes must have e®ectively reduced the bias e®ect of concern, it is also
suggested that the subjects' sound localisation accuracy could have been improved,
perhaps their auditory/motor-sensory spatial maps being restructured. Nevertheless,
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tests, it is arguable whether the human performance of auditory sound localisation can
be better investigated with trained or naÄ ³ve subjects.
It is also possible to relate the subjective bias in the current listening tests to the absence
of head-restraint. Although subjects were instructed to keep their head position at the
array centre during the stimulus presentation followed by the reporting procedure, it is
unlikely that the perfectly correct position is achieved without any monitoring facility.
Particularly, it is likely that, in the beginning of each trial, subjects maintain upright
posture paying attention to the upcoming stimulus (who could be already o® centre
though), but after the signal being presented, they might slightly ease o® in using the
pointing device, which often involves a whole-body translational or rotational movement.
Assuming that subjects remember and report the direction of perceived sound image
with respect to their head at the time they were exposed to the sound, post-stimulus
movement could give rise to a systematic bias e®ect to the test results. For example,
Fig. 6.21 shows the case where listener makes forward-backward movement, ¢y from
the array centre after the stimulus. Although the perceived source position is µp [panel
(a)], the reported position after the displacement will be e µp [panel (b)] as recorded by
the head-tracking device with reference to the origin. Where Fig. 6.21(c) shows the
relationship between the true subjective judgement µp and the biased recording e µp, it is
noticeable that the target position can be underestimated by the listener's post-stimulus
movement in the forward direction, which is the usual direction of listener displacement
for a relaxed posture. Assuming ¢y = 20cm, the subjective judgements obtained for
the single source localisation tests have been tentatively compensated and redrawn in
Fig. 6.22 where the agreement to the published data has been considerably improved,
especially in terms of the mean errors. It is unlikely that such a signi¯cant positioning
error, ¢y = 20cm could be unnoticed by the experimenter, but the above error analysis
appears to be still useful, considering the case where possible pre-stimulus positioning
error could be combined with the post-stimulus displacement.
6.4.2 In°uence of visual cues on the subjective response
As presented in section 6.2.2, the loudspeaker array has been covered to prevent any
visual cue to a®ect the test results. Black curtains treated with thin pieces of metal wire
(see Fig. 6.3) successfully disguised each loudspeaker so that participants' attention
may not be visually attracted to result in discrete responses. Nevertheless, since the
loudspeaker array was only a half circle, it has been of concern, despite the considerable
end-margin of the metal-wire treatment, whether there would be subjective bias in
responding to real or virtual sound images which were positioned near the ¯rst or the
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to this possible `edge-e®ect' where even the loudspeakers at 0± and 180± had to be used
for stimulus presentation.
In order to investigate the presence of the edge-e®ect, the test results for the condition
no. 1 have been compared to those for no. 14 (see table 6.1), where the subjective
responses to a real sound source at 0± have been obtained in both cases, but by using
di®erent loudspeakers at far-side (no. 1) and in the middle (no. 14). Fig. 6.23 shows
the statistics of the subjective judgements for 0± source position where box-plots in blue
and red indicate the results using the far-side and the middle loudspeakers, respectively.
Although the distance between the ¯rst and the third quartiles appears to be greater for
some participants when the source in the middle of the array was in use, it is unlikely
to be concluded that there has been an edge-e®ect associated with the judgement of the
far-side source position, since, for 6 participants (SA, SD, SE, SF, SI and SJ), it is NOT
rejected with 5% signi¯cance level that the median values given in two cases re°ect an
identical population, as the blue and the red boxes plotted for those participants are
vertically overlapped. A similar analysis for 180± source location could have been very
helpful, which is, unfortunately, not available due to the lack of the test data where the
mid-position loudspeaker was employed.
6.4.3 Pattern-matching model vs. IPD model
The comparison between the subjective responses and the simulation results depicted
in panel (c)'s in Figs. 6.13 through 6.19 seems to indicate that the IPD model might
be able to give as successful predictions as the pattern-matching model, and this could
imply that the IPD model based on a simple analytic equation (see appendix C) is far
more e±cient than the pattern-matching model that requires very heavy computation.
However, there are a few important distinctions between the two models, which make
the pattern-matching model outstanding. Firstly, the IPD model is based on the free-
¯eld assumption to consider the transfer characteristics from the transducers to the
listeners' ears, which has been shown in many studies to be insu±cient to take into
account the complex interaction between the sound ¯eld and the subject's head and
torso. In addition, the IPD model is valid only at low frequencies where the interaural
phase di®erence is not ambiguous, and even in the low frequency region, its predictions
heavily depend on the frequency as shown in Fig. 6.24. Therefore, the IPD model
requires an additional companion process to handle the localisation information present
at high frequencies, especially the ILD cues given by the head-shadowing e®ect which
is, in the amplitude panning scheme, considered to be a by-product.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 181
For the reasons suggested above, there can be test conditions where the IPD model is
incapable to make reliable predictions, and in fact, the test result with the front-back
symmetric loudspeaker positions is the extreme example where the free-¯eld assumption
has failed to operate. Since the IPD given by Eq. (C.11) for the loudspeaker set-up at
60± and 120± (test condition no. 4) is constant regardless of the target position while
the high-frequency ILD has not been taken into account, the prediction by the IPD
model at 600Hz was constant at 60± [the red circles in Fig. 6.25(b)], which has been
unintentionally made indicative of two positions at 60± and 120± only after the front-back
correction [see Fig. 6.15(c)]. On the contrary, it has been shown in Figs. 6.15(c) and
6.25(b) that the pattern-matching model successfully copes with the extreme condition,
making predictions that re°ect the actual subjective responses even before the front-
back correction. Such an inherent capability to resolve the front-back confusion can be
attributed to the fact that the pattern-matching model takes into account both ITD
and ILD information from low to high frequencies where the two important localisation
cues are considered to be closely related to each other with reference to their natural
combinations that can be slightly di®erent for the sound sources in the front and in the
rear.
Fig. 6.26 presents a detailed account of how the pattern-matching model incorporates
the ILD information at high frequencies. The grey-scale of the 2D histogram in panel
(a) shows the cross-correlation between the EI-template and the target EI-patterns that
have been obtained for a virtual sound image positioned at 20± with a conventional
stereophony system (test condition no. 2). As the white circles indicate the estimate of
the target position made in each auditory frequency band, the model predictions below
approximately 1500Hz are similar to those given by the IPD model that are shown in Fig.
6.24, where, in both cases, the estimated target position slightly increases with frequency
(if front-back confusion is assumed to have been corrected). On the other hand, the
pattern-matching model gives a somewhat confusing prediction between 2kHz and 3kHz
that the perceived image positions will be scattered around 60±, which might re°ect the
transition from the ITD-dominated to the ILD-dominated region for auditory spatial
processing, often associated in the literature with the gradual loss of phase information.
Above 3kHz, however, the local estimates indicate again that subjects will perceive a
phantom image approximately at its target position, where the ILD arbitrarily given by
the head-shadowing e®ect is considered to be the main localisation cue.
Despite the puzzling estimates in the mid-range frequency, the weighting scheme em-
ployed in the current model successfully operated to obtain the probability function of
target location shown in Fig. 6.26(b), since there are more auditory frequency bands
populated at low frequencies, while the frequency weighting function associated with a
white Gaussian noise (see Fig. 5.10) is relatively uniform up to 3kHz. It is suggestedChapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 182
that subjective listening tests investigating the in°uence of various frequency contents
of the sound source can be designed as future work, which are expected to con¯rm the
above discussed reliability of the current model, particularly whether the predictions
given between 2kHz and 3kHz are trustworthy.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 183
6.5 Conclusion
In this experimental study, subjective judgements of acoustic image locations have been
investigated for real and virtual sound sources. A white Gaussian noise stimulus has
been presented over one or a pair of transducers installed on a half-circle array, where
the perceived image locations have been reported by using a pointing device equipped
with a head-tracker. For virtual sound sources, stereophonic images have been created
based on the constant power panning (CPP) method.
The target location in the single source localisation test has been mainly underestimated
by the subjects up to 14± on average, which was consistently observed in the test of
virtual source localisation. From the comparison to the similar tests reported in the
literature, it has been suggested that the absence of training schedule and the lack of
position-monitoring system could be responsible for the prominent underestimation of
the acoustic target position.
For the conventional stereophonic system, the CPP method has been found to create
a better (although slightly underestimated) virtual image than the sine law in terms
of the spatial accuracy, while the latter method has been reported in the literature
[80] to give phantom images often overestimated by listeners. Furthermore, the target
image position has been found to be more underestimated as the loudspeaker span
becomes wider, particularly when the CPP method is implemented by the stereo system
located to the side of the subject. In extreme case where loudspeakers are positioned
front-back symmetric at 60± and 120±, it has been found that the amplitude panning
method fails to control the location of a virtual image. Finally, the test results of the
conventional 5.1 channel set-up showed that the virtual image makes a rapid jump on
the relatively far-side in a R-RS con¯guration, where the indeterminacy of the image
position also increases. Compared to the similar study by Martin [84], the current test
results have been found to be equivalent, or perhaps better, in describing the actual
subjective judgements.
Although the individual link could not be established between subjective judgements and
his or her own model predictions, the global statistics of the simulation results showed
a reasonable agreement with the listening test results for most of the test conditions
investigated in the experiments. The reliability of the model has been also demonstrated
in many cases, and in particular, the comparison to the IPD model showed that the
current pattern-matching model successfully incorporated the ILD information across
frequency, resolving the ambiguity in the IPD, and thus front-back confusion. A further
experimental study using sound sources with various frequency contents is expected toChapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 184
validate the reliability and the extended predictive scope of the pattern-matching model,
which have been partly con¯rmed in the current study.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 185
Figure 6.1: Stereophonic con¯guration to create phantom images. S represents each
loudspeaker while a virtual image is positioned between the two transducers. µc repre-
sents the centre position of the two loudspeakers. All angle notations are made with
respect to the coordinate system where the subject's front is 0±. Symbols will be used
consistently throughout this chapter.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 186
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Diagram illustrating the test and the control rooms. In this diagram,
0± in subjective coordinate system is in the same direction as 90± in room coordinate
system. (b) Photograph taken on site.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 187
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: Treatment to remove the visual cues of the loudspeaker locations. (a)
The loudspeaker array has been covered by black curtains (b) where pieces of metal
wires were attached on top of each unit to disguise the space in-between. In panel (a),
the transmitter of the head-tracking device is shown as it is positioned at the centre of
the half-circled array below the subject's seat.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 188
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.4: (a) Pointing device equipped with the head-tracking receiver and a pen-
shaped laser-beam. (b) Push button to con¯rm the judgement. (c) The position and
the angle recordings by the head-tracking device have to be converted to the response
angle, µp with respect to the subjective coordinate system.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 189






Figure 6.5: Orientations of the subject in accordance with the test conditions for each
session (see table 6.1).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 190
Figure 6.6: Matlab interface to show the test procedures. While the direction of
the head is indicated by the circle at the centre of the array, and the positions of the
loudspeakers are marked by small circles, the thick triangles, asterisk, diamond and the
rectangle indicate the active loudspeakers, target image location, position of receiver
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Figure 6.8: Results of the real source localisation test. (a) Listening test data from all
10 subjects. (b) Predictions of the pattern-matching models established for the 6 par-
ticipants. The scale of the colour-contrast indicates the relative frequency in each bin
along the vertical direction. Dashed boxes represent the mirror-imaged responses cor-
responding to front-back confusion. (c) Box-plots plotted for all subjective judgements
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Figure 6.10: Errorbars indicating the mean responses and the 95% con¯dence inter-
vals of the subjective judgements (blue) and the model predictions (red) for the real
source localisation after the front-back confusion is corrected. Results for all subjects
are presented.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 195






















































Figure 6.11: (a) Mean error and (b) standard deviation of the single source localisa-
tion test results are shown from Blauert [4] (?), Carlile et al. [39] (±) and Makous and
Middlebrooks [38] (O), while the results of the current tests (¢) and the model predic-
tions (¤) are also presented. Positive error indicates that response angle is greater than
target angle for 0± » 360±. Data from Makous and Middlebrooks [38] correspond to
5±-elevation.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 196










































































Figure 6.12: Virtual source localisation (µc = 0±, Ã = 30±): Errorbars indicate the
mean responses and the 95% con¯dence intervals of (a) the listening test results and
(b) the model predictions for individual subjects.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 197
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Figure 6.13: Virtual source localisation (µc = 0±, Ã = 30±): (a) Subjective responses
(10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by 2D histograms with
superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective responses (thick solid
line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line) and the IPD model (thin
dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 198
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Figure 6.14: Virtual source localisation (µc = 180±, Ã = 30±): (a) Subjective re-
sponses (10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by 2D his-
tograms with superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective responses
(thick solid line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line) and the IPD
model (thin dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 199
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Figure 6.15: Virtual source localisation (µc = 90±, Ã = 30±): (a) Subjective responses
(10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by 2D histograms with
superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective responses (thick solid
line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line) and the IPD model (thin
dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 200
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]Virtual source localisation [µc = 50±, Ã = 20± (blue) & 30± (red)]: (a) Subjective
responses (10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by 2D
histograms with superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective
responses (thick solid line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line)
and the IPD model (thin dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 201
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]Virtual source localisation [µc = 130±, Ã = 20± (blue) & 30± (red)]: (a) Subjective
responses (10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by 2D
histograms with superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective
responses (thick solid line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line)
and the IPD model (thin dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 202
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Figure 6.18: Virtual source localisation (µ2 = 90±, Ã = 10± to30± as denoted in
legend): (a) Subjective responses (10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models)
represented by 2D histograms with superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between
the subjective responses (thick solid line), the predictions of the current model (thick
dashed line) and the IPD model (thin dashed line).Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 203
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Figure 6.19: Virtual source localisation (5.1 channel con¯guration at 0± (C), 30±
(R), 110± (RS) and 250± (LS); blue for C-R, red for R-RS and green for RS-LS): (a)
Subjective responses (10 subjects) and (b) model predictions (6 models) represented by
2D histograms with superimposed errorbars. (c) Comparison between the subjective
responses (thick solid line), the predictions of the current model (thick dashed line) and
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(a) (b)


















































Figure 6.21: (a) Perceived image position, µp at the centre position. (b) Recorded
image position, e µp inconsistent with the perceive position, µp due to the forward/back-
ward displacement of the subject. (c) Mapping function relating the recorded location
to the perceived image position for various displacements, ¢y.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 206






















































Figure 6.22: Assuming ¢y = 0:2m in Fig. 6.21, subjective judgements have been
compensated to redraw Fig. 6.11 for (a) the mean responses and (b) the standard
deviations in the real source localisation tests. [Blauert [4] (?), Carlile et al. [39] (±),
Makous and Middlebrooks [38] (O), current tests (¢) and the model predictions (¤)]Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 207

























Figure 6.23: Box-plots for the comparison between the results of the single loud-
speaker localisation tests using loudspeakers at the far-side (blue) and in the middle
(red). Sound source is at 0±





































Figure 6.24: Predictions of the IPD model at various frequencies for the conventional
stereophonic system based on the constant-power panning method.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 208
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.25: Raw results before the front-back correction for the front-back symmetric
loudspeaker con¯guration presented in Fig. 6.15. (a) Subjective responses and (b)
predictions of the pattern-matching model with red circles indicating the predictions
made by the IPD model.Chapter 6. Listening test II - Localisation 209
(a)














Figure 6.26: Central processes of the pattern-matching model presented for the virtual
image at 20± created by the conventional stereophony system. (a) Cross-correlation
between the EI-template and the target EI-patterns where white circles indicate the
decisions made in each auditory frequency band. Dashed white lines represent the target
and its mirror-imaged positions. (b) Probability function of source location obtained
by weighting the local decisions shown in panel (a).Chapter 7
Conclusion
In the current study, two binaural hearing models, the characteristic-curve (CC) model
and the pattern-matching (PM) model have been suggested for the prediction of the
subjective perception of inside- and outside-head acoustic image locations in the hori-
zontal plane. The two models are similar in that, for the central processes, the free-¯eld
cues are considered to be the memory of human spatial hearing to which the internal
representations of the target stimulus are compared. Such a comparison produces the
estimate of the acoustic image position in azimuth angle at a single frequency or in
a frequency band. In particular, the characteristic curve model takes the interaural
time di®erence and the interaural level di®erence as the intermediate input to the cen-
tral processor. The nearest-neighbour to those localisation cues has been found on the
characteristic curve that is the collection of all possible combinations of ITD and ILD
arising in the free-¯eld listening environment. In addition, the pattern-matching model
considered a whole curved surface in (¿, ®, EI00) coordinate space as an internal repre-
sentation of the auditory scene in a single auditory frequency band, and compared it to
the EI-template in terms of cross-correlation. The EI-template is, again, the collection
of all possible EI-cell activity patterns for sound sources in the horizontal plane, the
resolution of which is limited by the resolution of the HRTF.
On the other hand, there are many distinctions between the two models. Firstly, the
pattern-matching model includes all three processes of spatial hearing, peripheral, bin-
aural and central processes, whereas the characteristic curve model is only focused on
the central processes, assuming that ITD and ILD are already given by the lower level
processes. In terms of the predictive scope, the CC model operates only at a single
frequency due to the restriction in the establishment of the characteristic curves across
frequency. However, the EI-patterns contain both waveform and envelope ITD infor-
mation, and, with an experimental frequency weighting scheme, decisions made in each
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auditory frequency band can be combined to produce a probability function of target
location, from which a single estimate can be obtained even for a broadband sound
source. Finally, it is noteworthy that internal processing errors have been taken into
account in the CC model by two independent random noise component that are added
to the target ITD and ILD, while a noise mask has been applied to the EI-pattern in
the PM model.
The predictive scope of the two models have been further investigated in two separate
listening tests, where, in order to emphasise the strong point of each model, the sub-
jective judgements of lateralities of low-frequency pure tone signals have been obtained
and compared to the predictions of the CC model. In addition, the PM model has
been applied to the analysis of the localisation listening tests where broadband real
and virtual acoustic images have been presented to the subjects. In order to establish
the computational models for some of the participants, individual HRTFs have been
measured in advance to provide the memory of the past localisation operation, that
is the characteristic curve and the EI-template for the CC model and the PM model,
respectively.
Unfortunately, it was di±cult to establish strictly quantitative and subject-speci¯c links
between the listening test results and the predictions of the associated hearing models
mainly due to 1) the large variance near the critical ITDs in case of the lateralisation tests
and 2) the signi¯cant underestimation of the target positions in the localisation tests, the
second of which was especially prominent compared to similar test results reported in
the literature. Nevertheless, qualitative agreement between the subjective responses and
the model predictions was quite remarkable, where features in the lateralisation of pure
tones and the localisation of broadband real and virtual sound sources were described
well by the CC and the PM models, respectively. For example, in the lateralisation study,
the critical ITD values given in the listening tests have been found to be consistent with
those predicted by the CC model. Also, the empirical laterality curves were very similar
to those simulated in terms of the vertical distance between nearby curves representing
di®erent target ILDs, particularly when the ITD is small in the absolute sense compared
to the critical ITDs. In the localisation of virtual images created by various stereophonic
arrangements, the relationship between the loudspeaker angular aperture and the extent
of position underestimation has been described well by the PM model. In addition,
the subjective evaluation of the conventional 5.1 channel surround system has been
successfully predicted by the PM model where it has been suggested that the results in
the current study are much more extensive than some previous studies in the literature.
Statistical analysis has shown that the agreement between subjective responses in the
laterality tests and predictions of the subject's own CC model is reasonable, where theChapter 7. Conclusion 212
success rate has been approximately between 30% and 60%, and could be up to 70%,
depending on the subject and the target ILDs. In the localisation tests, however, the
discrepancy between the subjective responses and the individual model predictions was
quite signi¯cant. It is suggested that the prominent contrast between the two cases can
be probably attributed to the nature of each listening test. As a matter of fact, the
lateralities of the dichotic pure tones have been investigated by a matching task where
subjects found an `acoustic' pointer that was most consistent with the target image lo-
cation. However, the outside-head location of the acoustic image in the localisation tests
has been examined by subjects who used a `visible' pointer to report the perceived image
position. In other words, in the former test, auditory perception could be represented
by a reference auditory stimulus, where the matching process involves, arguably, only
the hearing process. However, in the latter case, auditory perception had to be repre-
sented visually, requiring other sensory processes and physical operation, thus inevitably
adding to the uncertainties from each process, although it is beyond the scope of this
study to discuss the relative in°uence of each factor.
It is not intended in the current study to suggest the presence of speci¯c neural structures
or processing mechanisms, for example, the nearest-neighbour ¯nding or the pattern-
matching procedures, which are still active topics of research in auditory neurosciences
and physiology. Indeed, the models are purely based on assumptions, mainly the essen-
tial role of the past localisation memory established by the free-¯eld ITD and the ILD
information, which are nevertheless very common ideas readily accepted by the hearing
research community. As a matter of fact, despite the importance of `naturally combined'
binaural cues, there has been little e®ort to obtain the estimate of auditory image loca-
tion simultaneously from both interaural disparities, and the central processes of the CC
and the PM models described in the current study are considered to be unique. There-
fore, considering the relatively successful predictions of the important features of human
spatial hearing, and the simplicity and the °exibility of the two models in handling both
inside- and outside-head localisation problems in a single framework, it is regarded as
worth investigating the predictive scope of the current models in an extended range
of listening environments. In addition, it is expected that the current models may be
applied for the design and evaluation of spatial audio systems, possibly predicting how
individual listeners would appreciate the reproduced sound ¯eld.Appendix A
Spatial interpolation of the HRTF
Recent studies of the spatial interpolation of head-related transfer functions (HRTF)
databases include those by Evans et al. [50], Langendijk and Bronkhorst [87] and
Takeuchi [88]. Whilst the latter two studies re¯ned the spatial resolution of HRTFs in
the frequency domain by linearly interpolating the magnitude and the phase responses
separately, Evans et al. [50] performed a spherical harmonic transformation of the mea-
sured HRTFs carefully sampled over an entire spherical surface, and then, recreated
HRTFs at any angular location by an inverse transform. They applied this scheme both
in the time and frequency domains and achieved reasonable recreation and interpolation
performances in terms of the resulting mean square errors.
From the above listed studies, it is reasonable to consider three independent parameters
that establish a certain HRTF interpolation scheme: (1) Whether it is computed in
the time- or frequency-domain (domain); (2) Whether the actual interpolation is lin-
ear or uses other schemes such as the spherical harmonic transformation (algorithm);
(3) Whether the onset times of the raw head-related impulse responses (HRIR; the
time domain representation of HRTF) are ¯rst equalised in the time-domain (onset-
equalisation). Normally, the application of onset-equalisation has to be determined in
the ¯rst place, followed by the decisions regarding the domain and the algorithm.
Abbreviation Algorithm Domain Onset-equalisation
LT Linear Time No
LF Linear Freq. No
FT FFT (trigonometric) Time No
FF FFT (trigonometric) Freq. No
LTeq Linear Time Yes
LFeq Linear Freq. Yes
FTeq FFT (trigonometric) Time Yes
FFeq FFT (trigonometric) Freq. Yes
Table A.1: Table of abbreviation for the interpolation schemes characterised by the
algorithm, domain of computation and the equalisation of the onset times.
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Combining the three parameters can result in various interpolation schemes, particularly
with a variety of algorithms. However, in this section, only two algorithms, linear and
trigonometric interpolations will be investigated, where the trigonometric interpolation
(or the FFT interpolation) can be regarded as the 1-dimensional simpli¯cation of the
spherical harmonic transformation used in Evans et al. [50]. Therefore, a total of 8
schemes will be compared for HRTF interpolation in the horizontal plane, which will be
abbreviated as shown in table A.1.
Each parameter is implemented in the following manner.
² Onset-equalisation: Onset time can be obtained from the peak of the cross-
correlation function between a pair of nearby HRIRs. For example, for the HRIRs
shown in Fig. A.1(a), panel (b) in the same ¯gure shows the relative onset-time
acquired, which, however, contains a step-wise increase/decrease for some azimuth
angles, limited by the sampling frequency. Therefore, it is necessary to oversample
the HRIRs in advance, 10 times the original sampling frequency in the current
study, so that the onset time calculation may give a smoother curve as shown in
Fig. A.1(c) (see the increase in the sample numbers due to the oversampling).
Then, HRIRs are shifted according to the relative onset times for the following in-
terpolation process [see Fig. A.1(d)]. After the actual interpolation across azimuth
angle is completed using whichever algorithm in time- or frequency-domain, the
onset times are restored, and the HRIRs are downsampled to the original sampling
frequency, where the onset times for the created part of the HRIRs are linearly
approximated from the curve shown in Fig. A.1(c).
² Domain: Time-domain operation is relatively straightforward, where samples cor-
responding to each time instant are considered for the interpolation across azimuth
angle. On the other hand, interpolation in the frequency domain is implemented
separately for the magnitude and the phase. Similar to the scheme suggested by
Langendijk and Bronkhorst [87], the magnitude, M and the phase, © are not han-
dled in their original forms, but ¯rst converted to M 0 indB scale and ©0 in the
exponential form, respectively.
M 0 = 20log10M (A.1)
©0 = exp(i©) (A.2)
After the actual interpolation in the azimuthal direction, M 0 and ©0 are combined
to give HRTFs in frequency domain, which are then converted back to the timeAppendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 215
domain by inverse FFT.
HRTFinterpolated = 10
M0
20 £ ©0 (A.3)
² Algorithm: Linear and trigonometric interpolations have been implemented in
Matlab 7.0 by built-in functions, interp1 and interpft, respectively.
Those 8 schemes listed in table A.1 have been applied to the 6 HRTFs (distal-region)
measured in chapter 3. Given the original spatial resolution of 5±, HRIRs at every 10±
from 0± to 350± have been regarded as raw data, which were interpolated to recreate 5±-
resolution HRIRs, and the percentage root mean square error (PRMSE) in the following













where Hµ[k] and H0
µ[k] indicate the original and the recreated HRTFs at µ, respectively.
Fig. A.2(a) shows the PRMSE obtained for each interpolation scheme applied to the left
channel data, averaged for 6 subjects. Since the red and blue colour-coding indicates
whether or not the onset time has been equalised, it is apparent that the recreation
performance is generally better with onset-equalisation when the source is ipsilateral to
the receiving side. However, in the narrow region of the contralateral side, say between
80± and 100±, the linear interpolation schemes without the onset-equalisation (LT and
LF) show the less errors compared to others. This dependence of interpolation errors
on the source location can be perhaps understood in relation to the performance of
onset-equalisation. As shown in Fig. A.1(a), there is an apparent discontinuity found
around 90± in the raw HRIRs, which results in the `jump' in the equalised HRIRs in
Fig. A.1(d). In other words, the realignment of HRIRs is inevitably incomplete in the
contralateral side, which does not help to enhance the interpolation but to give greater
errors.
The overall performance of the 8 interpolation schemes can be examined in Fig. A.2(b),
where PRMSEs have been averaged across source location. From this ¯gure, it is ob-
served that (1) the in°uence of domain (time or frequency) is unclear, (2) linear in-
terpolation is superior to the trigonometric method and (3) onset-equalisation gener-
ally enhances the interpolation performance. Relatively poor results produced by the
trigonometric interpolation is closely related to the fact that 10±-resolution raw HRIRs
had also to be recreated through the inverse Fourier transformation.Appendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 216
In order to further investigate the interpolation schemes, 1±-resolution distal-region
HRTFs have been measured with the KEMAR. Ear-simulators (GRAS RA0045 with
type 26AC preampli¯er) have been placed in the ear-drum depth for signal recording,
while other measurement arrangement has been identical to that described in section
3.2.
Fig. A.3 shows the PRMSEs averaged across source location and left-right channel
for the recreation of 1± HRIRS from the HRIRs selected at every 5± from the original
recordings. While each interpolation scheme is colour-coded as shown in the legend,
PRMSEs corresponding to ipsilateral and contralateral source positions are shown sep-
arately along with the overall averages. (For the left ear, for example, 0± to 180± is
contralateral, while 180± to 360± is ipsilateral.)
The contribution of each interpolation parameter is clearly depicted in Fig. A.3, where
the following are observed.
² Interpolation performance is better on the ipsilateral side.
² The in°uence of computation domain - whether time or frequency - varies depend-
ing on the algorithm of interpolation. For example, time-domain performance is
slightly better with linear interpolation, but frequency-domain interpolation gives
less error when combined with the FFT algorithm. Nevertheless, the di®erence
between the two cases is insigni¯cant.
² Linear interpolation works better than the FFT algorithm, where the di®erence
between the two algorithms is more prominent on the contralateral side. The
recreation of already existing HRIRs can be attributed to the poor performance
of FFT interpolation as discussed above.
² Onset-equalisation increases the interpolation errors, especially on the ipsilateral
side.
While the ¯rst three observations agree with those made for the comparison of the
schemes with the subjects' HRTFs, the increased error with onset-equalisation is com-
pletely contradictory (see Fig. A.2). It is possible that for the interpolation from 5±- to
1±-resolution HRIRs, the onset-equalisation may actually make the interpolation process
deteriorate, which, however, cannot be con¯rmed using the subjects' HRTF databases
due to the lack of data. (Obviously, recording 360 HRIRs for a human subject with the
measurement arrangement given in section 3.2 is unsuitable.) On the other hand, it is
also possible that the interpolation performance varies depending on individual HRTF
databases.Appendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 217
Considering that the performance di®erence between LTeq and LT (or LF) is less sig-
ni¯cant in the overall mean errors shown in Fig. A.3 and that the subjects' HRTFs
are those to be actually interpolated, a mixed approach is suggested, which is mainly
based on the observations made for Fig. A.2. In the current study, all HRTFs have
been interpolated in a way that LTeq was used for all the source locations except for
particular ranges on the contralateral sides, 95± » 120± for the left ear and 240± » 265±
for the right ear, in which LT was employed.Appendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 218




















































































































Figure A.1: (a) Raw HRIRs for the subject SA (distal-region; left channel). (b)
Relative onset time of the raw HRIRs at the original sampling frequency, 48kHz. (c)
Relative onset time obtained with the prior oversampling of raw HRIRs at 480kHz (d)
Alignment by shifting the HRIRs according to the onset times given in panel (c). Note
that in (c) and (d), the sample numbers are increased by 10.Appendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 219














































































































Figure A.2: (a) Percentage root mean square errors (PRMSE) are shown for the
8 interpolation schemes averaged across the 6 subjects' HRTFs measured in chapter 3
(10±-to-5 ± recreation; left channel only). (b) Overall PRMSEs for the subjects' HRTFs
are shown for each interpolation scheme.Appendix A. Spatial interpolation of HRTF 220
























































Figure A.3: The PRMSEs of the 8 interpolation schemes are shown, where KEMAR
HRTFs measured with 1± spatial resolution have been used for the recreation from 5±
to 1±. Bar graphs colour-coded for each interpolation scheme are grouped to show the
PRMSEs on the ipsilateral side (receiver on the same side of source with respect to the
median plane), the contralateral side (receiver on the opposite side of source) and the
overall averages.Appendix B
Normalisation of the EI-pattern
In this section, a brief description of EI-pattern normalisation is given, based on a
couple of assumptions. First, it is assumed that the binaural signals on the left and
right channels are related to each other by a simple delay ¿0 sec. and attenuation ®0 dB,
which can be an approximation of the interaural relation found in the HRTFs:
Li(t) = Ri(t ¡ ¿0)10¡
®0
20 (B.1)




1; t ¡ ±t < t0 < t + ±t
0; elsewhere
(B.2)
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where T = ¿ ¡ ¿0, ¤ = ® ¡ ®0, and ª is the auto-correlation for Ri(t), and b ª is its
normalised version.






where eL and eR are the signal energy at the left and the right channel, respectively.







20 + 10¡ ¤
20
2
¡ b ª(T) (B.6)
It is obvious that the normalised EI-pattern (with no noise mask yet applied) retains
only the information relating to ITD and ILD, and its value is not a®ected by the signal
amplitude and duration.Appendix C
IPD Model
In this section, an analytical method is revisited and extended to estimate the loca-
tion of virtual acoustic image created by the amplitude-panning method. Based on the
assumption of free-¯eld sound propagation, the phase di®erence between two receiver
locations can be obtained for a single sound source positioned in the far ¯eld. Then, the
IPD model relates this phase di®erence to that produced by the 2-channel amplitude
panning scheme to give an estimate of source angular location in the horizontal plane,
which was the very idea in Blumlein's stereophony [78]. Although there are some re-
liability issues associated with the free-¯eld assumption and the phase ambiguity, the
IPD model can be a good starting point for estimating the actual subjective perception
of virtual image positions, and in this section, it will be extended to the asymmetric
con¯guration of the 2-channel loudspeaker system.
First, the phase di®erence associated with a single acoustic source is approximated
between two receiver points. An acoustic ¯eld created by a real sound source S is shown
in Fig. C.1 along with the locations of two receivers (ears) marked as w1 and w2. The
sound wave reaching w2 will travel a longer distance by hsinµ compared to the ¯eld at
w1, and this di®erence in travelling distance creates a phase di®erence Ár. When the





where c is the speed of sound in air, and ! is the angular frequency of the sound wave.
Stereophony assumes that the information required for a listener to appreciate a sound
location can be provided by this phase di®erence [79] at low frequencies (approximately
below 700Hz), above which hsinµ becomes less than half an acoustic wavelength, thus
giving an ambiguous Ár.
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Fig. C.2(a) shows a stereophony system con¯gured symmetrically with respect to the
median plane, where the amplitude gains to the left and the right channels are L and R,
respectively. Since each loudspeaker subtends an angle Ã with respect to the midline,
the sound pressure w1 and w2 generated by either transducer will have a phase di®erence
2!¹ = (!hsinÃ)=c when 2¹ is the arrival time di®erence [79]. Then, w1 and w2 can be
represented by
w1 = Lsin!(t ¡ ¹) + Rsin!(t + ¹) (C.2a)
w2 = Lsin!(t + ¹) + Rsin!(t ¡ ¹) (C.2b)






















The value of Áa is the phase di®erence delivered by the two in-phase loudspeakers, and
if Áa can be made equal to Ár in Eq. (C.1), a sound ¯eld can be created to provide a
virtual acoustic image at µa in azimuth angle as shown in Fig. C.2(a). In this case, the






(!¹ ¿ 1) (C.5)
The above derivation of the relationship between the perceived image position and the
input gains of the two loudspeakers can be generalised for an asymmetric stereophony
system shown in Fig. C.2(b) where the centre line connecting the midpoint of loudspeak-
ers to the listener has been tilted to one side by µc. If this loudspeaker con¯guration is
to be considered, Eq. C.2 has to be modi¯ed to be
w0
1 = Lsin(!t + Á1) + Rsin(!t + Á2) (C.6a)
w0
2 = Lsin(!t ¡ Á1) + Rsin(!t ¡ Á2) (C.6b)Appendix C. IPD Model 225



















A2 + B2 sin(!t ¡ tan¡1 B
A
) (C.8b)
where A and B are given by
A = LcosÁ1 + RcosÁ2 (C.9a)
B = LsinÁ1 + RsinÁ2 (C.9b)
From Eq. (C.8), the phase di®erence Áa between w1 and w2 is ¯nally given by
Áa = 2tan¡1 B
A
(C.10)
Obviously, equating this Áa to Ár in Eq. (C.1) can give the generalised relationship












which is slightly more complex than Eq. (C.5), but readily computable.
It is noticeable that, within the validity of the assumptions discussed in the beginning
of this section, Eqs. (C.5) and (C.11) are usable for any pair of input gains regardless
of a speci¯c amplitude panning scheme. For example, the input gains obtained by the
constant-power panning method [see Eq. (6.2)] can be substituted to Eq. (C.11) to
make predictions of the associated image positions.Appendix C. IPD Model 226
Figure C.1: Relative positions of a single sound source and two receivers (ears).Appendix C. IPD Model 227
(a)
(b)
Figure C.2: (a) Con¯guration of a left-right symmetric stereophony system, where an
image source is to be positioned at µa. (b) Con¯guration of an asymmetric stereophony
system. µc represents the centre of the two loudspeakers, while 2Ã is the angular
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